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This document would never have been written without the loving support of an entire 
network of individuals who kept me standing when all I wanted to do was fall. I am eternally 
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 Mainstream institutions have, historically, dismissed Indigenous worldviews, 
knowledges, and research approaches (Bowman-Farrell, 2015; Harrington & Pavel, 2013). 
However, in recent years, a literature has emerged articulating Indigenous research 
methodologies (IRMs), and their distinctiveness from Western, Eurocentric perspectives on 
inquiry (Denzin, Lincoln, & Smith, 2008; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 1999 & 2012; Wilson, 2008). 
This has coincided with increased need for IRM scholars and practitioners to secure extramural 
funds to support their activities. But questions remain as to how the U.S. federal grant making 
enterprise has accommodated Indigenous frameworks. This research explores synergies in the 
ways that grantees, grant makers, and other related stakeholders understand and navigate the 
federal funding enterprise in science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and health (STEM-
 
 
H) fields; and the impact of how, and to what extent, this space is successfully navigated. To 
align with Indigenous worldviews, I use triple theoretical lenses of Tribal Critical Race Theory 
(Brayboy, 2005), Storytelling, and Interstitial Spaces (Cram & Philips, 2011), and an indigenized 
case study design. Eleven participants from Tribal Colleges and Universities and tribal 
communities, federal funding agencies, and consulting firms participated in unstructured 
interviews to tell their views about Indigenous approaches in the federal funding environment. 
Coupled with document review, the analysis showed that perceptions of risk, evidence, and 
expertise were sources of tension, although there were also areas of real and lasting success. I 
suggest that despite policies to diversify STEM-H grant making, Indigenous perspectives have 
largely been excluded from these discourses. This may have the effect of compromising the 
integrity of the validity construct as used in the dominant research methodology literature. I offer 







Indigenous, Native, Native American, American Indian, Indian, Alaska Native, Native 
Hawaiian, First Nations, Aboriginal 
 I follow the traditions of my relations and many scholars, and aptly articulated by Nicole 
Bowman-Farrell (2015), in purposely selecting the term Indigenous to describe the communities 
of First Inhabitants of the land. Linda Smith (2012) explains, “Indigenous peoples is a 1970s 
term from the American Indian Movement to internationalize experiences of Indigenous peoples 
around Mother Earth…it represents our collective voices to finish the unfinished business of 
decolonization” (p. 7). Other authors cite terms such as Indian, Native American, or First 
Nations. Following Bowman-Farrell, throughout this work, I use those terms when referring to 
another author or speaker’s words. It is my practice in this research, however, to use the term 
Indigenous, the global correlate for Native, or reference a specific Tribal name. 
 
Indigenous Methodologies, Indigenous Research Methodologies (IRMs) 
Chilisa (2015) defines IRMs as a “family of Research Methodologies that draw from Indigenous 
Knowledge, histories, languages, metaphors, world views, philosophies and experiences of 
former colonized historically marginalized communities to critique mainstream methodologies, 
decolonize and indigenize mainstream methodologies, envision other ways of doing research…” 
(slide 12). Furthermore, as Kovach (2009 & 2013) explains, the tendency of Western research to 
subdivide inquiry into distinct areas is difficult to translate to the Indigenous research project. 
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Some of the challenge is due, undoubtedly, to language differences; but it is also due to how 
Indigenous worldviews tend to view the universe holistically. As such, a clear distinction 
between methodology/ies, research frameworks, inquiry, and other similar ideas is rendered 
moot — and, they are used interchangeably here. All terms describe “the theory and method of 
conducting research that flows from an Indigenous epistemology” (Kovach, 2009, p. 20-21). 
 
Indigenist (research) 
 Some authors have proposed using the term Indigenist when referring to research and 
methodologies that are grounded in Indigenous epistemologies. This is done for several reasons. 
As Wilson explains, Indigenist emphasizes the philosophical distinctiveness of the Indigenous 
research paradigm, without claiming that the paradigm is “owned” by any particular group of 
people (Adams, Wilson, Heavy Head & Gordon, 2015). This term also clarifies that one need not 
be of Native descent or tribally affiliated in order to effectively study and practice these 
methodologies.   
 
Western, Eurocentric  
 This research study adopts Kovach’s (2009) explanation of the term Western or 
Eurocentric in Indigenous research. Here, it describes an ontological, epistemological, 
sociological, ideological, and economical way of thinking that is distinct from Indigenous 
thought. In a research agenda that focuses primarily on Indigenous approaches to research, this 
term does not neglect the history and impact of colonialism on Indigenous peoples across the 
world. Concurrently, this study does not presume that Western or Eurocentric perspectives are 
monolithic or stable; like Indigenous worldviews, there is great variety and capacity for change. 
Kovach also argues, as do I, that in using these terms, the “purpose is not to propagate unhelpful 
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binaries, but to point out that Indigenous approaches to seeking knowledge are not of a Western 




 “Grant” is used to describe broadly what the Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance 
(CFDA) defines as a project grant: a type of assistance made for a fixed or known period and for 
a defined set of activities. This includes fellowships, scholarships, research grants, training 
grants, traineeships, experimental and demonstration grants, evaluation grants, planning grants, 
technical assistance grants, survey grants, and construction grants, formula grants, allocations to 
states and tribal governments, and cooperative agreements (CFDA, 2013). 
 
Grantsmanship 
 The Merriam-Webster Dictionary defines grantsmanship as “the art of obtaining grants.” 
For the purposes of this study, this rather simple definition has both strengths and weaknesses. In 
using the word “art,” it recognizes that there are creative, and perhaps subjective, skills 
associated with obtaining extramural funding. However, it is the notion of “obtaining” where this 
definition may be misleading and limiting. The Granstsmanship Center (2008) offers more detail, 
suggesting that those who practice grantsmanship: understand the role that funding can play in 
fulfilling the mission of their organizations; know that grants can fulfill some, but not all, 
community funding needs; proactively search for funders that fit their missions; build 
relationships with funders; are ethical; know their communities intimately; are skilled at proposal 
writing, and; view grant funding as a catalyst for change. The term grantsmanship, as used for 
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the purposes of this study, most closely aligns with that articulated by the Grantsmanship Center, 
with the following additional concepts: 
1. Grantsmanship involves a set of strategic policies and practices affecting 
extramural funding actions along the entire grant cycle. 
2. Relationship building and stewardship is sine qua non of successful 
grantsmanship. 
3. Grantsmanship is practiced by both funding applicants and sponsors. 
 
Culturally Responsive, Culturally Sustainable 
 I borrow from concepts in the Indigenous education literature, using the terms “culturally 
responsive” and “culturally sustainable” throughout, as presented by Munson, Hall and 
Weatherwax at the 2014 Annual Convention of the University Council for Educational 
Administration. Gay (2000) writes that a culturally responsive practice “… recognizes, respects, 
and uses [individuals’] identities and backgrounds as meaningful sources for creating optimal 
learning environments. It is more than being respectful, empathetic, or sensitive” (cited in 
Castagno & Brayboy, 2008, p. 947). Culturally sustainable practices move beyond 
responsiveness, as Paris (2012) argues. She writes that they require us to “support [individuals] 
in sustaining the cultural and linguistic competence of their communities while simultaneously 
offering access to dominant cultural competence. … [It] seeks to perpetuate and foster—to 
sustain—linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of the democratic project of schooling” 
(p. 95). In this study, these two concepts are applied to provide a deeper analysis of the grant 





 It is difficult to provide a singular, simple definition of morals or morality. However, for 
the purposes of this study, I adopt the Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy’s explanation. 
Morality is used 
descriptively to refer to certain codes of conduct put forward by a society or a group 
(such as a religion), or accepted by an individual for her own behavior… “Morality”, 
when used in a descriptive sense, has an important feature that “morality” in the 
normative sense does not have: a feature that stems from its relational nature. This feature 
is the following: that if one is not a member of the relevant society or group, or is not the 
relevant individual, then accepting a certain account of the content of morality, in the 
descriptive sense, has no implications for how one should behave. (Gert & Gert, 2016, 
para. 3 & 11) 
As it pertains to the funding environment for Indigenous approaches, as researchers enter others’ 
cultural and epistemological spaces, they all become “members of the relevant society or group.” 





Protocol of Introduction ↔ Prologue1 
 
We know what we know from where we stand.  
Cree Saltaux teaching, as conveyed by Margaret Kovach (Sakewew p’sim iskwew), Plains Cree 
and Saulteaux ancestry, member of Pasqua First Nation, 2013 
 
Ef onna ent weh onna da gwine, oona should kno weh onna come from!  
[If you don’t know where you are going, you should know where you come from!] 
Gullah proverb 
 
 My name is Jessica Venable. I am the child of Geraldine and Demetrius; the 
granddaughter of Josephine and James, and Juanita and Louis. I am the sister of Juanita; the aunt 
of Devan and Alana; the niece of Yvonne, Xochela, Richard, and Poonam. I am a student. I 
acknowledge those who came before me and those who will come after me, because my 
education is built on their grace and wisdom. I acknowledge the place upon which these words 
were crafted, because my education exists in the context of this river air I breathe, how my feet 
sink into the wet earth in the springtime to change the support of my spine, and when the light 
shifts across my keyboard and screen each day. I acknowledge the stories told to me over 
generations and generations, because my education is in how I bring together, use, and pass on 
their music. 
                                                          
1 One of the purposes of this prologue is to situate my own history, positions, and motivations in 
relation to the research choices I have made, according to the guidance of Kovach (2009) and 
Wilson (2008). This type of personal storytelling is explained further in Chapter III. 
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 I exist in relation to my family, my community, and my environment, all of whom have 
given me my voice. This text honors their rightful, leading, and named position in the knowledge 
building enterprise.  
 I was, am, and always will be, a learner. My words are humble, and I ask forgiveness for 
my mistakes. 
 My cousins and I spent our summers at my paternal grandparents’ house in Powhatan, 
Virginia. My most vivid memory was the heat and the bugs. But my grandmother, “Grandma,” 
always made us stay outside in the fresh air. We spent those weeks in her garden picking 
vegetables, grapes, and apples so that she could can them for the winter. Grandma had two 
knives for cutting apples; we were only allowed to touch one of them. She showed us how to 
peel the apple slowly, in one long strand of skin so she could tell us a story while she did it. 
Something out of the Bible or about her sisters. How you could tell that a snake was in your 
grape arbor. If you put the peeled apples in water, they wouldn’t turn brown. How much sugar to 
put in the jelly so it would set. If you listen quietly and do a good job with your own peeling, you 
might get a piece of apple. 
 Grandpa drove the kids to the store for giant bags of sugar and vats of vinegar so his wife 
could make her brew, and clandestinely bought us Crackerjacks. What is nine times seven? on 
those rides. That’s where Grandma Chris built her house. Let’s follow the creek behind 
Grandma Chris.’  You can walk all the way to Aunt Yvonne’s. Go pick that — we should take 
some of it back home — what is it called? Mint? Is it for your tea? Why wasn’t there any mint 
last year?  
 As hot as it was outside, it was an inferno inside Grandma’s kitchen. She wouldn’t let us 
inside because we might get hurt around all those boiling pots. So we would drag the picnic table 
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under the kitchen window to watch her make jelly and applesauce…and to listen to the “stories” 
on the television in the background.  How much sugar should go in? How does it taste? Is this 
one ready? Where is my good spoon?! And then we would do it all over again. The kids would 
pile in Grandpa’s car to travel the two miles to Aunt Eugertha’s house to pick fruit for her 
canning. My job was to climb the peach trees. By then I was pretty good at looking out for 
snakes. 
 But I remember a few times, it was just me and my grandparents — for some reason, my 
cousins were not there. Those times in particular, I remember walking. Either just before or just 
after the late afternoon summer rainstorms that are so common in our region, when the weather 
cooled, Grandma, Grandpa, and I would go out on the land. They lived in the same house that 
they built when they were married. It was the land owned by the people who owned their people.  
Which was on the same land that was both their ancestral homelands, and that their ancestors 
purchased in the post-bellum period. Which is the same land that my family owns today. During 
these walks I had to remove my shoes; in fact, I hardly ever remember wearing my shoes in 
Powhatan, and to this day resist wearing them most places. We would amble around the 
perimeter of their property, across the highway, and down the long road near Mr. Flemming’s 
house, with my toes sinking in the dirt or kicking up dust and gravel. Grandma always had a 
stick — for the snakes — and she would point to a bug or plant. It was my job to pick it up and 
examine it. When you touch eggs, they won’t hatch. Blackberries are delicious but it is painful to 
pick them. Honeysuckle requires some work to figure out how to eat. Mint is wonderful in tea. 
Poison ivy is not mint. Green snakes are okay. Cicadas look like aliens. I wouldn’t see another 
cicada until I was an adult. Mr. Flemming had been custodian at the school almost since it was 
built. Inez may have diabetes so we will visit with her. 
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 Like many places in the United States, this part of Virginia embraces its contrasts: despite 
being incredibly diverse, I saw vestiges of the segregation that was widely claimed to have 
disappeared. The story of segregation and racism is part of the story of the land, of my land. 
Powhatan is located less than 50 miles from the home of Mildred and Richard Loving — a 
woman of African American and Rappahannock descent who was married to a white man — 
whose landmark case against the Commonwealth of Virginia (388 U.S. 1) was argued all the 
way to the Supreme Court, and eventually led to the sweeping end of anti-miscegenation 
laws…in 1967.  
 These laws were established by a set of three racial integrity acts that were passed in 
Virginia between 1924 and 1930, facilitated in part by the eugenics movement. These laws 
argued that race mixing would do harm to the White race, despite centuries of race mixing in the 
Commonwealth. The first measure was to define White versus non-White. Walter Plecker, state 
Registrar of Vital Statistics and a proponent of eugenics, maintained that there were only two 
racial categories of Virginians: “white” and “colored” (Talbot, 2014). He was unrelenting in 
ordering staff at his agencies to distinguish individuals by this division — an act that could have 
administratively erased Virginia Indians, whom he deemed all to be “mixed-blooded negroes” 
and therefore reclassified as “colored” (Talbot, 2014). By Plecker’s estimation, Mildred Loving 
was not a Rappahannock woman, she was not a mixed-race woman, she was a colored woman. 
Coloreds were in a constant state of intellectual deficit as compared to Whites; coloreds were not 
entitled to the same level of human services as Whites; coloreds and Whites could not marry by 
law. Talbot (2014) and others assert that Plecker’s legacy has delayed state and federal 
recognition of Virginia Indian tribes across the state for the past century. 
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 This legacy is in my land. It is in the mud and dust and gravel between my toes. It is part 
of the fabric that makes up my insides. My ancestors and relations are Black, Indian, White, 
European, African, South Asian… My great grandfather was a slave; my great grandmother was 
a landowner. We have served others by teaching their children, minding their children, healing 
their children, crying over their children. And on the inside, I am told I am not who I am — I am 
who others define me to be.  
 I had attended top rated schools for undergraduate and graduate school – the kind that 
would prompt people to say, “Oh wow, you went there?!” But I didn’t share their enthusiasm 
because I had a very difficult time at these institutions. I was always aware that I was “other 
than.” My first love was physics and astrophysics. One day during office hours, my physics 
professor told me, “You’re too stupid to be a physicist.” I was then “discouraged” from pursuing 
that major because, apparently, I didn’t think or work like a physicist; and I then dropped from 
the program. I continued to study the sciences, but in a roundabout way: I examined how the 
STEM enterprise is taught to, learned by, and funded for marginalized and underrepresented 
communities. Although I stayed close to the STEM fields in my career, there was no shortage of 
people to remind me that I was not a real scientist. I was hesitant to enter a doctoral program, and 
had a difficult time in the first years because I did not think in a way that matched how and what 
I was being taught to learn. I knew that I wanted to examine federal funding policies of STEM 
research and education programs in Indian country using Indigenous research methodologies. 
But the voices of those who supported my proposed research seemed many fewer, and much 
quieter, than those who challenged it.  
 I was living and working the reality I wanted to study, and I received tremendous support 
from my relations. This is who I am. This is all I know. After a 2015 workshop, renowned 
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scholar Shawn Wilson and I rode together in the back seat of a bus on the way to a ritual. He 
reiterated what I already knew in my insides. My life (my history, my experiences, my choices, 
my values, my meaning making) is congruent with my research; my research is congruent with 
my life. It cannot be otherwise. 







 An ancient Greek story actually tells us a lot about Western culture…. In this story, a 
half-god, half-human named Procrustes waylaid travelers on the road to Athens and forced them 
to lie down in his iron bed. Notice – an iron bed. Rigid and unyielding. Then he made them fit the 
bed. If the person was too long and their legs hung off the end of the bed, he whacked their legs 
off with an axe. If the person was too short and did not fill the bed, he put them on a rack and 
tore their joints apart to stretch them out appropriately…. The people Procrustes met who were 
merely passing by, minding their own business, had to fit his standard to survive. A hero named 
Theseus in this story eventually put Procrustes on his own bed and took care of him. We seem to 
have no such hero available to us. What we have to do instead is watch out for that bed…” 







Practice Reflexivity ↔Introduction 
 
We want to restore our homelands; revitalize our traditional religious practices; regain our 
health; and cultivate our economic, social, and governing systems. Our research can help us 
maintain our sovereignty and preserve our nationhood.  
Cheryl Crazy Bull, Sicangu Lakota, 1997, p. 17 
 
Indigenous and Western Approaches’ Perspectives on Extramural Funding: My Story 
 I became professionally involved in Indigenous approaches to research and education in 
the late 1990s. I was working at NASA Langley Research Center’s (NASA LaRC) Office of 
Education, as part of a program to increase the number of underrepresented minority (URM) 
students graduating and pursuing advanced degrees in the science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics (STEM) fields. There, I was tasked with overseeing several projects, including 
conducting research to support the increased federal attention to diversity in STEM education 
and in the STEM workforce. This involved helping to craft LaRC’s response to President 
Clinton’s Executive Order No 13021 (1996), which established the White House Initiative on 
Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs) within the U.S. Department of Education, and required 
that each federal agency submit a five-year plan with annual goals for how grants, contracts, and 
cooperative agreements would be awarded to TCUs. 
 Whereas minority serving institutions (MSIs) like Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities (HBCUs) and Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSIs) may be more familiar to readers, 
having been defined by the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 1965 (Civic Impulse, 2016), 
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there are, in fact, currently nine categories of MSIs. Colleges and universities must meet at least 
one of two criteria to attain the classification of MSI: either meet a minimum percentage 
enrollment of minority students or be designated by law. Tribal Colleges and Universities meet 
both criteria. 
Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs) in the United States grew out of the self-
determination movement of the 1970s as a way of offering high-quality, culturally relevant 
education to American Indian, Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian students without assimilation 
(American Indian Higher Education Consortium [AIHEC], 1999; Boyer, 1997; Martin, 2005; 
U.S. Department of Education, 2012). There are currently 36 fully accredited TCUs in the United 
States, all of which operate on or near reservations (AIHEC, 1999; U.S. Department of 
Education, 2012). In 2010, 8.7% of Indigenous college students in the United States were 
attending one of these institutions (U.S. Department of Education, 2012). TCUs are not just 
learning institutions for college students. They are also vital resources to and for Indigenous 
communities. Many also house libraries, tribal archives, economic development centers, small 
business incubators, job training centers, elder and child care facilities, meeting houses, other 
public spaces, and critical sources of outreach and technical expertise for tribal members 
(AIHEC, 1999; AIHEC 2012; Association of Public and Land Grant Universities [APLU], 2012; 
Boyer, 1997). 
 Tribal colleges and universities are an attractive option for Indigenous students, due in 
large part to their distinct missions. TCUs uphold traditional tribal cultures through uniquely 
designed curricula, educational environments, and programming (Boyer, 1997; Tierney, 1992). 
Indigenous worldviews are characterized as organizing knowledge in a holistic manner showing 
respect for all things, particularly for relationships and the wisdom of elders; emphasizing 
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cooperation; communicating through metaphor; and integrating daily life into the process of 
learning (Cajete, 2000; Chilisa, 2012; Hart, 2010; Kovach, 2009; Wilson 2008). This contrasts 
with Western or mainstream views, which promote individualism and competition; reduce 
themes and concepts to parts; rely upon procedure and algorithm; and value skepticism, 
objectivity, quantitative data, generalizability, and the written record (Adams, 2013; Cajete, 
2005; Kovach, 2009; Wilson, 2008).  
 Additionally, tribal colleges are among the sites of leading scholarship in Indigenous 
research methodologies (IRMs). Chilisa (2015) defines IRMs as a “family of Research 
Methodologies that draw from Indigenous Knowledge, histories, languages, metaphors, world 
views, philosophies and experiences of former colonized historically marginalized communities 
to critique mainstream methodologies, decolonize and indigenize mainstream methodologies, 
envision other ways of doing research and claiming space for a 5th Paradigm” (slide 12). IRMs 
are grounded in tribal epistemologies. We see these culturally-specific approaches applied to 
research and evaluation inquiry, education, and other programming and practice — often in the 
science, technology, engineering, mathematics, and health (STEM-H) contexts and disciplines — 
targeted to improving the conditions of tribal communities. 
 However, many TCUs, and thus the communities they serve, are chronically 
underfunded. TCUs in the United States receive little to no local or state funding, and rely 
heavily on federal funds for their research agendas, educational programming, and student 
support (AIHEC, 2012). Even though the Tribally Controlled Colleges and Universities 
Assistance Act (1978) authorizes funding at $8,000 per Indian student, TCUs received only a 
little more than $5,000 per Indian student in 2011 (AIHEC 2012; AIHEC 1999; His Horse is 
Thunder, 2012). TCUs receive about one quarter of one percent of all federal extramural funding 
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directed to STEM-H research, programming, and evaluation (AIHEC, 2014). This chronically 
low operating funding not only severely limits the TCUs’ ability to address the unique challenges 
facing Indigenous communities (His Horse is Thunder, 2012), but it also hinders the unique 
contribution of tribal perspectives to a diverse research, education, and evaluation agenda. 
 Executive Order 13021 was passed to increase TCUs’ access to opportunities and 
resources, and to assure that these institutions receive continual federal support through grants, 
contracts, and cooperative agreements (Executive Order No. 13021, 1996).  In 1998, I was put in 
charge of developing and deploying a survey to determine the extent to which underrepresented 
minority faculty members and students were involved with research funded by NASA LaRC. 
The data showed that Indigenous researchers and students were consistently underrepresented as 
Principal Investigators and trainees in NASA LaRC’s funding portfolio, and that TCUs, as a 
group, received a very small percentage of all extramural funding awarded by Langley. In 
response, the LaRC Office of Education organized a weeklong workshop to introduce TCU 
faculty and students to the research and study opportunities at NASA, to forge collaborations, 
and, it was hoped, to increase NASA funding to TCUs. As the workshop coordinator, my duties 
included crafting preliminary white papers to support the concept.  
 From my perspective, the workshop aimed – and perhaps succeeded – at meeting the 
TCU researchers’ and students’ intellectual needs. Nevertheless, the participants made it clear 
that the event fell short of fulfilling their needs in other areas (Adams, 2013). From the amount 
of time allotted for meals to the way sessions were delivered, I saw then — and understand now 
— that LaRC’s tried and true procedures for engaging with researchers were devoid of an 
understanding of the diverse epistemologies from which research grows. Content was delivered 
in back-to-back lectures, instead of engaging in discussions with the faculty and students as co-
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equals and taking the opportunity to learn from them. Content was not contextualized into real-
world situations, nor did presenters demonstrate the importance of NASA LaRC research efforts 
to TCU communities. Attendees were not invited to share their stories with each other or spend 
time together during the conference. No representatives of the local tribal communities were 
invited to welcome the guests to these lands, nor to participate in the events. 
A Different Way of Seeing the World: Persistent Challenges and Responses 
 TCUs are heavily reliant upon government funding to compensate for financial deficits, 
in order to offer high-quality STEM-H research, education and programming, and evaluation. 
Federal agencies have allocated a half-billion dollars to Tribal Colleges and Universities in 
grants and cooperative agreements during Fiscal Years 2008-2012; and, for example, the 
National Science Foundation contributed $150 million in 1997-2012 (Colbert, Johnson, 
Mansfield, Pienkowski, & Venable, 2013). Today, under President Barack Obama’s Executive 
Order 13592, the number of federal funding opportunities for TCUs and Indigenous communities 
has increased among the science agencies (Colbert, Johnson, Mansfield, Pienkowski, & Venable, 
2013).  
 Despite this, Grover (2010) writes that “[I]mportant cultural values in Native 
communities are not always shared nor understood by mainstream funders and academics” (p. 
35). Indigenous research scholars claim that the dominance of Western value orientations has 
created a methodological and evidentiary hierarchy in institutions, programs, policies, and 
structures (Kovach, 2009; Lambert, 2014; Smith, 2012). They argue that evidence-based practice 
and outcome measurement is considered to be the most legitimate means of demonstrating 
results and drawing conclusions in sponsored programming (Brown & Strega, 2005; Tyler et al., 
2008). This establishes a push and pull between the needs and expectations of Indigenous 
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communities, some of whom strive to honor and incorporate Indigenous epistemologies in their 
grant proposals and reporting through tribally-specific research and evaluation designs. These 
designs will, they argue, meet the needs and expectations of both the Indigenous communities 
and federal funding agencies, as the grant makers have defined in their own diversity policies 
and guidelines. 
Based on my work at NASA, the contrast between Indigenous and non-Indigenous 
epistemologies was vividly manifested in the grant making policies and practices for STEM-H 
education and research — a condition that I contend persists today. I continued to experience this 
rift for the next 10 years as I moved into a career of research and grant development in 
Washington, DC. For example, in 1999, I began reviewing grants for several Federal programs 
that targeted tribal-serving organizations and communities, and/or promoted Indigenous 
education and research. Agency staff provided grant panel reviewers with in-depth training on 
what to expect from the applicants. We were shown that the tribes were under tremendous 
pressure to meet community needs and, at the same time, adhere to the funding agencies’ 
missions and guidelines. Whether implicitly or explicitly, many panelists, program officers, and I 
expressed a common view – that the early programs lacked reciprocity, conveying a message 
that it was the Indigenous communities’ responsibility to adapt to the federal agencies, while the 
federal agencies shared no such obligation. 
Defining the Issues 
 In response to the current climate that encourages diversification of both the population 
of STEM-H researchers and practitioners, and to the way that STEM-H fields are researched and 
practiced, this dissertation research considers the degree to which inquiry, education, and 
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programming that is grounded in Indigenous epistemologies are supported by federal agency 
sponsors in today’s society. The research was compelled by two lines of thought.  
 First, I question whether, and how, acceptance of diverse inquiry and programming 
has coincided with calls for diversification in federal funding of the STEM-H workforce. 
Federal funding agencies, such as the National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of 
Health, have invested a high level of effort and resources to diversify their funding portfolios and 
funding processes. This is with the assumption that diversity and inclusion practices will help 
build a workforce that more closely approximates the composition of the American population. 
Merit review, for example, has undergone scrutiny under these reforms. While grant makers 
began to acknowledge merit review’s shortcomings in relation to diversity, the disciplines and 
professional associations themselves were becoming more cognizant of the deleterious impact of 
largely excluding the perspectives of people of color in the grant making enterprise. We must 
question whether and how federal STEM-H grant making decisions incorporate diverse points of 
view that extend to Indigenous approaches. We must also question the extent to which 
Indigenous researchers, practitioners, and evaluators elect to engage in this reformed 
environment for sponsored research and programming.  
 Second, if there are attempts to support inquiry and programming that employ 
diverse epistemologies, how does acceptance of such approaches to inquiry and 
programming affect current and potential grantee-grantor relationships? Mayhew (2011) 
suggests that the alliance between grantor and grantee exists along a continuum of collaboration, 
and can be understood by examining their level of inter-organizational communication, 
formalization of the inquiry process, and shared decision-making. Mayhew does not address how 
possible convergences and divergences in epistemology or theory affect the alliance, nor does he 
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address the impact thereon of subsequent methodologies, and methods, and scope of validity 
claims. This latter issue is echoed by Granger (2013), who asserts that neither policymakers nor 
practitioners fully understand how inquiry is defined, data are acquired, findings are interpreted, 
or how conclusions are used in multicultural contexts. But these analyses are insufficient for 
understanding extramural funding in Indigenous contexts. Cram and Phillips (2012) argue in 
favor of Simpson’s (2004) claim that for Indigenous peoples, the process of knowledge building 
and acquisition is as important, or more important, as the product. Within this process 
necessarily comes the development of relationships — ideally within an interstitial space 
wherein actors can engage with each other in order to “attend to the movement of knowledge 
between places…and spaces…” (p. 39). There appears to be a nuanced difference between 
Mayhew and Simpson. Mayhew believes that shared understanding about the research process 
builds relationships between grant maker and grantee. Simpson, on the other hand, argues for the 
agency of the relationship itself: a relationship is built between grant maker and grantee, and 
from that the actors will build shared understandings about the research process. 
Purpose of the Research and Research Questions 
 With this study, I renew my commitment to my relations, and to the goals of the 
Indigenous research agenda. I offer this study as a testament to Indigenous strength, knowledge, 
and support. This work is not meant to document the shortcomings and deficits of Indigenous 
peoples — the Western canon is replete with such testimonials. Instead, I state my intention to 
show the range of contributions that Indigenous peoples and their allies have, can, do, and will 
make to the STEM-H grant making enterprise in the United States. 
 Given the dearth of strengths-oriented research about how Indigenous perspectives are 
honored at all levels in the funding environment, the purpose of this research is to explore 
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how, and to what extent, Indigenous community grantees (i.e., Tribal Colleges and 
Universities, tribal communities), grant makers (i.e., federal funding agencies), and other 
related stakeholders (i.e., external evaluators) forge space for Indigenous inquiry, 
programming, and evaluation approaches in the grant making enterprise. 
During the proposal stage, I intended to design and conduct an interpretive case study of 
the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) Tribal Colleges and Universities Program (TCUP) 
evaluation component. Using TCUP as a case study, I felt that I could develop a framework for 
understanding national and local evaluation policies and practices, understanding the potential 
impact of evaluative validity on the relationship between federal grantees and grantors. These 
analyses would have also led to a proposed action agenda for strengthening relationships and 
informing changes in STEM programming, policy, and practice. Three key features to this 
strategy of inquiry involved: understanding the past, interpreting the present, and working toward 
a more just future. Each of these features is influenced and acted upon by the others.  
 As I came to learn more from mentors, elders, participants, and from knowledge itself, I 
realized that this approach was inadequate. I am an Indigenous learner, and it is my role to listen. 
I had failed to Indigenize my own research process beyond the problem statement and was 
limiting the scope before even trying to appreciate interconnectedness. NSF TCUP as a case was 
too specific from the Indigenous perspective, and I had been warned that I might be endangering 
and demonizing participants if I focused only there. Second, limiting the scope to evaluation and 
evaluative validity, from the Indigenous perspective, might mask important connections. Finally, 
in an unexpected development, individuals began to contact me requesting to participate in the 
study. They did not fit within the tight bounds of the scope defined above; however, they had 
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important and meaningful stories to share that would contribute to overall understanding of the 
place of IRMs in the federal extramural funding scheme. 
 In the current study my aims shifted. I sought to hear and participate in critique; to learn 
and share successes; and to learn about, develop, and communicate shared solutions to improve 
the extramural funding climate for IRM activity. This was achieved by addressing following 
research questions: 
Research Question 1: What contextual (e.g., historical, socio-cultural, policy, practices, 
economic) factors influence funding for Indigenous research, programming, and 
evaluation? 
Research Question 2: What is the present nature of participants’ understandings of 
grantsmanship for Indigenous research, programming, and evaluation? 
Research Question 3: According to participants’ stories, what does successful 
grantsmanship, grounded in an Indigenous research agenda, look like?   
Research Question 4: How might context, perceptions, and stories of success be 
leveraged to develop a future action agenda for Indigenous grantsmanship? 
Wilson (2008) states that “there is a need to examine how an Indigenous research paradigm can 
lead to a better understanding of, and provision for, the needs of Indigenous people” (p. 20). 
Indigenous methodologies cannot be expected to proceed without funding, however; nor do we 
have that expectation for inquiries under Western paradigms.  
Organization of the Dissertation and Summary of Findings 
 One will notice, from the outset, that this dissertation report contradicts many 
conventions that are advanced by the Western academy. This is intentional: I aligned myself with 
the core values of the Indigenous research paradigm. Therefore, all aspects of the study are 
interrelated, and each acts upon the other to create ongoing balance.  
 In the interest of research accountability, from both Indigenous and Western perspectives, 
it is important for me to be transparent and share how this process evolved and changed over the 
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four years of my dissertation. Throughout this report, I document the changes and changing 
decisions I made, as well as decisions that were made for me. 
 I pay honor to Shawn Wilson in the structure of this dissertation, including naming 
chapter conventions. In a 2015 workshop at Salish Kootenai College, he suggested a scholarly 
reporting outline that might be readily understood by academics and grant makers in the Western 
traditions, but still uphold Indigenous worldviews. Aligning with Indigenous epistemologies, the 
dissertation chapters are cyclical, beginning and ending with “Practice Reflexivity,” and starting 
the cycle over again. These chapter titles correspond to headings most often seen in the 
mainstream literature, and are generally presented linearly from Introduction to Conclusion. 
Although the concepts presented in the chapter titles are not interchangeable, as each has its own 
tradition and connotation, they should be viewed as co-equals in the present research scheme. 
Language is important, for under colonialism language has been used as a weapon to erase 
cultures and their ways of knowing. These titles were selected with deliberation following the 
careful teachings of my mentors. 
 To carry out this study, I conducted an extensive literature search, as described in the 
following two chapters. Chapter II describes the challenge of identifying and citing Indigenous 
authors, and contrasts this task with the importance of doing so. This section also provides 
context for understanding Indigenous worldviews, research, and evaluation, particularly in 
relation to Western perspectives on the same. The literature review presented in Chapter III 
continues these themes. I discuss the historical and policy developments that have created space 
for Indigenous education, and the unique features of this educational approach. I also present the 
history and missions of Tribal Colleges and Universities in the United States, and the status of 
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STEM-H extramural funding for Indigenous research, education, and programming that often 
takes place in these settings.  
 The theoretical frameworks that guide this research are described in Chapter IV. 
Following a model of inquiry outlined by Kovach (2009), I position this research with a Personal 
Theory, Storytelling, and dual Substantive Theories (Tribal Critical Race Theory and Interstitial 
Spaces). As a result, this study is aligned with key features of Indigenous ways of knowing and 
may be understood by multiple, culturally diverse audiences. I outline the methods used for this 
study in Chapter V, in accordance with the style of reporting suggested by Wilson (2008 & 
2013). I discuss my selection and use of a nested interpretative case study design. I present the 
limitations of this design for the present research from both Indigenous and Western 
perspectives, and how I aimed to “indigenize” the approach for this investigation. I include a 
description of study participants and sampling procedures, data collection and sources of 
evidence, analysis, rigor and trustworthiness, and ethical considerations. 
 Chapter VI relates the stories of the participants. Wilson (2015) teaches that in 
Indigenous research, it is important to pay attention to the context and the “long story.” 
Researchers, therefore, must be careful not to break up the data in ways that would be 
antithetical to the intentions of the storyteller. Therefore, this chapter is important not only to 
honor those who contributed their knowledge, but also to assist the reader in coming to 
individual understanding of the knowledge being conveyed (Bird, Wiles, Okalik, Kilabuk, & 
Egeland, 2009).  
 Chapter VII takes a step back to describe a broad analysis of the stories and research 
questions through the triple lenses of the theoretical frameworks. In my organization of the 
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participants’ words and recommendations, I offer two main observations. First, developments in 
federal diversity policies and practices in STEM-H grant making may not have kept pace with 
shifts in research paradigms that acknowledge epistemological diversity. Second, diversity in 
federal STEM-H grant making suggests that there should be expanded understandings of the 
validity construct. 
 In Chapter VIII I argue that if the federal funding enterprise is to fully embrace diversity 
ideals, there ought to be a practical embrace of epistemological diversity in inquiry. I suggest 
that an Indigenous framework for understanding, seeking, awarding, and sustaining extramural 
funding has been explored in some domains, but needs to be fully integrated. The model, named 
Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship, counters centuries of colonial policy towards how inquiry, 
education, and programming are prioritized and supported by mainstream institutions. I explain 
the strengths and limitations of this model, its broad implications, and potential benefits and 
contributions to knowledge and practice in the federal extramural funding scheme. Chapter VIII 
concludes with a summary and synthesis of the dissertation research, and I underscore my 







Live a Congruent Lifestyle ↔ Literature Review on Indigenous  
Worldviews, Epistemologies, and Inquiry 
Unfortunately Indigenous researchers have often had to explain how their perspective is 
different from that of dominant system scholars; dominant scholars have seemingly needed no 
such justification in order to conduct their research. Yet Indigenous scholars have met this task. 
Shawn Wilson, Opaskwayak Cree, 2008, p. 55  
 
 The purpose of this chapter is to provide a review of the literature that describes 
Indigenous worldviews, knowledge, and research frameworks. This discussion serves as a point 
of departure for understanding Indigenous education, the tribal college movement, and successes 
and challenges in garnering extramural funding for inquiry and approaches that are grounded in 
tribal epistemologies, as described in Chapter III.  
 It is important that I first say a few words about the literature search process. To align 
with the purpose and perspective of this research, I turned to the Indigenous and Indigenist 
canon. I sought out, primarily, Indigenous authors and resources — given the notion that 
Indigenous peoples are in the best position to speak on the condition and issues of Indigenous 
people. However, it is widely commented that Indigenous voices are largely absent from the 
academic literature, upon which federal grant makers rely heavily as reliable and valid sources of 
evidence (Bowman-Farrell, 2015; Harrington & Pavel; Johnson & Murton, 2007). Hart (2010) 
eloquently describes the dearth of literature, stating that Indigenous scholarship and research are 
generally viewed as an inadequate alternative or subset of the Western academic agenda. These 
approaches are treated neither equally nor equitably by the academy. Instead, there has been a 
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systemic blinding of Indigenous worldviews and scholarship reflecting those worldviews. The 
seemingly simple issue of citation style is one example. Several authors referenced here, for 
example Qwul’sih’yah’maht, cannot even be cited by their own traditional names because their 
names do not conform to academic style guides — rather than style guides accommodating their 
names. Instead, I use her settler name Robina Anne Thomas. Such examples are so profound that 
they, perhaps unwittingly, force Indigenous frameworks to be marginalized and/or relegated to 
analysis through a Eurocentric lens (Battiste & Henderson, 2000). The lack of a voice posed 
specific challenges to me, as a student conducting research — and grant writer promoting 
research — within the mainstream academy.  
 One manifestation of this suppression of Indigenous voices is limited access to literature 
citing Indigenous methodologies, written by Indigenous and Indigenist researchers (Walker, 
2004). My first literature searches were informed by my training in mainstream institutions of 
higher education. Using the major social science databases — ProQuest, EBSCOhost, and ERIC 
— I entered search terms related to science, Native American, grant funding, and the like. And 
although a few Native-focused journals and Indigenous authors frequently appeared, I could tell, 
intuitively, that something was still missing. I was fortunate to join the American Indigenous 
Research Association (AIRA) in 2013, where Dr. Lori Lambert posted an Indigenous Research 
bibliography on the website.  
 From that point on, an entirely new vocabulary and way of honoring how I know became 
available to me. I abandoned the “high impact journals” and “empirical, peer reviewed research” 
that I had been taught to consider exclusively, and searched for rich data in Indigenous websites, 
newsletters, newspapers, and social media. I abandoned the structured and systematic searching 
that I had been taught to conduct, and visited with my academic Brothers and Sisters. As the co-
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moderator of an international support group for Indigenous and Indigenist graduate students, we 
post and share our bibliographies online so that future generations of students and scholars do 
not have to experience these same struggles. One of the leading Indigenous scholarly sources, 
AlterNative, has made several years of journal articles available to our group to accommodate 
our colleges and universities that rarely subscribe to such publications. The Virginia 
Commonwealth University (VCU) Libraries have, fortunately, greatly increased its holdings 
since I first began my doctoral studies. But we, and other institutions, still have a distance to go. 
 My hope is that Chapters II and III serve several purposes. In addition to providing 
necessary background and context by with to understand the present study, I also hope to honor 
the Indigenous peoples, scholars, and researchers about whom the mainstream academy and 
grant making institutions know very little. I prioritize literature by Indigenous authors in order to 
“unblind” this scholarship and research (Bowman-Farrell, 2015; Sato, 2014). Finally, it is my 
intention that this literature review will, in fact, help reduce the emotional burden for future 
generations of Indigenous and Indigenist scholars, should the Western canon still predominate 
and guide discourse. Burkhart (2004) wrote of Indigenous research, “There is no difference 
between what is true and what is right. On this account, then, all investigation is moral 
investigation. (p. 17, emphasis mine). In keeping with this notion, each stage of this research 
process is moral investigation. I work for what is right for the generations that came before me, 
that are with me, and that will come after me.  
Part One: Indigenous Knowledges, Epistemologies, and Worldviews 
 In order to gain a greater understanding and appreciation for the position of Indigenous 
approaches to research, programming, and evaluation in STEM-H funding, we must directly 
examine how these approaches differ from mainstream Western approaches. In the colonial 
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tradition, Indigenous worldviews, knowledges, and epistemologies have been described 
pejoratively as a way to reinforce stereotypes and justify oppression (Blaut, 1993; Brayboy, 
2005; Burkhart, 2004; Cajete, 2005; Deloria & Wildcat, 2001).2 This has exerted a profound 
impact on the way that research processes are understood and valued. Table 1 outlines 
contrasting views on the characteristics of both Indigenous and Western models of the world and 
their implications for research, building from Blaut’s (1993) framework and derived from the 
writings of Adams (2013); Barnhardt and Kawagley (2005); Brayboy, Castagno, and Maughan 
(2008); Cajete (2000 & 2005); Chilisa (2012 & 2015); Deloria, Foehner, and Scinta (1999); 
Deloria & Wildcat, (2008); Grande (2000); Hart (2010); Kovach (2009); Lambert (2014); 
Lomawaima (2000); Meyer (2008); Nelson-Barber and Estrin (1995); Simpson (2000); Smith 
(1999 and 2012); Stevenson (1996); and Wilson (2008). 
Table 1  
Western and Indigenous Perspectives on the Other’s Model of the World 
Western model of the world 
from a Western perspective 
Western model of the world 
from an Indigenous 
perspective (post-positive) 
Indigenous model of the 
world from a Western 
perspective 
Indigenous model of the 




























Some commentators suggest that when Eurocentric values like individualism and self-efficacy 
are applied in assessing Indigenous peoples’ knowledge, capacity, and merit, little attempt is 
                                                          
2 The reader should note the use of the plural (e.g., knowledges) throughout this study, in 
recognition of the diversity of Indigenous peoples. 
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made to match the realities of their lives. Such efforts can, in fact, perpetuate the traumas of 
colonialism (Duran & Duran, 2000). In this first section, I provide a more detailed explanation 
about the source of these fundamental differences: that is, the ways in which Indigenous 
worldviews, knowledges, and epistemologies are conceptualized in contrast to mainstream, 
Eurocentric understandings that guide dominant scholarship, inquiry, educational approaches, 
and federal funding. 
Indigenous Worldviews  
Hart (2010) offers the following definition of worldviews: 
Worldviews are cognitive, perceptual, and affective maps that people continuously use to 
make sense of the social landscape and to find their ways to whatever goals they seek. They 
are developed throughout a person’s lifetime through socialization and social interaction.  
They are encompassing and pervasive in adherence and influence. Yet they are usually 
unconsciously and uncritically taken for granted as the way things are. While they rarely alter 
in any significant way, worldviews can change slowly over time.  A worldview can hold 
discrepancies and inconsistencies between beliefs and values within the worldview. Hence, 
worldviews often contain incongruencies. (p. 2) 
 
These are important statements to open with as they establish why some “cognitive, perceptual, 
and affective maps” are inescapable — and oftentimes considered normative to the holder, 
despite ambiguities or inconsistencies. Olsen, Lodwick, and Dunlap (1992) maintain that most 
members of any society subscribe to a dominant worldview; a minority of the population — such 
as Indigenous peoples — will likely hold alternative worldview.  
 Cajete (2000) defines three principal behaviors that are founded in, and illustrative of, 
Indigenous worldviews: respect, reciprocity, and relationships — or the 3Rs. Respect defines 
what is acceptable behavior between and among all living things; relationships are what 
constitute the Web of Life; and reciprocal relationships are the grid among all living things on 
the Web of Life. Despite the diversity amongst and between Indigenous cultures across the 
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world, these common characteristics are rooted in the traditions of the original inhabitants of 
colonized lands, and are foundational to the earliest human knowledge systems (Cajete, 2005).  
Yet Indigenous peoples cannot be defined and associated solely with the past and colonial 
history, nor can they be indefinitely and exclusively tied to these foundational characteristics of 
human thinking (Battiste, 2008; Cajete, 2005; Dunbar, 2008). Instead, we must remember the 
Indigenous concept of interconnectedness: these characteristics ought not be viewed or analyzed 
individually. Indigenous frameworks ought to be understood holistically rather than discretely, 
and circuitously rather than linearly — with no beginning or ending components (Kovach, 2009; 
Venable, Sato, Del Duca & Sage, in press; Wilson, 2008).  
 Two aspects of Indigenous worldviews warrant further treatment in order to best 
appreciate how they are distinct from Eurocentric perspectives. 
Land and place. Battise (2008) wrote that the unifying concept of Indigenous worldview 
“lies in its diversity” (p. 501). This is understood by status of place in the Indigenous framework: 
The Earth is the literal and figurative foundation of Indigenous worldviews. This fundamental 
premise states that all peoples and knowledges are rooted to land (Adams et al., 2015; Chilisa, 
2012; Hart 2010; McKenzie & Morrissette, 2003; Wilson, 2008). Just as tribes are comparable 
by their attachment to place, it is those places, in their dissimilarity, which makes Indigenous 
peoples diverse. It thus follows that there are multiple realities and truths that are equally and 
equitably diverse (Burkhart, 2004; Wilson, 2008). 
 Place, land, and the environment — including animals and the cosmos — have 
traditionally provided the resources needed to sustain the life and histories of the Indigenous 
communities, and continue to do so. A deep intergenerational understanding of the land is 
necessary for Indigenous peoples’ survival (McKenzie & Morrissette, 2003). Sharing knowledge 
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about the land through story (Hart, 2010; Kovach, 2009) is the root of wisdom, the foundation of 
knowledge, and the means of learning through lived experience and interaction with the land 
(Wilson, 2008). Johnson and Murton (2007) expand this notion by analyzing Cajete (2000), 
writing 
From Cajete’s perspective, this connection with nature and place serves as a foundation for 
Native cultures: ‘[t]he storied and living homeland of Native cultures provides a holistic 
foundational context for Native life and participation with the universe and illustrates the 
primacy of space and place in Native cosmology’ (2000, 20). Cajete observes that, 
‘Indigenous peoples projected the archetypes that they perceived in themselves into the 
entities, phenomena, and places that were a part of the natural environment they encountered 
... They experienced nature as a part of themselves and themselves as a part of nature’ (2000, 
186). This embodied relationship, described by Cajete, is one in which the act of dwelling 
creates meaning for Indigenous communities and through which these communities invest 
meaning into the landscape. (p. 126) 
 
Sometimes subtle environmental changes take generations of observation to detect. But for 
cultures holding such land-based worldviews, knowledge production and acquisition is an act of 
understanding the meaning of the accumulated stories about the land over time, rather than 
knowing the facts and conclusions they impart (Adams et al., 2015; Cajete, 2000; Johnson & 
Murton, 2007).  
 Relationships, therefore, become essential to this intergenerational process of 
understanding in the Indigenous framework: not just relationships with people within one’s 
community, but also relationships with the environment that is the root of all wisdom. 
Relationships, relational accountability, and reciprocity. A non-Indigenous academic 
would be likely to note the distinctive protocols of introduction among Indigenous peoples at a 
research conference. Where are you from? I’m from [hometown], but now I live in [new city]. 
Oh, do you know [Auntie’s name]? Yes! She’s my brother-in-law’s sister. How is her health?… 
Versions of this exchange established personal, geographic, and historical relationships among 
people who have been disconnected by the forces of colonialism (Chilisa, 2012; Wilson, 2013).  
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 This is not a modern phenomenon. Key elements of Indigenous worldviews include 
relationships, accountability, and reciprocity (Adams et al., 2015; Cajete, 2004; Deloria, Foehner 
& Scinta, 1999; Smith, 2012; Wilson 2008 & 2013). As suggested above, Indigenous peoples are 
not just in relationships, but are relationships: with people, family, clan and community, land, 
environment, ancestors and future generations, cosmos and thoughts and abstractions (Wilson, 
2013). But in keeping with the notion of harmony, balance and holism, no one relationship is 
more important than the other — all are equal and critical to the survival of the community (Hart, 
2002). Wilson (2013) and Smith (2012) further suggest these relationships are necessary for the 
community to thrive. 
 One must play an active role in maintaining the health, vitality and balance of 
relationships to assure this community survival (Adams et al., 2015). In other words, Wilson 
(2008) explains, Indigenous people are accountable to their relationships. As such, actions — 
including research actions — must have relevance, and aim to improve and advance the 
conditions of one’s relations. Here we circle back to a closer reading of Burkhart (2004): all 
investigation is moral investigation. Actions, including research behaviors, have moral 
grounding and consequences that impact not just me as the researcher, but impact all my 
relations in ways that cannot be minimized.  
 These ideas about Indigenous worldviews are closely related to how Indigenous 
knowledges are conceptualized and described. Indigenous knowledges grow from, and are part 
of, Indigenous worldviews (National Congress of American Indians [NCAI], 2012). They are not 
inseparable concepts. As is further explained in the following sections, research that makes 
claims about Indigenous contexts and conditions — but that disregards Indigenous worldviews 
broadly, and tribal knowledge specifically — may not be applicable to the community and, more 
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importantly, may be harmful to Indigenous peoples (NCAI, 2012). Therefore, the ways in which 
Indigenous worldviews and knowledges are framed is important to consider in the discourse on 
the place of Indigenous approaches in the extramural funding enterprise.  
Indigenous Knowledges 
 Indigenous knowledges have been described in many ways, but a single definition does 
not exist (NCAI, 2012). Battise (2008) writes that the unifying concept of Indigenous knowledge 
“lies in its diversity” (p. 501). Such diversity is also evident in the ways in which Indigenous 
knowledges are explained as concepts. Mahia Maurial (1999) writes that Indigenous knowledge 
is “the peoples’ cognitive and wise legacy as a result of their interaction with nature in a common 
territory” (p. 62). Castellano (2000) and De La Torre (2004) demonstrate the connection between 
Indigenous knowledges and worldviews. They describe Indigenous knowledge as that which is 
established by Indigenous nations, their worldviews, and their customs and traditions. Similarly, 
Dei (2002) writes that indigeneity itself can be defined in terms of knowledge that arises locally 
as a result of long-term occupation of a place. Battiste and Henderson (2000), on the other hand, 
discourage a direct definition of Indigenous knowledges. They believe that the processes of 
understanding are key to the conditions of Native peoples, more so than the substance of what is 
understood. This notion of process is not to be downplayed. Adams says 
A lot of people talk about the loss of traditional knowledge as our Elders die. This is 
important because there is codified knowledge that is place-specific that can be passed down 
through the generations. So you can be taught very specific relational knowledge in this way. 
But if you understand the significance of process, if you engage in reciprocity, you can get 
that knowledge in another place, or if the place you are in changes. When we say Knowledge 
has agency, it means if climate change moves a plant species you rely on out of your area, 
you can receive knowledge about new plants moving into the area, to form new reciprocal 




By privileging process over product — the will of knowledge itself — the inquirer is encouraged 
to be cognizant and accepting of history, change, multiple realities, as well as the many ways in 
which these realities may be used to bring meaning to truths (Hart, 2010).  
 Grenier (1998) offers a summary of the characteristics of Indigenous knowledges. He 
explains that these knowledges are: 
1. Accumulative, representing generations of observations and experiences; 
2. Dynamic, with continual adaptations and additions to suit current realities; 
3. Collective, with all members of the community possessing legitimate knowledge; 
4. Relational and developmental, the quantity and quality of one’s knowledge being a 
function of the individual’s status and role(s) in the community; 
5. Oral and having agency, being stored in memory and expressed through language, 
narrative, and rituals, among other traditional activities; 
Indigenous research scholars agree that Native knowledges are the foundation of Indigenous 
epistemologies, and therefore present a challenging point of departure with Western approaches. 
Both Kovach (2009) and Ladson-Billings (2003) believe that the debate between Western and 
Indigenous research centers on epistemology because, as Kovach writes, “Indigenous 
epistemologies challenge the very core of knowledge production and purpose.” (p. 29). These 
features of Indigenous knowledges, and attendant epistemologies, also contrast with a long 
tradition of treating Native peoples as objects of research rather than the producers of research 
knowledge and products (Wilson, 2008). 
Indigenous Epistemologies 
 In its broadest, and Western, definition, epistemology refers to what counts as knowledge, 
how knowledge is produced, the limits of knowledge, and how knowledge claims are justified 
(Brandt, 2004; Burkhart, 2004; Cajete, 2005; Creswell, 2013; Kovach, 2009; Ladson-Billings, 
2003; Meyer, 20008; Miller et al., 2008; Wilson, 2008). A range of thought exists on Indigenous 
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epistemologies, again using the plural, reflecting the cultural diversity of Native peoples. 
Therefore, characteristics that are most often cited as associated with Indigenous epistemologies, 
and contrasting with Western epistemologies, are presented here to offer additional grounding for 
the discourse on funding for Indigenous approaches. 
 Kovach (2009) cites Graveline (2000) in stating that epistemology in the Indigenous 
sense most closely approximates the understanding of “self-in-relation,” reiterating salient 
features of Native worldviews (Graveline, 2000, p. 361). Indigenous epistemologies reflect 
Indigenous worldviews and knowledges — and differ from Western epistemologies — because 
they grow from tribal worldviews and knowledges (Bishop, 2011). What counts as knowledge, or 
understandings of “self-in-relation,” from these perspectives is characterized as interactional, 
interrelated and relational, broad-based, inclusive, cyclical and fluid (Kovach, 2009). What 
counts as knowledge is also bound by place, one’s relationships to and within place (Adams, 
2013; Bang & Medin, 2010; Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2005; Bhabba, 1994; Brandt, 2004; Brandt-
Castellano, 2000; Cajete, 2005; Deloria & Wildcat, 2001; Hart, 2010; Kovach, 2009; Wilson, 
2008). This includes language and story, passed down through the generations (Cajete, 2005; 
Lavallée, 2009).  
 Indeed, Hart (2010) explains further that Indigenous epistemologies are a “fluid way of 
knowing derived from teachings transmitted from generation to generation by storytelling, where 
each story is alive with the nuances of the storyteller” (p. 8). Language, therefore, is also at the 
center of tribal-centered epistemologies. 
 The scope and utility of knowledge is understood to be holistic, action-oriented, and 
values-based. In the Indigenous scheme, knowledge production and use are not abstract notions, 
but must be understood by the process and behaviors employed to realize knowledge. What 
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follows are epistemologies in use: the moral protocols of how knowledge is created and used are 
ultimately responsible for maintaining good relationships (Kovach, 2009). This idea assumes 
entire systems of relationships, including interpersonal, intrapersonal, environmental, and 
spiritual (Wilson, 2008). The means of justifying, sharing, and disseminating knowledge may 
look very different from what is acceptable in Western epistemological frameworks. As 
knowledge is passed through story, it is accepted that our understanding of the world emerges 
through subjective, perceptual experiences such as rituals, ceremonies, dreaming, visioning and 
prayer (Adams, 2013; Hart, 2010; Wilson 2008). However, spiritual and visioning knowledge 
cannot be measured, quantified, or objectively verified by mainstream research tools. They are 
often dismissed by Western thinkers as illegitimate sources of knowledge, means of knowledge 
production, or processes for knowledge sharing (Lavallée, 2009). Colonialism has silenced entire 
systems of understanding Indigenous realities, as we see in the dearth of academic literature and, 
later, in a long tradition of suppressive educational approaches. Indigenous approaches to inquiry 
have suffered similarly. 
Part Two: Indigenous Approaches to Inquiry; or the Fifth Paradigm 
I show in the previous section that the literature characterizes Indigenous worldviews as: 
organizing knowledge in a holistic and cyclical manner; dependent upon relations with living and 
non-living entities; showing respect for all things and noninterference; emphasizing cooperation; 
communicating through metaphor; acknowledging many truths as they come to be known 
through daily life and lived experiences; acknowledging the wholeness and equality of all 
entities; and belief that all things are alive. This contrasts with Western or mainstream post-
positivist orientations and practices, which suggest that knowledge can exist apart from the 
individual and community. From an Indigenous perspective, Western positions promote 
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individualism and competition; reduce themes and concepts to parts; rely upon procedure and 
algorithm; and value skepticism, objectivity, quantitative data, generalizability, and the written 
record (Cajete, 2005; Kovach, 2009; Wilson, 2008). The National Congress of American Indians 
(NCAI) report proposes that Indigenous knowledges offer a different and culturally-relevant 
approach to meaning making, but both Western and Indigenous knowledges can be used to 
address the complex issues of our present world. Such comparisons and contrasts are important 
for considering how Indigenous approaches are situated within a funding environment that is 
dominated by Western, Eurocentric values for research, programming, and evaluation, as is 
further explored in Chapter VI. 
 Indigenous knowledges and epistemologies are the foundation for anti-colonial research 
frameworks and systems of knowledge production, validation, interrogation, and dissemination 
(Dei, 2012). Chilisa (2012) explains that Western research systems are aligned with dominant 
groups and Western institutions, giving rise to Western research methodologies. Similarly, 
Indigenous knowledges are connected to the historically oppressed and marginalized. Indigenous 
research methodologies arise from the people who have lived and survived the condition of 
colonialism and fight against its pervasive and destructive effects (Chilisa, 2012).  
 Scholars characterize Indigenous inquiry as a paradigm — not new, but different from 
ways of thinking about and practicing research, education, and evaluation that predominate 
within our academic and funding institutions. This shift is particularly notable for its implications 
for research. Wilson (2001) defines a paradigm as “a set of beliefs about the world and about 
gaining knowledge that goes together to guide people’s actions as to how they are going to go 
about doing their research” (p. 175). Denzin and Lincoln (2011) note that a paradigm is a set of 
beliefs, grounded in the researcher’s worldview, that guide research actions. Although there are 
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many characterizations of the dominant research paradigms, Guba and Lincoln defined four in 
the 1994 edition of the Handbook of Qualitative Research: positivism, post-positivism, critical 
theory and constructivism. In the 2011 Handbook (Lincoln, Lynham & Guba, 2011), this list was 
refined and expanded, outlining paradigmatic frameworks similar to those defined by Crotty 
(1998): positivism, post-positivism, critical (including feminism and race), constructivism or 
interpretivism, and participatory (including postmodern). Creswell (2013), for example, is among 
those who also include pragmatism as a major research paradigm. Chilisa (2015) describes four 
dominant research paradigms: positivist/postpostivist, interpretive/constructivist, transformative, 
and pragmatic.  
 Using the term “dominant” to describe Western or Eurocentric research paradigms is 
neither hyperbolic nor benign — these frameworks command and guide inquiry in academic and 
grant making institutions nearly to the exclusion of all other research beliefs and associated 
practices. Indigenous researchers declare that there must be additional methodological options, 
beyond the major Eurocentric research paradigms, for fully understanding Indigenous contexts.  
Syed Hussein Alatas (1974) writes that our obligation to uphold and follow Eurocentric research 
paradigms in all intellectual activity constitutes “the captive mind.” Indeed, being “captive,” one 
may never consider that there are other research paradigms to consider, each with their own 
axiological, ontological, and epistemological frameworks and internal standards for merit. This 
captivity may also extend to how the extramural funding environment is constructed, reified, and 
sustained. Indigenous research approaches provide another option, what Chilisia (2015) named 
the Fifth Paradigm.  
 Indigenous inquiry has expanded during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries despite 
the overwhelming view of knowledge as an obtainable commodity. Wilson (2008) retells the 
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remarkable growth of Indigenous inquiry in Australia, New Zealand, Canada, the Americas, and 
Africa.  However, with growing areas of scholarship comes fierce discourse and great 
challenges, as is demonstrated throughout this chapter and in Chapters III and V. First, I explain 
and provide examples of Indigenous research methodologies (IRMs) as fundamental aspects of 
this research paradigm. These examples serve to show how Indigenous epistemology is 
epistemology in use. 
Indigenous Methodologies  
 One of the most well-known Indigenous methodologies is Kaupapa Māori or “Māori 
Way,” developed and described by Graham Hingangaroa Smith (1990) and later expanded by 
Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999 and 2012) and Leonie Pihama (2001). Kaupapa Māori provides clear 
directions on how to reclaim research — how to conduct inquiry and explore new methods as a 
Māori academic, not as an academic who is Māori (Irwin, 1994; Smith, 2012). While some 
scholars argue convincingly that to engage in attempts to define this approach most often means 
to compare it against mainstream norms (Barnes, 2000), the methodology is based on several key 
principles: Tino Rangatiratanga (self-determination); Taonga Tuku (cultural aspiration); Ako 
Māori (culturally-preferred pedagogy); Kia piki ake i ngā raruraru o te kainga (socioeconomic 
mediation); Whānau (extended family structure); Kaupapa (collective philosophy); Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi (the principle of the Treaty of Waitangi); and Ata (respectful relationships) (Pihama, 
2001; Smith, 1990; Smith, 1999 & 2012).  
 These key principals can form the basis of a culturally responsive research methodology 
(Smith, 2012). Smith’s (2012) Māori research framework revisits the concepts of relationality 
and moral behavior presented above. Whakapapa, how knowledge is conceived, learned, shared, 
stored, and debated, provides context for how the land, people, participants, communities, and 
the cosmos will relate in inquiry. Te Reo Māori establishes how beings build and maintain 
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relationships, as viewed through language. Tīkanga Māori are the ethics and protocols, defined 
by the community, that would structure research relationships, behavior, and judgments. Finally, 
Rangatiratanga is autonomy, and is the principle which gives Māori the authority and power to 
shape research relating to their peoples and interests. 
 Kaupapa Māori is just one example of an Indigenous methodology, but is a powerful 
illustration of how tribal worldviews, knowledges, and epistemologies come to the forefront to 
establish an entire system of inquiry. As Indigenous inquiry is place-based, others have also 
developed and/or employed Indigenous research methodologies to align with tribal perspectives 
and protocols. Debwewin Journey is rooted in “Anishinaabemowin” (the language of the 
“original peoples”), Anishinaabe (original man) traditional teachings, and Midewiwin scroll 
knowledge (Gehl, 2012). Māʻawe Pono is a Hawaiian research methodology, forwarded by 
Kahakalau (2014). This eight-phase exploratory process contrasts with the action research 
popular in the 1990s, by being culturally grounded in Kū-A-Kanaka (Indigenous epistemology) 
as opposed to solely aligned with Indigenous frameworks; by using Hawaiian research methods 
rather than a mixed methods approach; and being designed for, and accountable to, the Native 
community versus the academic community (Kahakalau, 2014). Grande (2000 & 2004) writes in 
the same spirit. She advances Red Pedagogy, which challenges mainstream identity theories as 
insufficient to describe the sovereign status of Indigenous peoples and produce transformative 
knowledges. Her research agenda is meant to be political and radical, as she is among a tradition 
of Indigenous scholars who articulates an Indigenous research paradigm that is equally 
significant as mainstream perspectives (Wilson, 2008). 
 We see from these examples that Indigenous approaches to inquiry uphold the 
philosophies and beliefs of Indigenous peoples (Kovach, 2005& 2013; Wilson, 2006; Smith, 
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2012). Like tribal knowledges and worldviews, Indigenous research is land-based and rooted in 
the local community. An essential characteristic of Indigenous research is that it is locally 
contextualized: inquiry is appropriate for the communities in which, for which, and about which 
the research is conducted (Grande, 2004; Kovach, 2010; LaFrance & Nichols, 2009; LaFrance, 
Nichols & Kirkhart, 2012; Smith, 2012). For example, Lavallée’s (2009) research on the mental, 
emotional, and spiritual impacts of a martial arts program offered at the Native Canadian Centre 
of Toronto is grounded in Ojibway, Algonquin, and Cree knowledge, values, and beliefs. Eleven 
of the 17 participants in this study identified as Aboriginal (Ojibwa, Cree, and Métis). The 
participants and Lavallée, who is herself Algonquin, Cree, and French Métis, used an adaptation 
of photovoice, called Anishnaabe symbol-based reflection, to record their thoughts about the 
physical activity. The Anishnaabe believe that materials, such as paintings or jewelry, are imbued 
with the maker’s energy; and therefore the process of making such objects is spiritual, sacred, 
and unique to each person.  
 Johnston (2002) understands knowledge to be holistic. For her, the focus of evaluation 
inquiry for Ojibwa peoples should be on how the spheres (of factors) overlap to produce growth, 
yet there is an overemphasis on the use of logic models, which she described as linear and 
interested in isolated domains concepts (Johnston, 2002).   
 Vine Deloria’s teachings (1995) fought against the standardization that was inherent in 
Western research methodologies and methods because they dampened or erased contextual 
nuances, such as Anishnaabe perspectives on spirituality within made objects. Instead, he and 
leaders of Indigenous research scholarship champion research protocols that are defined by place 
and by the community (Kovach, 2009; LaFrance, Nichols, Kirkhart, 2015). Weber-Pillwax 
(2001) says of her Northern Cree research approach: 
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I could make a value statement and say that whatever I do as an Indigenous researcher 
must be hooked to the ‘community’ or the Indigenous research has to benefit the 
community. . . . The research methods have to mesh with the community and serve the 
community. Any research that I do must not destroy or in any way negatively implicate or 
compromise my own personal integrity as a person, as a human being. (p. 168) 
 Inquiry and activity that aligns with Indigenous worldviews, knowledges, and 
epistemologies must follow strict protocols to maintain and advance the integrity of cultures. In 
this way, research must meet the standards of respect, relevance, reciprocity, and responsibility as 
defined by the local participants; otherwise it may be deemed to simply reinforce the persistent 
reality of colonization, White hegemony, and assimilation that are viewed as destructive 
(Brayboy, 2005; Kovach, 2009). Western inquiry has, historically, produced some of the worst 
answers and most harmful outcomes for Indigenous peoples. The genetic research inflicted upon 
the Havasupai Tribe is a prime example, conducted in the early 1990s (Dalton, 2004). 
Researchers collected blood samples in an attempt to find a genetic link to Type II diabetes. 
Investigators measured an “inbreeding coefficient” and named the tribe in papers, thereby 
providing fodder for stigmatization of these peoples (McInnes, 2011). McInnes (2011) said that 
“all of the outcomes [of this research] were bad.”  
 These poor practices extend beyond research activity. Authors have similarly documented 
the lack of connection between the evaluation needs and expectations of Indigenous 
communities, evaluators, and funders (Grover, 2008; LaFrance, 2004; LaFrance & Nichols, 
2010; Letiecq & Bailey, 2004; McIvor, 2010; Nelson-Barber, Trumbull, LaFrance, & Arburto, 
2005; Nichols & LaFrance, 2008). Twenty-six years ago, Joan LaFrance posed the following 
research question in her dissertation: How do the educational and evaluation priorities of tribal 
educators compare to those established at the federal level (LaFrance, 1990)? Her study 
demonstrated that attempts to address both sets of concerns using only Western methodological 
approaches would fall short and might further exacerbate tensions between American Indian 
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communities and federal funders (LaFrance, 1990). Since then, Indigenous and cross-cultural 
researchers have noted that mainstream evaluation methodologies required by funders rely on 
measures that have not been validated on Indigenous samples, focus primarily on summative 
outcomes that are strictly tied to the stated program goals, and disregard significant diversity 
among Indigenous populations (Cajete, 2005; Deloria & Wildcat, 2001; Houser, 1996; Letiecq & 
Bailey, 2004; McKinley, 2005; Smith, 2005; Wilson, 2008). 
 The legacy of these studies remains. Many tribes regulate research, evaluation, and 
practice through community or tribal Institutional Research Boards (IRBs) in order to preserve 
their worldviews and sovereignty. Thus, they promote a relationship in which Indigenous persons 
are not passive subjects of inquiry or programming, but rather active participants engaged at all 
levels (Brugge & Missaghian, 2006; Norton & Manson, 1996; Sahota, 2007). This may mean 
that the tribal community makes key decisions with regard to research questions, design, 
analysis, and dissemination of results. For example, the Rocky Mountain Tribal Institutional 
Research Board clearly defines data ownership in a way that may conflict with mainstream 
notions about the role of the researcher.  
Protection of individuals as “human subjects” is generally the primary focal point of non-
Tribal IRBs and, by contrast, Tribes as whole living entities comprise the focus of the 
Rocky Mountain Tribal IRB. Additionally, Rocky Mountain Tribal IRB seeks evidence 
that research and grant applications serve the primary repositories of Tribal knowledge 
and wisdom so that the institutional memory of the respective community/ies is 
enhanced. If anyone is to “own” Tribal Data, then it should be the Tribes themselves first 
and foremost. 
The Rocky Mountain Tribal IRB has taken a firm stance to check the power of the researcher. 
Mansfield (2011), referring to Olesen (2005), says “while forefronting the voices of participants 
is key… it is important to acknowledge that the researcher still owns the more powerful position 
in the research relationship and thus, must take responsibility for the account.” She then goes on 
to suggest that the researcher review transcripts and recordings several times, attend to 
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complexity, and be reflexive in order to attain credibility (Mansfield, 2011). Although these are 
important steps, the Indigenous research agenda maintains that this is only the first stage of 
arbitration: ultimately, it is the tribal community, not solely the investigator, who decides whether 
the research is credible. The researcher is not in a subordinate position, but neither is power 
asymmetrically distributed in favor of long-standing Western values and modes. Olsen’s (2005) 
advice does not go far enough in the IRM context. 
 Positions like that of the Rocky Mountain Tribal IRB reclaim Indigenous sovereignty 
over the research process. They may also simultaneously place Indigenous research at odds with 
the goals, processes, and products of academic and extramurally funded inquiry and 
programming. Data ownership and the primary audience for grant applications in particular, have 
been areas for debate (Gone, 2014b; Del Duca, Venable, Sato, Steeves, in press). In addition, 
these mandates complicate mainstream understandings of peer review, as I discuss later in this 
chapter. 
 Another means of ensuring Wilson’s (2008) standard of relational accountability in 
Indigenous research is by conducting inquiries that are positive, purposeful, and actionable for 
the community, not just for the university-based investigator or for the funder. We see these 
requirements outlined in various reporting, whereby researchers, in order to have their work 
approved by the tribal ethics committees, had engaged in a number of activities that may be 
antithetical to mainstream approaches. This includes obtaining permission and consent, or both, 
from elders and tribal councils; acknowledging the intellectual property rights of tribal members; 
agreeing to give the community decision-making power over the final research products; and co-
authoring with participants (Kovach, 2009; LaFrance & Nichols, 2010; Lavallée, 2009). 
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 Every Indigenous inquiry will thus differ in accordance with place, community, and 
relationships. Kovach (2009) and Cram and Phillips (2012) explain that these perspectives 
challenge the process of dominant scientific inquiry by placing method and epistemology side-
by-side, under methodology. Even with the standard quantitative and qualitative tools of inquiry 
at our disposal, the distinct cultural perspectives, protocols, and practices of the tribal community 
will dictate how an inquiry is designed and carried out. Research done by and/or on behalf of 
Indigenous communities does not always employ methodologies and methods that are based on 
Indigenous knowledges, nor is it required to as long as the aims are made clear and the 
community is in agreement (Kovach, 2013). 
 In summary, the NCAI report (2012) proposes five core values that shape the Indigenous 
research paradigm, which we see underscored in the IRM literature.  
1. Indigenous knowledge is valid and valued;  
2. Culture is always a part of research and thus research cannot be culturally neutral;  
3. Responsible stewardship includes the task of learning how to interpret and understand 
data and research;  
4. Tribes must exercise sovereignty when conducting research and managing data; and  
5. Research must benefit Native people. (p. 10) 
Indigenous Inquiry in Comparison to Mainstream Methodologies 
 Kovach (2008) states that regardless of the methodologies used in Indigenous research, 
the knowledge generated must nonetheless meet three aims in order to be successful: the findings 
make sense to diverse Indigenous communities; the process must be clearly articulated to the 
non-Indigenous Academy; and the findings and the process must resonate with Indigenous 
researchers. For novices to these approaches, it is challenging to understand how Indigenous 
inquiry differs in purpose and approach from Western frameworks. There are, indeed, many 
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common characteristics to interpretive approaches, in particular as supported by a growing 
literature (Henderson, 2000; Little Bear, 2000; Cajete, 1999). The differences are notable, 
however, and do not allow a true Indigenous inquiry to be interchangeable with any other term. 
Kovach (2009) writes that both qualitative and quantitative approaches are “defined and nuanced 
by Western thought” (p. 26), which is, thus, the primary point of departure from Indigenous 
inquiry. For qualitative research in particular, Creswell’s (2013) presentation of several 
interpretive theories provide a useful grounding upon which to make this comparison. 
 Where and how, then, is Indigenous positioned among the frameworks that are most often 
cited in the Western research methodologies literature? Many Indigenous researchers may find 
allies in the qualitative research community and traditions. Indeed, the paradigms listed above 
are often cited in the methodology as a means of teaching IRM students how the concepts 
compare and contrast. Table 2 presents one such matrix that attempts to articulate the Indigenous 
research paradigm and associated IRMs to the non-Indigenous audience. This model (Mansfield 
& Venable, 2014) builds from the work of Crotty (1998) and Chilisa (2011). However, I believe 
that such tables are an imperfect solution because they, as has been the tradition, describe 
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Like Indigenous inquiry, transformative approaches presume that knowledge is not 
neutral, and instead is a reflection of power and social relationships in society (Creswell, 2013). 
The purpose of transformative research, sometimes described as participatory action research, is 
to improve the lives of marginalized groups through the direct formulation of action agendas for 
reform. The position of the Rocky Mountain Tribal IRB, for example, shows the fullest 
expression of the transformative agenda to address issues of oppression, domination, and 
hegemony among marginalized groups (Creswell, 2013; Mertens, 2009). A stronger alignment 
may be found with the postmodern family. Of these frameworks, Creswell (2013) writes that 
“The basic concept is that knowledge claims must be set within the conditions of the world today 
and in the multiple perspectives of class, race, gender, and other group affiliations” (p. 27). 
Postmodernism allows for multiple and diverse discourse as a way to counter metanarratives. 
 Social constructivism is similar to Indigenous approaches in its focus on individuals’ 
multiple and subjective experiences in the world. Creswell (2013) explains that the researcher’s 
role is to rely heavily on the participant’s perceptions of those experiences, taking into account 
how these experiences are negotiated by social and historical contexts (Crotty, 1998). In practice, 
such researchers position themselves in relation to the research questions and context, 
concentrate on interactions, and aim to make meaning of such interactions as a goal of their 
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inquiry. While the Indigenous research paradigm is comparable in its attention to multiple voices 
and contexts, social constructivism would fall short in an Indigenous approach if it did not also 
lend equal credence to relationships with the land, ancestors, and the cosmos in shaping one’s 
experience with the world. By not acknowledging these interactions, many forms of data (e.g., 
dreams, visions) may be disregarded by the Western approach. 
 Pragmatic interpretative inquiry shares the Indigenous paradigm’s goals of focusing on 
what works for the conditions of today. In thought and practice, pragmatism encourages freedom 
of choice (Creswell, 2013). Therefore, investigators may select whatever, and multiple, methods 
to best address their research purpose and questions. Indigenous research also demands that the 
researcher select and employ the methods that best suit the research purpose; and it does not 
exclude the portfolio of quantitative approaches (Kovach, 2009; Walter & Anderson, 2013). 
 The smooth fit between Indigenous research and those approaches mentioned above, 
with, of course, some weaknesses, may prompt the reader to assume that Indigenous research is 
simply a subset of Western interpretive frameworks using qualitative data collection and 
analytical methods. Several limitations to this argument exist. Whether there are four, five or six 
dominant research paradigms, Wilson (2008) maintains that all are common in their individual 
nature — a distinction of Eurocentric, not Indigenous, worldviews. That is, positivism, critical 
theory, postmodernism, and so forth each claim that knowledge resides in the individual, is 
passed between individuals, and is obtainable by the individual. Indigenous inquiry, in contrast, 
is relational: systematic investigations are guided by the presumption that knowledge is revealed 
through moral and ethical protocols of relationship building, growth, sustainability, and 
accountability. Research that aligns with Indigenous epistemologies chooses methodologies, 
methods, and analytical tools that uphold and further these relationships. Kovach (2009) explains 
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further that tribal knowledges cannot be separated from tribal languages; and there is an 
epistemological breach in the inquiry if the methodology and methods do not acknowledge and 
account for this fluidity and interaction. Finally, Kovach (2009) claims that “Indigenous 
methodologies are guided by tribal epistemologies, and tribal knowledge is not Western 
knowledge. Knowledge is neither acultural nor apolitical” (p. 30). There is a conceptual breach if 
a researcher claims to validly capture and represent Indigenous knowledges, but depends on 
Western research traditions that are grounded in Western knowledge (Wilson, 2008).  
 Kovach (2009) maintains these approaches cannot readily take the place of Indigenous 
approaches. She says although perspectives like transformative inquiry and postmodernism 
provide the research community with alternative perspectives and access to a wider range of 
interpretive tools, the traditions of positivism and ethnographic qualitative research, which 
regard Native peoples as the objects of research, not the producers of knowledge, are still 
problematic. Ladson-Billings (2003) extends this idea, asserting that Western epistemological 
privilege pervades the academy, and by extension grant making bodies, and thus wrests control 
over how we perceive the nature of truth, the nature of reality, and the ideology of knowledge 
production (Ladson-Billings, 2003; Fitzsimmons & Smith, 2000; Smith, 1999 & 2013). Rather 
than creating a clear path for Indigenous approaches, Western qualitative research agendas are 
shown to treat Indigenous ways of knowing “as barriers to research or exotic customs with which 
researchers need to be familiar in order to carry out their work without causing offense” (Smith, 
1999, p. 15) — not as a legitimate form of inquiry in its own right. Even though in many ways it 
mirrors intent and practice, the Indigenous research agenda and process moves beyond the 
options offered by Western constructs of inquiry by attempting to decolonize research and 
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researchers’ relationships with sites and standards of knowledge production (Kovach, 2009; 
Smith, 2012). 
 One of the more difficult concepts to grasp, for non-Indigenous and Indigenous 
researchers alike, is the difference between methodologies and methods under this paradigm. 
Scholars of Indigenous research agree that the term methodology describes the collection of 
principles that guide our research — including one’s ontology, axiology, and epistemology. 
Kovach (2009) provides compelling clarification, explaining that Indigenous research 
methodology encompasses both knowledge system and methods — in a way that Western 
approaches many not explicitly acknowledge. 
An Indigenous research framework acts as a nest, encompassing the range of qualities 
influencing the process and content of the research journey. Too often Indigenous 
research has been equated with the inclusion of particular methods, such as sharing 
circles, and commentary on ethical guidelines involving research with Indigenous people 
and/or communities. While it is an attempt to consider Indigenous ways of knowing 
within research, methodologically speaking this definition of Indigenous research is 
problematic. When Indigenous researchers utilize Indigenous methods, there is always a 
tribal epistemic positioning in operation. (Kovach, 2009, p. 42) 
Methodology as it is broadly understood and taught, Indigenous research scholars argue, is an 
inherently Western idea that incorporates colonial presuppositions, such that those attempting to 
explain Indigenous methodologies are forced into false comparisons. And in the dominant 
literature, we rarely see acknowledgements of culturally premised research methodologies by 
which to make more appropriate analogies (Lambert, 2014; Kovach, 2005; Steinhauer, 2002; 
Wilson, 2008).  Proponents and practitioners of Indigenous research stress that their 
methodologies cannot be so distinct that it is unrecognizable by other research communities, and 
methods employed should be a function of use, usefulness, and appropriateness to the 
community research context (Barnes, 2000; Kovach, 2005). 
Indigenous Inquiry Methods 
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 Kovach (2009) and Wilson (2008) claim that all methods are available to the Indigenous 
researcher as long as the methodology is grounded in specific and identified tribal worldview. 
Many Indigenous research and evaluation scholars find qualitative methods of research design, 
data collection, and analysis to be well suited to their purposes (Barnes, 2000). The literature also 
shows a strong tradition of mixed-method approaches that are Indigenous-Western qualitative.  
Senese (2005) uses several forms of data collection for his evaluation of the Diné Wellness 
Center at Little Singer Community School, many of which were specific to the Diné culture. He 
combined observation, focus group, and artifact review in one evaluative activity by participating 
in a cultural activity centering on the connection between artistic products and the 
personal/spiritual process (Senese, 2005). LaFrance and Nichols (2010) urged that to be 
respectful, rather than giving elders surveys to complete, they should be allowed time to reflect 
on their answers and engaged in conversation. And though most commentators align Indigenous 
research with qualitative research, there have been significant lines of quantitative inquiry, such 
as Walker and Anderson’s (2013) Indigenous Statistics, A Quantitative Research Methodology.  
 Several important considerations for the Indigenous research agenda exist and have 
significant implications for the funding potential of these lines of inquiry and practice. Wilson 
(2008) and Adams (2013) describe a unique set of tribally specific research methods which 
capture spiritual, mythic, and experiential tribal knowledge. These may include talking circles 
(Lavallée, 2009), sweats (Wilson, 2008), storytelling (Lekoko, 2007), and walking (Bang, 
Personal communication). Although these may resemble such qualitative methods as 
interviewing, these research ceremonies (Wilson, 2008) extend beyond Western tools in their 
ability to capture Indigenous knowledge that is ceremonial, physical, metaphysical, holistic, and 
“extra-intellectual” – that which cannot be easily reduced to themes and parts (Wilson, 2008). 
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There are, however, concerns about these methods in dominant spheres of knowledge 
production. Despite humans’ traditional reliance on spiritual, mythic, and experiential knowledge 
for their survival, scholars maintain that decision-makers are uncomfortable with forms of 
knowledge outside of the intellectual, and therefore will strive to discount them in assessing an 
inquiry’s validity and rigor, and thus a funding proposal’s merit (Adams, 2013). Data collected 
and analyzed through dreams, visions, and non-literate story, for example, is likely to be 
discounted.  
 Additionally, Indigenous researchers warn against careless substitutions with more 
familiar, Western tools. Gone (2014b) asks, perhaps rhetorically, why Indigenous researchers do 
not replace talking circles with more established methods, like focus groups, or stretch out their 
Medicine Wheels and call them logic models, because both models will be likely to yield the 
same results. The literature has a ready response. LaFrance and Nichols (2010) show that in 
order to receive culturally specific answers to culturally specific questions posed to tribal 
communities, culturally specific methods of inquiry ought to be employed. Others suggest that 
the terminology is not interchangeable because, indeed, both our Indigenous and Western 
research vocabularies carry heavy connotations (Adams et al., 2015; Chilisa, 2012; Smith, 2012). 
During this study, I was gently admonished by an elder for too-casually suggesting that she call 
an educational program for which she was seeking funding a “fellowship” — a fellowship is a 
colonial activity; this program was not that. Adams and colleagues (2015) further argue that 
knowledge has agency, and therefore Story’s meaning cannot be overtly conveyed. Talking 
circles and storytelling have strict local protocols for speaker and listener that are not inherent to 
the epistemologies that undergird a focus group, thus rendering that method inappropriate for 




 The primary distinguishing feature of inquiry based in the Indigenous paradigm is that 
tribal epistemologies are at the center of these research processes and practices (Botha, 2006; 
Porsanger, 2004). In order to successfully connect with Indigenous epistemology, a researcher 
must have deep ties to the community and access to Indigenous knowledge, including an 
intimate knowledge of local history, language, family and community relations, and spiritual 
experiences (Jones with Jenkins, 2008). Once this is achieved, Indigenous researchers may, but 
do not have to, see significant overlap with qualitative or quantitative approaches. As is 
demonstrated above, Indigenous epistemologies often resonate with qualitative researchers, due 
to their recognition of multiple truths, subjectivity, and narrative. However, the source of these 
points of view stem from a very different ontology, in such a way that Western-trained qualitative 
researchers may not hold or make the same assumptions as an Indigenous researcher (Kovach, 
2009; Lavallée, 2009).  
 In mainstream research processes, which arose during the Enlightenment, there still 
remain vestiges of the idea that the T/truth is “out there,” that it can be “gotten,” and that 
anything (any person) can be studied in a systematic way to provide insight into the T/truth. This 
perspective places the researcher and his experiences outside of the sphere of that which is 
studied. In this way, the researcher remains pure, the object of study remains pure, and the Truth 
remains pure. 
 Even the rising influence of qualitative research has shown that the researcher’s reality 
affects what is studied and how it is studied. The investigator’s multiple affiliations, including 
identity, shape the many possible decisions that can be made, from points of curiosity, to 
priorities set, to research questions asked and not asked.  
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 Even though Western research approaches have endured, I argue here in solidarity with 
many Indigenous scholars that a paradigm shift has arrived when researchers assert, in theory 
and practice, that colonialist modes of inquiry do not provide adequate answers to the questions 
that concern Indigenous peoples. Therefore, Eurocentric research processes can no longer be 
correct in all instances, and Indigenous research need not be obligated to turn to Western 





Chapter III  
Live a Congruent Lifestyle ↔ Literature Review on Indigenous Education and Funding 
Eurocentric thinkers dismissed Indigenous knowledge in the same way they dismissed any socio-
political cultural life they did not understand: they found it to be unsystematic and incapable of 
meeting the productivity needs of the modern world. 
Marie Battiste, Mi’kmaw, 2002, p. 5 
 
 This study investigates the federal funding climate for Indigenous inquiry, specifically in 
the areas of STEM-H educational research, programming, and evaluation. The broad academic 
and grant making communities know little about the education and research contexts in which 
these inquiries are often situated: within tribal communities and at Tribal Colleges and 
Universities in the United States. Unique opportunities and challenges to growing extramurally-
sponsored activity reside in these communities, particularly in terms of how federal grant makers 
understand and accept diversity of thought as well as of bodies. 
 The purpose of this chapter is to position Indigenous approaches to STEM-H research, 
education, and evaluation within the body of literature about tribal education and extramural 
funding for tribal educational institutions. This section is divided into two parts. Part One 
summarizes major historical moments in, and thoughts concerning, Indigenous education in the 
United States. In Part Two, I discuss the current state of Indigenous education. First, I review 
trends in educational attainment among Indigenous populations in the United States, and how the 
Indigenous paradigm has shaped approaches to science education. I follow with an overview of 
post-secondary and community education under the Indigenous paradigm. Finally, I introduce 
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thought and policy on extramural funding for STEM-H inquiry and activity in Indigenous higher 
education and tribal community contexts.  
 As in Chapter II, I privilege thought and writings from the Indigenous research and 
policy canon as a means of building capacity for critical conversations about diversity within the 
federal extramural funding environment. 
Part One: The Context of Indigenous Education 
 Bowman-Farrell (2015) identifies three historical moments that shaped Indigenous 
education in the United States, and which serve as a useful point of departure for understanding 
the current funding environment for projects that are based in, and targeted for, tribal contexts. 
The assimilation era of the 1800s-1920s was characterized by efforts to civilize Native peoples 
through schooling (Tribal Education Departments National Assembly [TEDNA] & Native 
American Rights Fund [NARF], 2006). Children were forcibly removed from their families, 
communities, and cultures, and placed into government- and church-sponsored boarding schools 
which were, as Indigenous scholars assert, “laboratories of domestication, the primary means by 
which Native languages, cultures, and identities were to be pounded out and reshaped” 
(Lomawaima & McCarty, 2006, p. 168). Indeed, this description is not an exaggeration. Captain 
Richard Pratt, founder of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School (1879-1918), famously and 
brutally said “…that all the Indian there is in the race should be dead. Kill the Indian in him, and 
save the man….” (Pratt, 1892, p. 46). Such viewpoints were bolstered in legislation such as the 
Indian Civilization Act of 1819, which authorized annual funding for those who committed to 
educate Indigenous peoples in Western ways (Rehyner, 2013). And these actions had not only a 
legal justification, but a religious and economic imperative. 
The [current] conditions of disadvantage of indigenous peoples undoubtedly are not mere 
happenstance. Rather, they stem from the well-documented history of the taking of vast 
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expanses of indigenous lands with abundant resources, along with active suppression of 
indigenous peoples’ culture and political institutions, entrenched patterns of 
discrimination against them and outright brutality, all of which figured in the history of 
the settlement of the country and the building of its economy. (United Nations [UN], 
2012, p. 11.) 
As Americans claimed western territories, forced removal of Indigenous children –and 
assimilation into the Western culture through educational means– was consistent with broader 
policies to dispossess Native peoples of their lands (Williams, 1989). 
 The early to mid-20th century has been called the reform era in Indigenous education 
(Bowman-Farrell, 2015). By then, it was becoming clear that the assimilationist policies had 
failed, and there was a movement towards preserving Indigenous knowledges and adapting to 
current conditions on tribal lands. This movement was marked by unprecedented policy changes 
that would usher in more sweeping, and culturally sustaining, reforms towards the end of the 
century. “The Problem of Indian Administration,” or the Meriam Report (1928), was one of the 
first calls in the United States for the development of educational practices that are respectful of, 
and compatible with, Indigenous epistemologies. The Johnson O’Malley Act of 1934 paved the 
way for tribal schools to be established on or near reservations, and managed by the tribes 
themselves. By the 1960s, the unique educational concerns of Native peoples were coming to the 
forefront in key legislation like Title IX of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 
(ESEA), which established the National Advisory Council on Indian Education (NACIE) 
(TEDNA & NARF, 2006).   
 Increasingly, Native peoples were being afforded decision-making power over the form 
and function of education for their communities. These changes, however, were not without 
significant limitations. The UN Human Rights Council (2012) finds that during this time, 
although assimilation was no longer the explicit goal, policies and practices of acculturation 
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persisted. Therefore, Indigenous peoples were still expected to engage with the institutions and 
systems — upon which they relied — based on Eurocentric expectations and norms.  
 The second half of the century did not produce a full course correction. By the 1970s, 
destructive educational policies and practices persisted. Senate Report 91-50, titled “Indian 
Education: A National Tragedy, A National Challenge,” was published in 1969, and maintained 
that U.S. Government educational policy towards Native peoples had been one of “coercive 
assimilation” (Bowman, 2003; S. Rep. No. 91-501, 1969). This report was one early indication 
of the self-determination era of the 1970s-1990s. President Nixon (1970) supported this call in a 
message to Congress. 
It is long past time that the Indian policies of the Federal government began to recognize 
and build upon the capacities and insights of the Indian people. Both as a matter of justice 
and as a matter of enlightened social policy, we must begin to act on the basis of what the 
Indians themselves have long been telling us. The time has come to break decisively with 
the past and to create the conditions for a new era in which the Indian future is 
determined by Indian acts and Indian decisions. (Para. 4) 
Self-determination is the right of Indigenous people to “freely determine their political status and 
freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development” (UN, 2007).  Brayboy (2005) 
further defines this concept in the educational context. 
Self-determination is the ability to define what happens with autonomy, how, why, and to 
what ends, rather than being forced to ask permission from the United States. Self-
determination rejects the guardian/ward relationship currently in place between the U.S. 
government and tribal nations. Knowledge of these current relationships allows 
researchers ways to better analyze inter-actions between Indigenous students and the 
institutional structures. Ultimately, these analyses may lead to a reconceptualization of 
the parameters for engaging Indigenous students within institutions. (p. 434) 
The Indian Self-Determination and Education Act (Pub. L. 93-638), passed in 1975, recognized 
the right of Indian tribes to self-government: “as domestic dependent nations, Indian tribes 
exercise inherent sovereign powers over their members and territory.”  Further developments 
including the Native American Languages Act of 1990 solidified tribal peoples’ authority to 
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define and direct educational systems, and provided tribal communities with resources to do so. 
It was during this time that the first Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs) were founded, 
starting with the Navajo Community College in July 1968, later renamed Diné College in 1997 
(Crum, 2007). The TCU movement is explored further in the following sections. 
 Bowman-Farrell (2015) defines yet another important moment. The accountability era 
(2000s to present), she argues, is shaped by the passage of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 
(NCLB). NCLB is important for the present study, which focuses on sponsored activity taking 
place at higher education institutions and surrounding communities, for two key reasons. First, 
its Title VII provision upholds the U.S. Government’s trust responsibilities to support the unique 
cultural needs of Indigenous students at postsecondary institutions, through recognition of 
educational efforts and financial backing. Second, NCLB insists on scientifically valid research 
or evaluation design, including the use of empirical data (Lomawaima & McCarty, 2002; Mid-
continent Research for Education and Learning [McREL], 2009). These mandates have done 
much to shape how research, activity, and evaluation taking place in educational settings is 
funded by the federal government, and what the expectations are for merit. Bowman-Farrell 
(2015) points out, however, that although Title VII specifically cites work by the National 
Advisory Council on Indian Education, that body does not have any policy language addressing 
research or evaluation. And whereas culturally relevant and responsive approaches are supported 
through NCLB legislation, the methodologies and methods employed to carry them out may be 
in conflict with the law’s assumptions about evidence. This issue is directly related to Research 
Question 2, and is treated further in Chapters VI and VII.   
 As this literature shows, there has been a long tradition in which Indigenous peoples’ 
worldviews and ways of knowing were found to be incompatible with values of the dominant 
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group. Yet it is the values of the dominant group that pervade educational institutions, policies, 
and programs, and may do much to inform the assumptions of federal grant makers (Cajete, 
2005; Kovach, 2009; Philips & Burbules, 2000; Tyler et al., 2008; Wilson, 2008). The 
accountability era, in particular, is important for our understanding of how space is forged for 
Indigenous approaches to STEM-H research, education and programming, and evaluation in the 
federal extramural funding enterprise. As is demonstrated below, Indigenous inquiry and practice 
is often centered at educational institutions, just as similar activity is centered at academic 
institutions around the world. The history of education for Native peoples in the United States is 
marked by colonialist ideals and attempts to regain control. Some argue, however, that 
assimilationist policies still predominate (Bowman-Farrell, 2015; Deloria, 1995, Lambert, 2014). 
Tensions arise in our current accountability era when tribal communities are forced to reconcile 
culturally specific approaches with Western-defined accountability standards for research and 
education within the funding space. 
Part Two: Indigenous Education 
 Part One describes how, since the early 1900s, there has been at least a recognition of the 
need to promote educational approaches that are approved, designed, managed, implemented, 
and judged by Indigenous peoples. Such efforts use Indigenous knowledge as the foundation for 
building new knowledge. Indigenous education situates learning in local contexts and relies upon 
the input of culturally knowledgeable teachers and elders, adopting the ideals of the self-
determination era and beyond (Castagno & Brayboy, 2008; Johansson, 2009; Lee, 2010). In this 
manner, Indigenous education reduces the tendency towards cultural discontinuity by 
incorporating the students’ cultural values into the structure of schooling. By creating 
congruency between the students’ home/community culture and the school, learning 
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environments become more effective (McREL, 2005). Inquiry that takes place in these settings 
often aligns with these goals. 
Educational outcomes among Indigenous students  
 The cultural discontinuity hypothesis describes (1) the relative difference between 
Indigenous students’ experiences at home and in their communities and the teaching practices in 
school, and (2) the source of their poor academic outcomes (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2005; 
Berger, 2002; Castagano & Brayboy, 2008; Johansson, 2009; Tyler et al., 2008). Indigenous 
ways of knowing contrast sharply with Western values and orientations, as described in earlier 
chapters. Native worldviews are characterized as organizing knowledge in a holistic manner 
showing respect for all things, particularly for relationships and the wisdom of elders; 
emphasizing cooperation; communicating through metaphor; and integrating daily life into the 
process of learning (Kovach, 2009; Wilson 2008). This contrasts with Western or mainstream 
views, which promote individualism and competition; reduce themes and concepts to parts; rely 
upon procedure and algorithm; and value skepticism, objectivity, quantitative data, 
generalizability, and the written record (Cajete, 2005; Kovach, 2009; Wilson, 2008).  
 The impact of the proposed mismatch is profound for Indigenous peoples: educational 
attainment for American Indians3 is lower than it is for the general population. American Indians 
are shown to have the highest dropout rate of all students in American public schools (Faircloth 
& Tippeconnic, 2010; Tyler et al., 2008).  In their 2010 study sampling from the twelve states 
with significant American Indian populations, Faircloth & Tippeconnic (2010) find that an 
average of only 41.6% of American Indians graduate from high school, compared to 69% of all 
students. Among single-race American Indians, 78.8% had a high school diploma, GED or other 
                                                          
3 In this brief section, I diverge from my usual terminology to cite directly the phrasing of the report authors, often 
used to make legal distinctions among Indigenous peoples of the United States. 
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equivalency in 2012 compared to 86.4% of the overall U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2015). Native Americans also lag in attaining postsecondary degrees in the sciences. Between 
2001 and 2010, the percentage of American Indians earning bachelor’s degrees in the STEM 
fields remained flat: at less than 1% (National Science Foundation [NSF], 2013). Some attribute 
these gaps to an incongruity between home and school values (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2005; 
Berger, 2002; Castagano & Brayboy, 2008; Tyler et al., 2008). 
 We note similar attainment trends in the science fields, specifically. Indigenous peoples 
are the least represented group in U.S. science careers (Aikenhead, 1997). Only 13.5% of single-
race American Indians over age 25 had earned a bachelor’s degree or higher in 2012, compared 
to 29.1% of the overall population (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). Of the bachelor’s degree holders, 
40.9% held degrees in the STEM fields (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). However, the rate of post-
secondary degree attainment among American Indians has remained flat for more than a decade.  
In 2001, American Indian and Alaska Native students earned 2,800 bachelor’s degrees in STEM 
fields, or 0.7% of all STEM degrees awarded (NSF, 2013). By 2010, that percentage remained at 
0.7%. This is well below other underrepresented minorities: in 2010, Black students earned 8% 
and Hispanic students earned 9% of STEM bachelor’s degrees (NSF, 2013).  
Doctoral degree attainment is especially disturbing, given that in order to be competitive 
as principal investigators for much federal STEM-H research, education, and evaluation funding, 
individuals should hold such credentials. In 1975, 15,000 PhDs in STEM fields were granted in 
the United States; 13 of those degrees were awarded to Indigenous scientists (Society for the 
Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans in Science [SACNAS], n.d.). By 2012, more 
than 38,000 doctoral degrees were granted in science, engineering and health; of those, 60 were 
awarded to self-identified Indigenous peoples (NSF, 2013). 
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 Cultural mismatch has been observed and cited by Indigenous education practitioners and 
researchers as a possible reason for academic delay. However, Tyler et al. (2008) stress that there 
has been little quantitative evidence of the existence of this incongruity or the fact that it 
precedes Indigenous students’ academic failure or other delays in Indigenous education. Berger 
(2002) offers some insight in a qualitative study showing that Indigenous students are acutely 
aware of a perceived discontinuity between home and school, but perhaps not in the same ways 
as the literature expresses. In contrast, non-Indigenous researchers studying these student 
populations generally accept the hypothesis as true. There is the presumption that whereas 
deficits exist, it is not incumbent upon Western educational environments to change to 
accommodate Indigenous students, academics, researchers, and practitioners. Castagano and 
Brayboy (2008) propose, instead, a model emerging from Indigenous epistemologies. Their 
theory of cultural compatibility advances that tribal values, knowledge systems, ways of teaching 
and learning, and inquiry do not inherently create deficits. Academic environments should, 
instead, extend from these worldviews. 
 Consistent with the notion of cultural compatibility, Indigenous scholars call for a 
different perspective on these data; one that acknowledges achievement gaps, rather than 
focusing on deficits as has been the practice of Western institutions. They encourage 
empowerment, elevating solutions, and promoting healing. Nelson-Barber and Estrin (1995) 
posit that mainstream schools have historically disregarded Native content knowledge and 
systematically failed to recognize Indigenous ways of knowing and problem solving. Indigenous 
students have been taught that their traditions of scientific inquiry are subordinate to and 
incompatible with Western standards (Wilson, 2004). Unlike Medin and Bang (2014), and other 
Indigenous scholars, many mainstream academics have failed to boldly state the impact of this 
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subordination: “If white male practices dominate science, or middle-class practices dominate 
public education, then those who do not fall into those categories may never have their own 
practices recognized or valued and may be placed at risk for misidentification and alienation” (p. 
67).  
 Debate about improving STEM-H educational attainment and career prospects for 
underrepresented minorities has been taking place in this country for more than thirty years. 
Stemming largely from the multicultural education movement, multicultural science education’s 
primary goals of inquiry are to make local determinations of which science concepts, processes, 
and reforms are called for — depending on the demographic makeup of the region, school, and 
classroom (Banks, 2004). Brandt (2004) writes that the enduring questions for multicultural 
science education are:  Where and how is scientific knowledge constructed? Whose scientific 
knowledge is valued? How does scientific knowledge impact quality of life? But the history and 
construct of multicultural science education is an inadequate proxy for the Indigenous context. 
We can ask whose scientific knowledge is valued — but then what? Do these questions continue 
to be situated, analyzed, reported, and scrutinized against Eurocentric norms of inquiry? As 
shown in the previous chapter, there are tribally- and culturally-specific tools that address the 
unique perspectives of Indigenous peoples. Two such tools — Indigenous science (STEM-H) 
education and Tribal Colleges and Universities — thus become part of a critical discourse. 
Indigenous science education  
 Indigenous science education has been seated in the growing recognition of “Native 
Science,” and its global correlate “Indigenous Science,” since the 1960s (Adams, 2015).  
Cajete (2000) defines Indigenous science in Native Science: Natural Laws of Interdependence. 
Native science is a metaphor for a wide range of tribal processes of perceiving, thinking, 
acting, and ‘coming to know’ that have evolved through human experience with the 
natural world. Native science is born of a lived and storied participation with the natural 
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landscape. To gain a sense of Native science one must participate with the natural world. 
To understand the foundations of Native science one must become open to the roles of 
sensation, perception, imagination, emotion, symbols, and spirit as well as that of 
concept, logic, and rational empiricism. (p. 2) 
Other definitions lend more detail as to how science knowledge transmission relates to 
Indigenous and minority (or rather, non-dominant) peoples: it is how knowledge about the local 
world works through a specific cultural lens and is transmitted between humans, the 
environment, spirits and the cosmos as a means of ensuring harmony of relationships (Snively & 
Corsiglia, 2000).  
 Indigenous science was recognizable in public discourse during the self-determination 
era, if not earlier. Such key organizations as the Society for the Advancement of Chicanos and 
Native Americans in Science and the American Indian Science and Engineering Society, were 
founded in that moment to diversify the STEM workforce and increase the representation of 
Indigenous peoples in these fields. The American Association for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS) passed the landmark resolution, AAAS: Native American Science and Technology in 
1975, thereby arguing in favor of the legitimacy of Indigenous science in mainstream debates. 
Be it resolved that the Council of the Association (a) formally recognize the contributions 
made by Native Americans* in their own traditions of inquiry to the various fields of 
science, engineering, and medicine, and (b) encourage and support the development and 
growth of natural and social science programs in which traditional Native American 
approaches and contributions to science, engineering, and medicine are the subject of 
serious study and research. (American Association for the Advancement of Science 
[AAAS], 1975, para.1) 
*The term “Native American” refers to the descendants of the aboriginal inhabitants of 
the Americas, often referred to as American Indians. (AAAS, 1975, para. 2)   
We note a whole range of examples of Indigenous science in practice. For example, the 
Traditional Knowledge and Contaminants project, funded by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, documents traditional understandings of environmental changes and builds capacity 
among Alaska Native communities to address concerns about contaminants (University of 
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Alaska Anchorage & Alaska Native Science Commission, 2000). Frank Finley (2013) telling of 
“this is what I know” uses storytelling to explain Indigenous epistemology. In this explanation 
— which can only be fully understood by hearing it orally — he describes the delicate 
engineering of making fishing line out of cottonwood bark, and thus science behind productive 
fishing, as epistemology.  
 Indigenous science education is distinct from Western approaches and ought to be 
understood, analyzed and applied on its own. This education aligns with Indigenous worldviews, 
knowledges, and epistemologies. To review, these perspectives are characterized as: organizing 
knowledge in a holistic and cyclical manner; dependent upon relations with living and non-living 
entities; showing respect for all things and noninterference; emphasizing cooperation; showing 
respect for the wisdom of elders; communicating through metaphor; acknowledging many truths 
as come to be known through daily life and lived experiences; acknowledging the wholeness and 
equality of all entities; and belief that all things are alive.  
 Holism and relationships with nature are important concepts in Indigenous science 
education. Cajete (2005) emphasizes that a sacred view of nature forms the foundation for 
Indigenous teaching and learning, and that interconnectedness is a universal trait of Native 
knowledge. This contrasts with the reductionist tendency of Western science. We see this 
addressed thoroughly in the K-12 literature. Kawagley and colleagues (1998) find in their case 
study interviews with Yupiaq community elders, teachers, and students, “scientific knowledge is 
not segregated from other aspects of daily life and it is not subdivided into different fields of 
science” (p. 148). For Kickapoo students who were instructed in a mainstream Western science 
classroom, 88% reported in this mixed-methods study that they did not accept the teachers’ and 
texts’ reductionist explanations for scientific concepts (Allen & Crawley, 1998). The students, for 
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example, believed that the term “life” extended beyond the definition they were given, and that it 
applied to the earth, wind, seeds, plants, and animals (Allen & Crawley, 1998).  
 Bang and Medin (2010) observe differences between Indigenous students from urban 
areas and from rural areas, and their European American peers, in their worldviews on science 
knowledge, learning, and practices. Using Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology, the 
researchers report that the European American students and parents described themselves as 
being external to nature, and in scientific activities nature provided the background. Conversely, 
Native American students and parents viewed themselves as an integral part of the ecosystem 
and on an equal level as all other creatures. However, we must recognize there is great diversity 
among Indigenous peoples. Johnson (2007) shows that the two Indigenous women in her study 
specifically chose science majors because of their reductionist, universal, and value-free 
orientations. Therefore, while some studies have pointed to conflict in worldviews for Native 
students studying under Western science education systems, Indigenous peoples — like all 
people — vary in their values, priorities, and preferences. 
 Cajete (2005) further explains that Indigenous education is practical in that it “creates 
maps of the world that assist us through our life’s journey” (p. 71). Deborah, a biology major, 
expressed frustration with Western science classes because they did not allow her to “see” 
evolution or viruses, and thus are concepts that have no standing in her traditional beliefs 
(Brandt, 2008). Kickapoo elementary science students also claimed that they preferred 
approaches that allowed them to observe and experiment, however teachers and texts (75% of 
data) and students (42% of data) were found to rely heavily on Western authorities as the basis 
for knowing and validity. (Allen & Crawley, 1998).   
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 It is also important to consider the implications of science education on the local tribal 
communities. Hauser, Howlett, and Matthews (2009) describe efforts to Indigenize tertiary 
science curriculum at Canada’s Trent University and Cape Breton University. They report on a 
high level of community interest and involvement in the development of Cape Breton’s 
Integrative Sciences program, with the community arguing for practical outcomes like 
workshops, not papers. The researchers further explain that part of Trent University’s Indigenous 
Environmental Studies program’s goal was to increase the local community’s self-governing 
capacity — particularly in areas pertaining to the environment and health — in culturally 
appropriate ways (Hauser, Howlett & Matthews, 2009). Likewise, other studies show that 
Indigenous communities wish to take a more active role in aligning curriculum with Native 
epistemologies, in planning and implementing the day-to-day activities of the school, and in 
shaping assessment so that achievement can be measured in terms of both community and 
state/national expectations for the child (Barnhardt & Kawagley, 2005; Johansson, 2009 Lipka, 
1994; Morrison, Robbins & Rose, 2008).  
Working collaboratively and for the benefit of the community and survival of the tribe is 
also valued. Cajete (2005) writes that the communal experience, teaching, and learning are some 
of the oldest and “most instinctually human-contexted mediums of education” (p. 75). In STEM-
H classrooms guided by Indigenous values, students often work in groups to discuss, negotiate, 
and establish a common understanding (Brenner, 1998; Lipka & Adams, 2004; Riskowski & 
Olbricth, 2010). Allen and Crawley (1998) note that whereas the non-Indigenous teachers in their 
study emphasized competitive learning through sports and prizes to the winners of classroom 
games, Kickapoo students (100% of the data) refused to attend competitive games, did not 
recognize winners, and shared knowledge and answers with their peers. Beck (2004) likewise 
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remarks that there were no class leaders, no winners or losers in Navajo science students’ 
classroom learning games, nor was there any overt discussion of rules or disagreement about the 
outcomes. Deborah, a Native student trying to succeed within a Western science higher education 
system, found that she was most comfortable learning from and with her peers in a laboratory 
setting. Her peers, unlike her professors, avoided jargon in helping her learn concepts and 
technical language (Brandt, 2008). Group work in the classroom is a reflection of Indigenous 
ways of organizing society in order to share functioning, share resources, and solve problems 
(Tharp, 1982). 
 Cooperation is not simply a question of how individuals interact in the science classroom. 
The dual purpose of Indigenous science education, according to Rowland and Adkins (2007), is 
improved academic achievement and cultural preservation — or, adhering to notions of relational 
accountability to lands, communities, relations, and cultures. As Burkhart states “all investigation 
is moral investigation,” there is also a moral imperative to Indigenous STEM-H education. There 
arises a commitment to improve and sustain one’s community, which contrasts with the values of 
individualism and competitiveness that we see elevated in mainstream schooling and in the 
academy.  
 The goals of Indigenous science education are not unique to Indigenous peoples nor are 
they incompatible with the stated goals of mainstream education. They do, however, represent a 
distinct pathway to those goals. Indeed, the American Association for the Advancement of 
Science wrote that 
Education has no higher purpose than preparing people to lead personally fulfilling and 
responsible lives. For its part, science education—meaning education in science, 
mathematics, and technology—should help students to develop the understandings and 
habits of mind they need to become compassionate human beings able to think for 
themselves and to face life head on. It should equip them also to participate thoughtfully 
with fellow citizens in building and protecting a society that is open, decent, and vital. 
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America’s future—its ability to create a truly just society, to sustain its economic vitality, 
and to remain secure in a world torn by hostilities—depends more than ever on the 
character and quality of the education that the nation provides for all of its children. 
(American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1989, n.p. Emphasis mine) 
Tribal Colleges and Universities 
 Another important means for addressing the unique perspectives of Indigenous peoples 
are Tribal Colleges and Universities. TCUs in the United States grew out of the self-
determination movement of the 1970s as a way of offering high-quality, culturally-relevant and 
culturally-sustainable education to Indigenous students without assimilation (AIHEC, 1999; 
Boyer, 1997; Martin, 2005). The American Indian Higher Education Consortium states that 
Each of these institutions was created and chartered by its own tribal government for a 
specific purpose: to provide higher education opportunities to American Indians through 
programs that are locally and culturally based, holistic, and supportive. 
TCUs have become increasingly important to educational opportunity for American 
Indian students and are unique institutions that combine personal attention with cultural 
relevance to encourage American Indians—especially those living on reservations—to 
overcome the barriers they face to higher education. (AIHEC, n.d., para. 1-2) 
Currently there are 36 fully accredited TCUs, all of which operate on or near reservations, 
serving more than 22,000 full-time and part-time students in 2013-2014 (Economic Modeling 
Specialists International, 2015).  Figure 1 is a map of TCUs, many of which are located west of 




Figure 1. Map of Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs) in the United States. 
 
 Tribal Colleges and Universities are legally defined under Executive Order 13021 and 
cited in section 532 of the Equity in Educational Land-Grant Status Act of 1994 (7 U.S.C. 301 
note); under the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978, (25 U.S.C. 
1801 et seq.); and under the Navajo Community College Assistance Act of 1978, Public Law 95-
471, Title II (25 U.S.C. 640a note). They may be accredited by any one of several bodies, 
including the Higher Learning Commission of the North Central Association and the Northwest 
Accreditation Commission (U.S. Department of Education, 2012).  
Alignment with Indigenous Worldviews, Knowledges, and Epistemologies 
 TCUs are an attractive option for Indigenous students due in large part to their distinct 
educational missions.  First, TCUs uphold traditional tribal cultures and incorporate the concepts 
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of decolonization, healing, transformation, and mobilization into every aspect of teaching and 
learning through uniquely designed curricula and educational environments (Boyer, 1997; His 
Horse is Thunder, 2012; Smith, 2012; Tierney, 1992).  
 Collectively, the institutions now offer more than 350 apprenticeships, diplomas, 
certificate, and associate, bachelor’s and master’s degree programs (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2012). According to AIHEC (n.d.), eight percent of all students enrolled in TCUs in 
AY 2010-2011 were pursuing degrees in STEM-H. These programs not only offer discipline-
focused content; they address students’ current needs in order to be successful in society. In 
doing so, TCUs tackle achievement gaps directly by offering critical developmental courses in 
mathematics, science, and writing, thereby increasing the likelihood that students will persist and 
succeed in advanced level studies (AIHEC, 2012). For example, at Salish Kootenai College, the 
institution’s formerly sole mathematics instructor, Matt Seeley, explains that he offers all levels 
of instruction to prepare students to attain bachelor’s degrees in forestry, biology, and other 
STEM-related fields. He does so by slowing down his instruction to assure that students 
understand complex concepts: “[I] work with students one-on-one as much as I can and show 
them how mathematics shows up in their everyday life and how an understanding of 
mathematics and quantitative reasoning can help them succeed financially—and understand the 
world better” (Cited in AIHEC, 2010, p. 6). 
 Moreover, TCUs promote an Indigenous approach towards science education. The 
College of the Menominee Nation, for example, offers an Associates of Arts and Science in 
Sustainable Development, focusing on fostering awareness of, and responsibility for, community 
and environmental resources through the Menominee Model of Sustainable Development 
(College of the Menominee Nation, 2010). STEM-H programs at TCUs experienced a 92% 
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increase in enrollment between academic years 2003-2004 and 2009-2010; and in 2009-2010, 
7% of all TCU students were pursuing STEM degrees (AIHEC, 2012). Additionally, experiential 
learning, which may be achieved through engagement in Indigenous inquiry, is a high priority for 
STEM-H efforts at TCUs. Tribal Colleges and Universities are leaders in education and research 
in areas of range management, water quality, native plants, food science and nutrition, and 
animal sciences, as can align with Indigenous science perspectives summarized above (AIHEC, 
2014). Such projects address the view that Indigenous knowledges are realized in practice and 
serve to provide content and direction for Indigenous education curricula. 
 These institutions do not focus solely on remediation, but instead offer Indigenous 
students an academically rigorous and challenging alternative to mainstream higher education — 
one that is aligned with Indigenous worldviews. Because most TCUs do not extend beyond two 
and four year degrees, it is important that they prepare students to transition to other, presumably 
mainstream, institutions to continue their educations. TCUs couple Native and Western 
disciplines, curricula, and approaches so that students will be prepared to enter other schools and 
succeed under Western educational styles (AIHEC, 2012). Indigenous students who have 
attended TCUs have persistence rates at mainstream postsecondary institutions that are, on 
average, four times higher than those students who did not attend tribally-controlled post-
secondary institutions (American Indian College Fund [AICF], 2003; Martin, 2005). 
 Despite this, TCUs are also representative of tensions between local, regional, and global 
actors. In order to successfully operate in the United States and assure that their students have the 
option to transition to mainstream institutions, TCUs must adhere to Western standards of higher 




TCUs and Tribal Communities 
 TCUs serve as vital resources to and for tribal communities in which they are located. As 
stated above, TCUs operate on or near reservations, and tribal members take a lead role in 
institutional decision-making. Consequently, the benefits and services of TCUs extend well 
beyond their student bodies. Many house libraries, tribal archives, economic development 
centers, small business incubators, job training centers, counseling centers, elder and child care 
facilities, meeting houses, and other public spaces (AIHEC, 1999; AIHEC 2012; APLU, 2012; 
Boyer, 1997). For these reasons, it is often difficult to make a sharp distinction between a TCU 
community and a tribal community. The scope of this study thus includes Tribal Colleges and 
Universities and nearby tribal communities. 
Part Three: The Funding Environment for Tribal Colleges and Universities and Tribal 
Communities  
 Given this context, the literature characterizes funding needs of TCUs as being distinct in 
two key ways. First, many students come from financially challenging circumstances, and TCUs 
are their best educational and fiscal option. The U.S. Census Bureau (2015) reports that the 
median household income of American Indian and Alaska Native families was $37,227 in 2014. 
This compares startlingly to the median household income of the nation as a whole, which, in 
2014, was $53,657 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015; DeNavas-Walt & Proctor, 2015). TCUs thus aim 
to keep tuition as low as possible. The cost of an education at TCUs is approximately 17% of the 
average cost of postsecondary schooling (National Science Board, 2012). In Academic Year 
2009-2010, the average full time undergraduate tuition at tribal colleges was $2,494, versus the 
2010 average in-state undergraduate tuition in the United States, which exceeded $15,000 
(AIHEC, 2012). This average TCU tuition rate fell to $2,328 by 2014, and 80 percent of students 
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receive Federal financial aid (AIHEC, 2014). Haskell Indian Nations University and 
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute do not charge tuition at all. 
 TCUs clearly do not recoup operating costs through tuition remittances. Moreover, these 
institutions have governance structures that are independent of states: federally recognized tribes 
issue the institutional charters to TCUs, so the institutions receive little to no local or state 
funding (AIHEC, 2007; AIHEC, 2012; Billy, 2009). Tribes have been willing to invest heavily in 
higher education efforts, especially as compared to their allocations to K-12 institutions 
(Bowman-Farrell, 2015). These investments include, for example, infrastructure expansions on 
TCU campuses, and tribal government support for scholarships and books. Such contributions 
are not consistent across TCUs, and they depend heavily on the wealth and priorities of the tribal 
government, and must also seek funding from outside sources to maintain their educational, 
research, and programming missions. 
Fiscal Challenges to Supporting Students  
 The federal government provides operational funding to Tribal Colleges and Universities 
as a part of treaty obligations and the federal trust responsibility (Bowman, 2015; His Horse is 
Thunder, 2012). TCUs compensate for some of their fiscal shortfalls through their designation as 
land-grant institutions and subsequent receipt of equity grants (APLU 2012). Some TCUs 
receive funding through Title III, state block grants, and other directed funds (AIHEC, 1999). A 
product of the self-determination era, the Tribally Controlled Colleges and Universities 
Assistance Act (1978) authorizes funding at $8,000 per Indian student. Still, TCUs have never 
been funded at the fully authorized level (25 USC Sec. 1808; AIHEC, 1999; His Horse is 
Thunder, 2012). TCUs receive slightly more than $5,000 per Indian student, an increase from 
$2,964 in 1999 (AIHEC 1999; AIHEC 2012). This federal commitment excludes non-Indian 
students entirely, who made up 16% of Academic Year 2009-2010 TCU enrollment (AIHEC 
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2012; 25 USC Sec. 1808). These figures are striking for at least two reasons. First, when 
compared to other groups of colleges or universities, it is noteworthy that student support levels 
fall so far below their mandated levels. For example, Howard University is the only other 
minority-serving higher education institution with congressionally appropriated base funding. 
Howard’s federal support amounted to more than $19,000 per student in 2009-2010 (AIHEC, 
2012). Second, these figures stand in stark comparison to the positive economic that TCU 
students make. ESMI (2015) estimates that TCU alumni accounted for $2.3 billion in added 
income to the U.S. economy in 2013-2014. 
Fiscal Challenges to Supporting Indigenous Inquiry 
 Chronically low funding also limits TCUs’ ability to develop and expand their Indigenous 
inquiry efforts. Several reasons are cited, but scholars and TCU administrators often identify the 
lack of funding for institutional resources and capacity building as a significant barrier. TCU 
staff are notably overworked and underpaid as compared to their peers at mainstream 
institutions. AIHEC (2014) published a telling faculty position description from one institution. 
In addition to teaching 15 credits/semester… Janitorial duties: cleaning; setting up and 
taking down tables and chairs; moving items from one building to another; taking out the 
trash; Cook: prepare food for gatherings for the entire community; serve food during 
meal times during school hours; Campus Maintenance: Driving a bobcat to do snow 
removal on campus; using the tractor; mowing the lawn; gardening and lawn 
maintenance; Taxi Service: provide mechanical assistance to student vehicles that may 
break down; provide rides to students and other faculty to and from campus; drive the 
school bus; Advising: serving as both professional and personal counselor for students; 
Cultural Activities: must be able to align cultural perspective to align tribal expectations 
and values with higher education culture, expectations, and accreditation requirements. 
(Cited in AIHEC, 2014, slide 19) 
The organization then goes on to argue that the average TCU faculty salary is $37,500, compared 
to $50,000-$200,000 for faculty at mainstream institutions (AIHEC, 2014). Even if they 
possessed the time, many of these academics are not formally trained in grant writing or 
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evaluation — even though their STEM-H research and evaluation efforts seem poised for 
federally funded extramural dollars.  
 Research, including Indigenous approaches to inquiry, requires funding and qualified 
people to propose, receive, and manage the funds; yet it has been shown that TCUs are the most 
poorly funded institutions of higher education in the United States. In FY 2009, federal grant 
makers awarded $10.5 million to Tribal Colleges and Universities for STEM inquiry and STEM-
related activities (AIHEC, 2014). This constitutes 0.25 percent of all funding to institutions of 
higher education in these areas that year, totaling $4.2 billion. 
 By strengthening the funding base for Indigenous approaches to STEM-H inquiry and 
practice, TCUs can realize several goals. First, they can offer critical and culturally congruent 
learning experiences to students, and build their research knowledge and skills. Such 
competencies are important to enable students to become successfully contributing members of 
their communities, and to support advancement to higher degrees at mainstream universities. 
Second, by building institutional research and education capacities, TCUs can move toward 
assuring their immediate and long-term positive impacts on local economies. Key policy 
organizations have analyzed the long-term impacts of TCUs fulfilling their stated missions. 
These analyses indicate that infrastructure developments, strengthened human/tribal capacities, 
workforce development, promotion of efficient and sound practices in agriculture and natural 
resources management, and expanded opportunity for leadership roles in initiating and 
disseminating new research are among the top effects (AIHEC, IHEP, & AICF, 2000; APLU, 
2012). 
Conclusion to Literature Reviews Parts 1 and 2 
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 An analysis of the extent to which the views and priorities espoused by federal funding 
systems can and do align with the worldviews being promoted by the Indigenous research 
agenda is called for.  The issues presented in Chapters II and III raise important questions. It has 
been shown that the Indigenous paradigm is distinct from Western approaches, but does much 
address the specific concerns of tribal communities in culturally congruent and culturally 
sustainable ways, in a departure from the history of harmful research on Indigenous peoples.  
 This literature review illustrates that there is a significant range of thought on, and 
options for, Indigenous research, education and programming, and evaluation. However, 
influential scholarship consistently maintains that this paradigm challenges dominant, hegemonic 
modes of inquiry. It contends that mainstream thought and practice is couched in a colonialist 
mindset meant to exclude, intentionally or not, alternative worldviews. This creates a significant 
obstacle: namely, there may be unstated practices of subverting Indigenous inquiry despite 
diversity policies. The following chapters offer a research design to explore this notion more 
closely. Chapter IV explains the theoretical frameworks I used to both shape the study design and 
to serve as the lens through which to analyze the data. I follow a model for selecting and 
reporting theory positions suggested by Kovach (2009, 2013), as a way to facilitate 
communication between Indigenous and Western researchers. In Chapter V, I position myself 
with the ideologies of the Indigenous research paradigm by aligning myself with Wilson’s (2008) 
model for reporting a study’s methodology and methods to demonstrate congruence at all levels 
of the research. This section defines and details my methodology, strategy of inquiry, methods, 
and analysis. Then, Chapter VI presents the stories, or in Western research vernacular, the results, 
of this research effort. The literature cited here serves to further explicate the purpose and varied 
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perspective on the research topic, to frame my research approach, in the spirit of the Indigenous 





Chapter IV  
Prepare Your Space ↔ Theoretical Frameworks 
One thing that an Elder here, Dr. Norm Sheehan, told me about a month ago, is for us to 
remember that Indigenous Knowledge itself has agency, and will do what it needs to do to 
protect itself or to make itself heard.  So I guess we need to have faith that things are working out 
as they should. My personal challenge is putting that faith into practice and trying not to worry.  
 Shawn Wilson, Opaskwayak Cree, to Dawn Hill Adams, Choctaw, in Adams, Wilson, Heavy 
Head & Gordon, 2015, p. 15 
 
 Indigenous scholars contend that Western research builds Western knowledge about 
Indigenous people; whereas the goal of Indigenous research is to grow Indigenous knowledge 
about Indigenous people (Wilson, 2013). This may create a tension when TCUs and tribal 
communities must rely heavily on sponsored program dollars to support their STEM-H research 
and education goals. This contrast served as the point of departure for the present study, 
investigating how Tribal Colleges and Universities’ and tribal communities’ use of Indigenous 
approaches in inquiry and practice are understood and embraced by extramural grant funders. 
Addressing the dual standards of Indigenous and Western research, and the inherent challenges 
of communication that they suggest, was an issue of the study and under study.  
 The purpose of Chapter IV is to discuss the frameworks that guided this research. The 
study was built from both my personal theory and substantive theory — as suggested by Kovach 
(2009), who outlines a model of inquiry that is aligned with key features of Indigenous ways of 
knowing and that may be understood by multiple audiences. Neither positioning is privileged 
over the other.  
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 First, the chapter describes my positionality, which is colored by the persistent tensions I 
have observed toward Indigenous worldviews in the mainstream academy and in grant making 
institutions, which have been my education and career homes for nearly two decades. These 
views undergird the theoretical positions chosen for this study, as next explained in the chapter. I 
then outline three theoretical perspectives for understanding how grant making for Indigenous 
approaches is perceived by various actors: Storytelling, Tribal Critical Race Theory, and 
Interstitial Spaces. These frameworks are drawn from a distinctly Indigenous point of view, and 
were developed to extend beyond mainstream academic discourse to be responsive to Native 
contexts. In using this collection of theories to frame the study and address the research 
questions, I conclude by summarizing the theoretical frameworks and aligning them with the 
goals of the study specifically and the Indigenous research agenda broadly. 
Position Statement 
 I am biased. 
 Indigenous peoples are distinctive because they simultaneously engage Indigenous and 
Western priorities and ways of knowing in academic spaces. Hundreds of years of colonization 
have resulted in Native communities being stripped of their traditions, languages, rites, and 
homelands through forced migration and assimilation, much of which took place in the form of 
state- and church-sanctioned education and acculturation. Although some observers would 
question the construct of historical trauma as being caused by cultural “genocide” (Gone 2014a 
& 2014b), most Indigenous scholars agree that mainstream cultures do not carry the weight of 
obligation to be successful in two different traditions while on their own land.  
I have demonstrated the importance of relational accountability and responsibility in 
Chapter II. These are not abstract concepts, and are especially salient when considering how 
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education is viewed in Indigenous communities. Thoman and colleagues (2014) find that Latino, 
Native American and African American undergraduate biology students demonstrated greater 
psychological involvement in their work and motivation to pursue doctoral degrees when they 
could appreciate the benefit of their research studies to their communities. In a follow-up report 
for SACNAS, the research team shows, preliminarily, that Native American and Latino 
biomedical research assistants (n=100) experience a greater sense of involvement, belongingness 
and interest in research that fulfills their sense of communal values than do their White peers of 
equal sample size (Smith, Thoman & Robinson, 2015).  
These findings resonate with me. I do not understand how to do research, or my job, if 
such work will not lead directly to improvements for my relations. 
 The imperatives of respect, responsibility, and relationships is also built into the 
expectations for Indigenous inquiry. Concerning evaluation, Jolly (2002) states “[Indigenous 
evaluators] are challenged to create situations that offer alternative ways to demonstrate capacity 
and that recognize skills when they are displayed in a culturally appropriate way” (p. 20). 
Indigenous scholars and researchers are often criticized, punished, and “corrected” when stating 
their motivations to demonstrate relational accountability, and for opting out of Eurocentric 
approaches in favor of approaches that better align with traditional, non-Western worldviews. 
These acts of oppression are especially difficult for graduate students (Venable et al., in press). 
 College students in these situations sometimes elect to “fight fire with fire” by rejecting 
the oppressive norms of the academy and succeed in higher education in order to serve their 
tribal communities (Brayboy, 2005). Their acts of “transformational resistance,” however, often 
bear significant personal and academic costs; I have experienced such setbacks leading me to 
question my own intelligence and capacities. My colleagues and I discuss similar findings in 
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research conducted among members of our international support group of graduate students who 
are using, or wish to use, Indigenous approaches. One student shared her experiences of this 
psychological power struggle: “I was registered with the Bachelor of Education program with 
[redacted] and made the difficult decision to withdraw a couple of weeks ago. The faculty did not 
appreciate my Indigenous Knowledge to put it bluntly” (cited in Venable et al., in press). Another 
student wrote and submitted her doctoral thesis, but refused to proceed with the oral defense 
when the committee would not allow her to practice her cultural rites as part of the defense — 
rites and rituals which were the subject of the dissertation itself (Personal communication, 2014).  
 Such reports of the academy being uninformed about, uninterested in, resistant to, hostile 
towards, and opposed to Indigenous epistemologies and research methods are neither new to nor 
rare among Native peoples. Indigenous scholars have written extensively on the adverse effects 
of colonialism, many of which are reflected in students’ stories: attempts to claim or reclaim a 
decolonizing research agenda in research and education have left students simultaneously 
empowered and weakened. Brayboy (2005) also reports on Indigenous students’ loss of 
connectedness with their communities upon completing their educations and returning home. 
The colonizer and the colonized psychology include patterns of domination and submission 
(Alfred, 2004), and ultimately, colonialism denies a person his or her humanity (Fanon, 1963). 
Dawn Hill Adams argues that in academic contexts, faculty and students who attempt to assert 
their worldview positions by employing IRMs are often subjected to crazy making: that is, 
“psychological abuse in which one person consistently denies the perceptions and experiences of 
another person to the point where that person is no longer certain what is true” (Adams, 2013).   
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It is important for me to preface the chapter on theoretical frameworks with these concepts for 
several reasons. First, I agree with the definition of epistemological racism set forth by Scheurich 
and Young (1997) that 
Epistemological racism means that our current range of research epistemologies — 
positivism to postmoderisms/poststructuralisms — arise out of the social history and 
culture of the dominant race, that these epistemologies reflect and reinforce that social 
history and that racial group (while excluding the epistemologies of other races/cultures) 
and that this has negative results for people of color in general and scholars of color in 
particular. In other words, our “logics of inquiry” (Stanfield, 1993) are the social products 
and practices of the social, historical experiences of Whites, and therefore these products 
and practices carry forward the social history of that group and exclude the 
epistemologies of other groups (p. 8). 
Second, this definition ought to be considered as we understand that the values and behaviors of 
the academy and of grant making organizations closely mirror each other. In institutions where 
dominant group epistemology is normative, despite explicit calls for diversity, we cannot brush 
past stories of the consequences when Indigenous thought and approaches to inquiry are 
squeezed out — just as the student described above was squeezed out of a Bachelor of Education 
program and I was squeezed out of a physics program. There are likely to be thousands of similar 
stories of Indigenous research efforts being considered not up to par with competitors due to their 
difference. Finally, the Eurocentric normative position will be perpetuated through the higher 
education and grant making process. Students will be trained as researchers and investigators; 
investigators are rewarded for their use of dominant “logics of inquiry”; those students-turned-
investigators will train more students in dominant “logics of inquiry.”  Colonialism has not 
only radically transformed the political, social, spiritual, economic, cultural, and educational 
landscape of Indigenous peoples, but also profoundly altered Native psychology, the very 
essence of being, and patterns and ways of thinking that contribute towards a strong and healthy 
Indigenous identity.   
I am biased. I am hopeful. 
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Substantive Theory: Tribal Critical Race Theory 
 Critical Race Theory was developed to address legal and policy issues of marginalized 
racial and ethnic groups in the United States. Indigenous scholars have adapted the framework to 
tell the truth of their particular experiences of oppression. Whereas Critical Race Theory is 
grounded in the notion that racism is endemic to society, Tribal Critical Race Theory takes, as its 
central tenet, that colonization — the domination of “European American thought, knowledge, 
and power structures” — is endemic to society and is a condition uniquely imposed upon 
Indigenous peoples (Brayboy, 2005, p. 430).   
 Brayboy (2005) outlined the nine tenets of Tribal Critical Race Theory (TribalCrit), 
which describes the complex relationship of Indigenous people in the United States with 
structures and institutions of power. Tenets 1 through 4 and 6 are concerned with the persistent 
reality of colonization, White hegemony, and assimilation. They explain Native peoples’ 
reactions to this reality as a forced dual existence within and outside their own cultures, and the 
explicit move towards sovereignty and autonomy in all decision-making as it relates to the tribe. 
Tenets 5 and 7 emphasize that the world can be examined through an Indigenous lens. When 
done so, differences and adaptability of the populations are brought to the forefront and are given 
meaning and value that has been otherwise quashed for centuries. The last two tenets outline the 
status of theory, explaining that it has little power in and of itself.  
 Three tenets of TribalCrit have particular relevance addressing this study’s research 
questions. Tenets 5 and 6 are powerful when considered together in the present analysis. Tenet 5 
claims that the “concepts of culture, knowledge, and power take on new meaning when 
examined through an Indigenous lens”; and Tenet 6 states “Governmental policies and 
educational policies toward Indigenous peoples are intimately linked around the problematic 
goal of assimilation” (Brayboy, 2005, p. 429). These ideas emphasize the push and pull that 
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Indigenous peoples must negotiate in order to be successful in powerful institutions — a push 
and pull that majority populations may not experience, may not notice exists, and may not have 
the motivation to accommodate. Specifically, Tenet 5 challenges Eurocentric notions of power, 
culture, and knowledge, emphasizing that from an Indigenous perspective each of these concepts 
exists in a dynamic relationship with each other, and each is rooted in place. Importantly, power, 
culture, and knowledge can easily accommodate change and adaptability. 
 These are rich concepts for analysis when considered together with Tenet 6. As explained 
in earlier chapters, the long-standing government policy in the United States has been to 
assimilate and/or acculturate Indigenous peoples into the majority culture through institutions 
and processes such as education. Assimilation and acculturation rob the Indigenous person of his 
or her cultural identity and cultural integrity (Deyhle, 1995), an act that TribalCrit explicitly 
rejects (Brayboy, 2005). Indigenous peoples’ concepts of the relationship between power, 
culture, and knowledge can be components of their cultural integrity. Brayboy addresses his 
framework towards the issue of education, specifically, given the inexorable link between the 
academic and funding modes of behavior, but we can also consider (1) how Indigenous peoples 
may be assimilated and (2) how their cultural integrity may be compromised in the grant making 
space.  
 TribalCrit offers a further means by which to explore how a space for Indigenous 
research and education is forged in the grant making enterprise. Tenet 8 states “Stories are not 
separate from theory; they make up theory and are, therefore, real and legitimate sources of data 
and ways of being” (Brayboy, 2005, p. 430). In a departure from the way that most mainstream 
scholars may view story or narrative, Brayboy argues that story is co-equal with and inseparable 
from theory. He further suggests that stories, conceived in this way, run counter to mainstream 
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tendencies to elevate scientifically-based research in the academy and in funding; they go above 
and beyond by offering a moral guide for conducting and funding research and education. 
Furthermore, the final Tenet argues that theory and practice are connected in deep and explicit 
ways (Brayboy, 2005). Story, theory, and practice are inseparable from this perspective. From my 
perspective, a model that accommodates a moral understanding of the extramural funding 
enterprise is important due in part to the critical role that these awards play in the financial 
stability of tribal communities and TCUs. 
Personal Theory: Storytelling 
 In a 2013 speech, Kovach defined the personal theory as a “self-location statement,” or a 
declaration of where you stand in the research context based on your inherent understanding of 
the world. This understanding, she said, may be based on your heritage, education, family 
experiences, or any combination of past, present, and future points of view. As such, I self-locate 
in the notion of “grant stories.” 
 Storytelling is the central means of Indigenous knowledge transmission and is crucial to 
the survival these oral cultures traditions (Bird et al., 2009; Brayboy, 2005; Christensen, 2012; 
Hart, 2010; Kovach 2005 & 2009; Lekoko, 2007; Thomas, 2005). For my own personal theory, I 
subscribe to the notion that research is fundamentally an act of sharing stories. Grantsmanship — 
requesting, awarding, receiving, and reporting the results of extramural funding — is an 
extension of this form of storytelling between grant maker and grantee. And using the “grant 
stories” framework is one way by which we can understand the grantee’s and the funder’s dual 
and/or shared concepts of culture, knowledge, power and assimilation. 
 Having worked with a variety of minority-serving organizations to build their federally 
funded research and education programs, I have been exposed to all kinds of strategies and 
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tactics to gain the competitive edge in grantsmanship. Some colleges and universities appeared to 
be particularly successful at securing awards. Their names continually appeared on press releases 
and awards lists. As a grant reviewer, I saw that some proposals had characteristics that pushed 
them to the top of the pile: the panelists could all readily identify a “winner.” The common 
thread, I have concluded, is that successful grant recipients are successful storytellers. They are 
able to capture the sponsor’s attention with a compelling and succinct narrative that resonates 
with the funding agency’s mission. The grant maker is, equally, able to tell a story about their 
organization and funding opportunity that attracts applicants. Together the grantee and funder 
craft a narrative about how the supported project makes an important contribution to the field, to 
the community, and to the agency. These grant stories can take several forms within the dominant 
extramural funding processes: formal and informal conversations; site visits; presentations; 
funding proposals; funded project and program evaluations and reports; published papers and 
reports; and other grant-funded products (i.e. curriculum; databases; devices; etc.).  
 I sense that these stories can serve as the foundation for strong relationships between the 
sponsor and grantee. Even without a formal mechanism for lobbying, highly funded institutions 
make themselves heard. Some of this is done informally by maintaining active and healthy lines 
of communication with program staff. Others may sit on review panels and advisory boards. 
They play a key role in crafting priorities and language for sponsored programs, advise on 
review criteria, and influence whether funding agencies should offer new or revised funding 
programs. Thus, I have observed that funding success is not just unidirectional, whereby 
applicants “tell a good story” about their programs in order to get funding. Rather, the most 
successful relationships seem to exist when applicants and grantees reflect and influence the 
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story of the funding agency, and the funding agency reflects and influences the story of the 
grantee.  
 This suggests a less-recognized element to the formula of success, and we can draw on 
Indigenous worldviews for some meaning. Based on my own experience, these stories between 
grantee and funder cannot simply be compelling; they must also be recognizable such that they 
create a common bond between individuals and organizations. Indigenous creation stories unify 
cultures under a particular shared understanding of how the universe came into being, and they 
relate important lessons, themes, knowledge, and moral teachings (Cajete, 2000). In the same 
manner, grant stories can reinforce the bond between people and organizations if they bolster 
resonant lessons, themes, knowledge and moral teachings. In other words, like-minded people 
may be attracted to a compelling, like-minded “grant story.” 
 I submit that analyzing federal extramural funding processes and outcomes as one of 
exchanging mutually-understood grant stories between grant makers and tribal communities will 
provide a window into the strength, knowledge, and contributions Indigenous peoples can make 
to our understanding of sponsored activity. This has real implications for how we conduct, judge, 
and fund epistemologically diverse approaches to inquiry and practice. Within an Indigenous 
research agenda, stories are inseparable from knowing and simultaneously signify relationships 
(Brayboy, 2005; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008). Indeed, Cajete (1999) and LaFrance 
and Nichols (2009) wrote that evaluation as storytelling is a way for participants to make 
meaning of program content and, as a methodology, is a means by which learning and 
improvement can take place. Since federally sponsored activity plays a significant role in our 
country’s knowledge production enterprise, I believe that the degree to which diverse 
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perspectives are communicated and received largely shapes the national research and education 
funding agenda.  
Substantive Theory: Interstitial Spaces 
 Throughout the years of conceptualizing this dissertation study, becoming more involved 
with the Indigenous research community, and visiting with members of Salish Kootenai College 
and community, I built deep and important relationships with mentors across the country. These 
individuals have graced me with their wisdom and, many times guided and healed my spirit. 
Recently, I was fortunate to spend several days in Denver with Dawn Hill Adams, Choctaw 
scholar, on my way home from Montana. We talked into the night about my research, and she 
told me I was missing something — “interstitial spaces.” She emailed me the relevant article by 
Fiona Cram and Hazel Philips, along with additional reading, and I spent the rest of the night 
mapping out a revised framing for my study. I was beginning to see new curves, corners, and 
edges. 
 As I suggest above, there is a likely mutuality and dual benefit in how successful grantees 
and grant makers relate to each other, achieved, in part, through shared grant stories. Many 
people may believe that by requesting funds and being in competition with others, the grant 
applicant is in an inherent and necessarily subordinate position relative to the grant maker. In the 
case of federal funding, this may be inaccurate for several reasons. First, heavy importance is 
placed on peer review in the United States, a process that developed in seventeenth century 
Europe as a way of regulating the scientific correspondences, the precursors to journals, and 
societies (General Accounting Office [GAO], 1990; Lee, Sugimoto, Zhang & Cronin, 2013; 
Mervis, 2013). Merton (1973) explains that authors, researchers, and scientists aim to conform to 
the shared norms, values and standards of merit set forth by their knowledge communities. This 
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notion suggests that Indigenous researchers are part of a larger ecosystem of inquiry practice in 
which their perspectives carry weight in the overall understanding of norms, values, and 
standards of merit. This presumes that Indigenous researchers are on co-equal footing with their 
knowledge community peers, and are able to take comparable advantage of decision-making 
roles and responsibilities in the grant-making sphere. Second, federal awards are funded by 
taxpayer dollars, and therefore award decisions should, ideally, represent the interests of the 
taxpaying public — including grantees and federal funding agency employees.  
 These are ideal models. We have seen recent debates surrounding the introduction of the 
Scientific Research in the National Interest Act (H.R. 3293) in the 114th Congress and the 
Frontiers in Innovation, Research, Science, and Technology Act (H.R. 4186) in the 113th 
Congress, both requiring additional justification of an NSF-funded project’s relevance to the 
national interest. Among the many arguments leveled against these proposals, it was feared that 
the requirement for additional evidence might limit researcher and funder autonomy (Mervis, 
2013). These debates question the notion that there is distributed power between players in a 
grant making dynamic. However, the very presence of the debate also suggests that researchers 
and grant makers alike recognized that the balance was being tipped unjustly. 
 To summarize, it may be overly simplistic to assume that IRM approaches are necessarily 
in a subordinate and non-competitive position for federal grants. Many players participate in the 
grant making decision process, including sponsor agency staff, peer reviewers, taxpayers, and 
Congress. Indigenous peoples, as members of the peer review knowledge communities and 
taxpayers, ought to be recognized for the critical role they play. Nevertheless, grantees and grant 
makers, regardless of their social caste or positional authority (Merton, 1973), play significant 
roles in shaping the decision-making agenda of one another based upon the standards that 
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meritorious research has set for itself. Therefore, how can we understand this dynamic when, as 
explained in previous chapters, so many Indigenous researchers and tribal communities report 
feeling and being excluded from the benefits afforded to those who adopt mainstream 
approaches? And how can we, in mainstream institutions, adopt the wisdom, capacities, and 
successes of Indigenous communities to prepare and improve the grantmaking system for 
epistemological diversity? 
 Consistent with Brayboy’s calls outlined above, Cram and Phillips (2012) offer the notion 
of interstitial spaces, which serves as a useful lens through which to understand and reify a co-
equal positioning of grantees and funders. Cram and Phillips developed the interstitial spaces 
model to address the question of how Māori and Tauiwi (non-Māori) researchers could partner 
authentically, in a manner that honors and upholds their individual and mutual integrity as Māori 
investigators while increasing their research capacity. Interstitial spaces are conceptual, non-
threatening meeting places where “where people from different traditions can meet, build 
relationships, converse and debate and possibly even contemplate the transformation of society 
as we know it in the pursuit of social and cultural justice.” (Cram & Phillips, 2012, p. 39).  
 Cram and Phillips describe this notion in an increasingly complex way. First, with the 
increased attention on interdisciplinary, multidisciplinary, and transdisciplinary approaches to 
research, fostering interstitial spaces is important. Indeed, this is a notable source of debate in the 
United States as well. Not only are there cultural, theoretical, practical, and logistical challenges 
to bringing together investigators from different disciplinary traditions, but universities and 
funding agencies often create disincentives toward, in particular, transdisciplinary research.  
Whereas the approach may be encouraged, few outlets exist for publication, departmental and 
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peer review structures continue to be siloed, and distribution of credit is unclear (Lang et al., 
2012; Miller et al., 2008; Roux, Stirzaker, Breen, Lefroy & Cresswell, 2010).  
 The authors go further in suggesting that interactions between Māori and Tauiwi 
researchers, or Indigenous and non-Indigenous researchers, can be understood in much the same 
manner that we view transdisciplinarity: individuals from very different traditions sharing an 
intellectual space in order to reach a common goal. Although they may not come from different 
academic disciplinary traditions, Indigenous and non-Indigenous researchers may hold differing 
cultural and epistemological positions. Therefore, the notion of interstitial spaces outlines a code 
of conduct for the way that these scholars and researchers relate to one in other in a common 
pursuit.  
 Cram and Phillips offer several key values of this code for research interactions, 
stemming from a Māori context. 
• Aroha ki te tangata. Have respect for people. Acknowledge difference and the need 
for productive engagement. 
• He kanohi kitea. Meet face-to-face. 
• Titiro, whakarongo … kōrero. Listen to learn. 
• Manaaki ki te tangata. Handle cultural difference carefully, and use a cultural 
mediator to help people feel safe. 
• Kia tupato. Be considered in thought, action and word; be aware of ever-present 
tensions. 
• Kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata. Trust and respect people. 
• Kia mahaki. Be humble.  
This code may be extended for analysis of how grantees and grant makers, who are highly likely 




 In Powhatan, Virginia, on Monacan lands, five miles from the house in which my father 
was born, Philip St. George Cocke owned a plantation of more than 2,000 acres. In the late 
1800s, Katherine Drexel purchased the land and buildings and opened a boarding school for 
Black girls, and Colonel Edward and Louise Drexel Morrell later purchased additional acreage to 
open a residential military school for Black boys. These lands are bordered by the James River 
and fed by a rich network of creeks. My cousins have a favorite fishing spot here, and my cousin 
Obadiah says that this is the best place to catch catfish (Figure 2). 
  
Figure 2. The Point, Powhatan, Virginia. On Monacan lands, a place known for its cat fishing where the Deep Creek 
(right) intersects with the James River (left). Photo credit: Sr. Elena Henderson, SBS, RN, MSW, Sisters of the 
Blessed Sacrament, FrancisEmma, Inc. 
 Where the Deep Creek meets the rushing James, the river is fast flowing, the creek is at 
times shallow, and they come together forming a narrow triangle of land. This land provides a 
place where sediment brought in by the creek and dumped right at the confluence mounds up 
around the undercut area of the cutbank to create a little pocket the channel, where cats live in 
the eddies (Adams, Personal communication, 2015). The creek, river, and land are all of this 
place. They are individually and collectively unique in their contribution to the ecosystem of this 
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place, and all are necessary to catch the best catfish. Dawn Hill Adams wrote to me, saying that 
despite any Western scientific explanation of this fishing spot, “people living in an area generally 
know where to find fish, and the fact that this one place is seen as exceptional means something. 
It’s historical, a traditional knowledge if you will” (Personal communication, 2016). 
 I thought of my cousin Obadiah when considering the lenses through which I wanted to 
view this research. Tribal Critical Race Theory offers a critical analysis tool by which to 
challenge dominant notions of grant making policy and practice, one that specifically 
accommodates Indigenous historical, cultural, and epistemological perspectives. As in academia, 
a set of actions and behaviors are considered normative to success in garnering competitive 
extramural funding. Brayboy’s model provides a basis upon which to question those norms, and 
understand the impact that they may exert over on Indigenous peoples. But TribalCrit does not 
focus on the deficits of the majority population; indeed, the framework elevates the wisdom and 
contributions of Native approaches to the academic — and by extension, grant making — space. 
TribalCrit links to the storytelling framework in this manner. By recognizing that overall 
extramural funding success may be influenced by “grant story” interactions, we can analyze how 
this may function for stakeholders who, implicitly and explicitly, acknowledge the importance of 
storytelling.  
 Extending further, interstitial spaces allows for a positive and action-oriented analysis of 
what may occur in successful grantee-funder interactions. Interstitial spaces contrasts with the 
notion of third space, where Native and Western (scientific) knowledge and practices merge into 
a hybrid understanding, and power is broken down (Bhabha, 1994). Although third space is 
similar to interstitial space in that they both offer a conceptual code of conduct in which the 
Native/Western binary breaks down, or does not exist, the two ideas should not be confused. 
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Bhabha’s framework does not make it explicit that the responsibility of having to negotiate and 
compromise will not fall on the shoulders of Indigenous peoples. 
 Although these theoretical frameworks may seem duplicative, there is a necessary 
symbiosis. They weave in seamlessly with my own aims for the study. I sought to hear and 
participate in critique (TribalCrit); to learn and share successes (storytelling); and to learn about, 
develop, and communicate shared solutions (interstitial spaces) to improve the extramural 
funding climate for IRM activity.  
 More importantly, these frameworks provide for a culturally responsive and culturally 
sustainable investigation into how epistemologically diverse research and education approaches 
are funded in the United States. Broad based extramural funding success is rarely discussed from 
an Indigenous perspective. These theories, in combination, permit me to address a number of 
goals of the Indigenous research agenda: understand tensions; challenge inaccuracies; demand 
that standards of respect and rigor be taught, learned, and applied appropriately; and reclaim 
intellectual space (Bowman-Farrell, 2015). Furthermore, this study privileges Indigenous 
theoretical strategies that highlight the strengths of Native peoples —  strategies and strengths 
that are often unknown or overlooked in the Western discourse. These frameworks promise to 
thereby offer mainstream audiences a richly informative perspective into how research and 





Chapter V  
Perform a Ritual ↔ Methodology and Methods 
If knowledge is fundamental to understanding, interpreting and establishing values within a 
society, then control over its production becomes an integral component of cultural survival.  
Tony Hoare, Chris Levy, and Michael P. Robinson, 1993, p. 4  
 
 In Chapter V, I describe the methodological basis of the study and the methods employed. 
The chapter is structured following the outline suggested by Shawn Wilson in Research is 
Ceremony (2008). Wilson suggests that research and reporting be transparent about the following 
aspects: 
1. (Indigenous) Methodology: Part of the (Indigenous) research paradigm that is based 
on ontological and epistemological assumptions, thus guiding the study and providing 
a research destination. 
2. Strategy of inquiry: A roadmap that builds upon the methodology and describes how 
the researcher will arrive at the research destination. Including this strategy allows the 
researcher to make changes and accommodations in the method as needed. 
3. Methods: Data collection tools and techniques; or, the transportation to the research 
destination. As long as “the methods fit the ontology, epistemology and axiology of 
the Indigenous paradigm, they can be borrowed from other suitable research 
paradigms” (p. 39). 
Following this outline, I first explain how this study is grounded in the principles of Indigenous 
research methodologies. Then, I demonstrate a strategy of inquiry for addressing the questions. 
In doing so, I detail the strengths and limitations of carrying out a study that meets the 




 Kovach (2009 & 2013) and Wilson (2008 & 2013) explain that the full range of 
quantitative and qualitative research methods are available to the Indigenous researcher: the 
distinction with Western approaches is at the epistemological and methodological levels, and 
may thus color how quantitative and qualitative procedures are carried out. I selected a nested 
case study design for this research, and the method section of Chapter V outlines the approach 
and justifies its use. I also explore strengths and weaknesses of this Western design in the 
Indigenous context, and present an indigenized case study approach that is borrowed with 
permission from Bowman (2007). A description of participants, data collection procedures, and 
analysis follows. I describe how the participants changed from what I anticipated, thus helping to 
reshape the investigation. I conclude by discussing trustworthiness and ethical considerations of 
the study. 
Methodology 
 Unlike the Western research paradigm where they are often presented as separate and 
linear, Wilson (2008) proposes that the entities of ontology, axiology, epistemology, and 
methodology are best understood in a circular relationship under the Indigenous research 
paradigm. As I explained in Chapter II, Indigenous ontology and axiology are grounded in a 
relational conception of the cosmos. Thus, although both Indigenous and constructivist research 
paradigms advance the notion of multiple realities or truths, the Indigenous paradigm rejects that 
truth is objective and external, and privileges the relationships between individuals (human, 
animal, natural) and realities/truths. To act in accordance with Indigenous axiology is to be 
accountable to the research relationship, and the knowledge generated must be respectful to the 
relationships built in order to generate that information (Wilson, 2008).  
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 An Indigenous epistemology is a knowledge system defined, in part, by the network of 
relationships. Returning again to the foundational concepts explained in Chapter II, the source of 
these interpersonal, environmental, spiritual relationships is place. Therefore, Indigenous 
epistemologies are place- and context-bound: they differ by tribe and community. Wilson (2008) 
states that an Indigenous methodology is informed by ontological and epistemological 
assumptions of the research paradigm. Ideally, Indigenous methodologies would have been 
employed to carry out this line of inquiry. Western researchers acknowledge a responsibility to 
design ethically and culturally appropriate studies. Yet an Indigenous research agenda does not 
stem from theoretical constructions, but rather from locally defined knowledge, relationships and 
ethical protocols (Botha, 2006; Lambert, 2014; Porsanger, 2004). A researcher employing an 
Indigenous methodology must have deep ties to the community and access to Indigenous 
knowledge, including an intimate knowledge of local history, language, family and community 
relations, and spiritual experiences (Jones with Jenkins, 2008). A strict interpretation of the 
Indigenous research paradigm would suggest that this study did not meet its methodological 
standards because the research did not derive from the history, knowledge, and relationships of a 
particular tribal community or context, as explained in the following sections.  
 This study is therefore best described as employing an Indigenist methodology. The 
inquiry was grounded in the spirit of the Indigenous research paradigm. One of my research 
destinations was to conduct a process of relational accountability to explore the funding space for 
IRM activity writ large by aligning the study with the key features of respect, reciprocity, 
responsibility (Weber-Pillwax, 2001; Wilson, 2008). Therefore, I borrow heavily from the 
traditions of Indigenous peoples across the world, as evidenced by my citations of literature from 
tribal nations of New Zealand, North and South America, Australia, and Africa.  
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 Additionally, I adhered to a holistic epistemology according to the guidance of Kovach 
(2009). She states that indicators of a holistic epistemology in (Indigenous) inquiry include (1) 
explicit reference to my own positions, motivations, and preparation for this research; and (2) 
inclusion of the narratives of the study’s participants as well as my own. The lengthy prologue 
and introduction, which describe the story of how I came to this research and how I see myself in 
it, as well as the detailed descriptions of how the researched changed over the years, is part of my 
fulfillment of the first standard. My allowance of “long stories” was intentional in both the data 
collection and in the presentation of findings. The next chapter gives a contextual and illustrative 
view of the participants’ perspectives and of my deep engagement with them. 
 As with IRMs, the Indigenist methodology I adopt embodies an explicit moral imperative 
of this study. I not only aligned myself with the standards of Indigenous research (Wilson, 2013), 
but also with what Laible (2000) described as a “loving epistemology.” Wilson (2013) stated that 
each researcher must ask, “Am I demonstrating love in my actions?” or Sakihiwawin. Love is 
shown through speaking truth of the reality of here and now, providing solutions for the future, 
equipping people to resist oppression, and being user-friendly (Collins, 1998; Brayboy, 2005; 
Laible, 2000; Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2013). Since I am accountable to the community of 
Indigenous researchers, evaluators, and practitioners, I took very seriously my commitment to do 
more than simply document or critique the current system of grant making. Rather, showing love 
in this study required doing research in a good way: assuring that Indigenous knowledges are not 
being exploited and being deferential to the needs of the community (Battiste, 2008; Norton & 
Manson, 2006; Shaota, 2007; Wilson, 2004). Moreover, a loving research mobilizes knowledge 
resources by working with grantees and sponsors to propose a framework that will bridge the gap 
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between research justice and public policy (Smith, 2013). The strategy of inquiry, described 
below, further articulates this offering of love.  
Strategy of Inquiry 
 The point of departure of this study was, originally, federal accountability mandates as 
applied in evaluation designs for the National Science Foundation’s TCUP program. However, as 
the research developed, tribal college community members and IRM scholars were strong and 
valuable mentors. Thus, my strategy of inquiry was to honor the life of my research. This meant 
that I allowed myself to be guided by its wisdom and knowledge, and was open to the changes 
that came. 
Learning ↔ Pilot Field Work  
 These mentors articulated that issues facing them in terms of extramural funding could 
not be so narrowly defined or explained: indeed, TCUP evaluation was a single thread in the 
complex tapestry of support and funding for activities under the Indigenous paradigm. 
Additionally, the mainstream academy and grant making communities knew so little of the 
tapestry, it would be a disservice for me to focus only on the thread.  
 From an Indigenous perspective, knowledge has agency: I had to allow the Indigenous 
research paradigm to be understood to me (Adams et al., 2015; Burkhart, 2004; Deloria, 1999).  
Between 2011 and 2016, I became an active participant in my own learning, as well as an active 
participant in the lived experiences of several tribal communities. As an academic trained in 
mainstream institutions, I was not inherently the expert in issues and concerns pertaining to 
IRMs, Tribal Colleges and Universities, or tribal communities. As a person of color, my mind did 
not struggle to understand or attempt to reconcile Indigenous perspectives. I inherently knew 
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when to show deference to elders, to show respect, to hear more than talk, to be patient, and to 
respect time.  
 From 2012 to 2015, I traveled several times a year to Montana. I became an active 
participant in the American Indigenous Research Association, serving as the representative of our 
self-organized international network of Indigenous graduate students. In Montana, I visited — 
meaning, I talked with people, engaged in their daily lives, got to know them, with no agenda. It 
was my duty to get to know the community, be useful to the community, and build trusting 
relationships  (Mansfield, 2011). This needed to be done outside of the study context. Much in 
the same way that I stress to grant applicants that they should write proposals with the notion that 
they will do the work regardless of whether it is funded, I showed my commitment regardless of 
whether I was conducting research.  
 Accordingly, I prepared and shared meals, took walks in the mountains, learned about 
geology and forestry, folded laundry, met relatives. I also went to Wyoming for the first time 
where I had an encounter with an antelope; and I petted a white buffalo in Colorado. Nearly 
every week for two years, on Sunday evenings, I visited with my student colleagues via 
videoconference. We shared our successes and heartaches in graduate school; we traded 
resources and served as resources to each other. We also collaborated on research projects, two of 
which are in press. These projects allowed us to travel to New Zealand, where I saw my first 
view of the southern hemisphere’s night sky. There, I presented a portion of this research at the 
He Manawa Whenua Māori Research Conference before a crowded room, and received 
invaluable feedback and blessings from Māori chiefs.   
 All of this happened before, during, and after I was permitted to engage in any formal 
research practices on tribal lands. In a similar vein as we have to learn qualitative approaches or 
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quantum mechanics, I had to grant myself the time and permission to make the changes that the 
inquiry would demand. All of these experiences, slowly evolving, shaped what the study is today. 
In Western research practice, the activities undertaken during phase may be considered pilot or 
fieldwork. In Indigenous research, this is learning: it does not end. 
Research Questions 
 The revised purpose of this study was to explore how, and to what extent, Indigenous 
community grantees (i.e., Tribal Colleges and Universities), grantmakers (i.e., federal funding 
agencies), and other related stakeholders (e.g., external evaluators) forge space for Indigenous 
research and evaluation approaches in the grantmanship enterprise. To arrive at this end, I 
developed a roadmap comprised of four research questions. 
 Research question 1. What contextual (e.g., historical, socio-cultural, policy, practices, 
economic) factors influence funding for Indigenous research, programming, and evaluation? 
According to Lawrence-Lightfoot and Davis (2002), examining context is crucial to any study. 
Context is defined as  
the setting- physical, geographic, temporal, historical, cultural, aesthetic – within which 
the action takes place. Context [is] the framework, the reference point, the map, the 
ecological sphere; it is used to place people and action in time and space and as a 
resource for understanding what they say and do. The context is rich in clues for 
interpreting the experience of the actors in the setting. We have no idea how to decipher 
or decode an action, a gesture, a conversation, or an exclamation unless we see it 
embedded in context...a rich resource for examining and interpreting behavior, thought, 
and feeling... (p.41)  
Thus, the first research question’s purpose and intent was to situate stories of extramural funding, 
including the historical context of colonialism. Addressing this question helps the reader to get 
his or her bearings and understand the rationale of why members of tribal communities apply (or 
do not apply) for funding, and why funders make (or do not make) awards to tribal communities.  
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 Research question 2. What is the present nature of Indigenous community grantees, 
grantmakers, and other related stakeholders’ understandings of the funding environment for 
Indigenous research, programming and evaluation? 
 Research Question 2 focused on the present, and sought to determine how and why the 
funding environment for Indigenous research functions as it does. I examined correspondence 
and variability in perspectives on the goals, processes, and outcomes of extramurally-funded 
research, education, and evaluation. This question also permitted me to probe how program 
officers develop, articulate, and enforce research policies and standards, and grantees’ 
relationships with those standards. Ultimately, Research Question Two helps build understanding 
of the degree to which there is a shared mental model – or shared story or stories – among 
grantees and funders about the funding environment for Indigenous research, education and 
evaluation. 
 Research question 3. According to Indigenous community grantees, grantmakers, and 
other related stakeholders’ stories, what does successful grantsmanship, grounded in an 
Indigenous research agenda, look like?   
 Research Question 3 focused on the present and future. I asked Indigenous community 
grantees, grantmakers, and other related stakeholders what their successes have been, or might 
be, within the federal funding space, and to characterize those successes. This question aimed to 
elevate the assets and contributions of Indigenous research approaches, and add to the discourse 
on successful grantsmanship.  
 Research question 4. How might context, perceptions, and stories of success be 
leveraged to develop a future action agenda for Indigenist grantsmanship? 
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 Research Question 4 focused on the future and asked so what vis-à-vis the impact of the 
past, present, and future perceptions of the funding environment for Indigenous approaches. In 
doing so, a framework for the way that grantees from minority-serving communities and their 
grantors can work toward more fruitful STEM-H grant seeking and grant making is proposed – 
in order to build knowledge and action in evaluation, relationship, and impacts. Question Four 
sets the stage for future reforms and capacity building that may take place. 
Methods 
 It is important to reiterate that my aims in carrying out this study were to hear and 
participate in critique (TribalCrit); to learn and share successes (storytelling); and to learn about, 
develop, and communicate shared solutions (interstitial spaces) to improve the extramural 
funding climate for IRM activity. To address these questions in concert with my aims, 
methodology, and methods, I employed qualitative methods, using a nested case study design 
and analytical frame (Reid, Flowers & Larkin, 2005) and modified it for an Indigenous 
perspective.  
Qualitative Methods 
 Qualitative methods play a prominent role in critical Indigenous inquiry because they can 
accommodate and privilege Indigenous knowledges, voices, and experiences (Denzin & Lincoln, 
2008; Grande, 2000; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2005; Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2006). Furthermore, 
qualitative inquiry allows the researcher to explore phenomenon. Elliot (2000, cited in Elliott & 
Timulak, 2005) provides a framework for understanding how research topics and questions are 
characterized in exploratory research: 




• Descriptive: Research addresses varieties and aspects of the phenomenon within a 
real-life, contemporary context.  
• Interpretative: Research addresses how does the phenomenon unfold, how do we 
make meaning of the phenomenon. 
• Critical/action: Research addresses what is right/wrong about the phenomenon, how 
can it be improved.  
Using these definitions, several underlying assumptions of this inquiry aligned with 
implementation of a portfolio of qualitative tools. First, the nature of this study’s research 
questions warranted a combined definitional, descriptive, interpretive, and critical/action 
methods approach. The theoretical frameworks, in their focus upon story sharing, critiquing, and 
identifying shared solutions in the grant-making dynamic, accept that meaning is constructed by 
human beings as they interact with the world, and people act based on their interpretation of the 
meaning of real-life events or phenomena (Crotty, 1998).  
 To review, this research investigates the following topics, which correspond to different 
types of exploratory questions that are well suited for qualitative research (Table 3). 
Table 3 
Alignment of the Present Study’s Aims with Qualitative, Exploratory Inquiry 
 Definitional Descriptive Interpretative Critical/Action 
The nature of the federal funding enterprise vis-
à-vis Indigenous approaches to research and 
programming. 
    
The synergies in how grantees, grant makers, and 
other related stakeholders understand the Federal 
funding enterprise. 
    
The synergies in how grantees, grant makers, and 
other related stakeholders navigate the federal 
funding space 
    
The impact of how, and to what extent, this space 
is successfully navigated.     
With this approach, I was able to explore the spaces in which IRM grantees and federal STEM-H 
sponsors make meaning; how and why Indigenous inquiry and practice is funded—which may 
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also be spaces of resistance, critique, and empowerment where grantee/grantor relationships are 
built and maintained (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008).  
 Indigenous research scholars call for inquiries to exist in the present – that is, to be 
attendant to the shifting realities of life for American Indians (UN, 2012; Wilson, 2008). A 
qualitative approach fits here because it can be emergent, allowing for themes and issues to be 
defined by the participants themselves rather than by the researcher (Creswell, 2013). Finally, 
qualitative research allows me, as researcher, to acknowledge my relationship to the study, as I 
have done throughout the Prologue and Chapters I through IV (Bronstein & Kovacs, 2012; 
Creswell, 2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Kovach, 2009; Wertz, Charmaz, McMullen, Josselson, 
Anderson, & McSpadden, 2011). 
 Quantitative methods. I coupled the qualitative methods with a brief section of 
quantitative data collection and analysis. Although many Native scholars write that qualitative 
methods more closely align with Indigenous methodologies, this does not preclude the use of 
quantitative approaches (Anderson & Walter, 2013). LaFrance and Nichols (2010) cautioned 
against using surveys for gathering data from Native elders and other community members, 
because it does not demonstrate a respectful relationship between researcher and participant. 
Furthermore, because of the small population of many TCU communities, public data is often 
suppressed. Yet LaFrance and Nichols (2009) explained that quantitative methods are well suited 
for making comparisons to baseline characteristics and, especially, presenting findings succinctly 
to policymakers. 
 A quantitative component provided meaning for this study from a different perspective. 
In particular, Research Question 1 was enriched by a quantitative approach. It asks: What 
contextual (e.g. historical, socio-cultural, policy, practices, economic) factors influence funding 
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for Indigenous research, programming and evaluation? I could not answer this question, nor 
address the dynamics of the grant making enterprise, without examining the current state of 
funding for STEM-H inquiry and practice. This was best captured through descriptive statistics 
using publically available datasets as explained below in “Data Collection.”  
Case Study Design 
 Creswell (2014) discusses several qualitative design options that are available to 
researchers, and the criteria by which to select one that best suits their needs. Creswell and 
colleagues recommend first identifying one’s ontological, axiologocial, epistemological, and 
methodological assumptions, as I have done in the previous sections of this chapter (Creswell, 
Hanson, Plano & Morales, 2007). Then, coupled with the research questions, these assumptions 
inform an approach to data collection, analysis, and reporting — or, the research design. Other 
considerations, like the researchers’ and audiences’ facility with the design, also factor into these 
decisions about the choice of design (Creswell, Hanson, Plano & Morales, 2007).  
 Yin (2009) defines a case study as “an empirical inquiry about a contemporary 
phenomenon (e.g., a ‘case’) set within its real-world context–especially when the boundaries 
between phenomenon and content are not clearly evident” (p. 18).  Case studies are undertaken 
to explore the uniqueness of a single case or bounded system (1) within its real-life context, 
especially when (2) it is difficult to distinguish the boundaries between phenomenon and context 
(Yin, 2009). Yin (2009) describes four options for case study design, based on the unit of 
analysis for any types of comparisons to be made: holistic single case study design; embedded 
single case study design; holistic multiple case study design; and embedded multiple case study 




Figure 3. Four basic types of case study designs, adapted from Yin (2009). 
 
 This design affords several strengths for investigations about the realities of Indigenous 
peoples, but also exhibits some weaknesses. Below, I detail several characteristics of case study 
design and of Indigenous research, and note areas of possible strength or correspondence and 
weakness or limitation of employing this method for research in Indigenous contexts. 
 Strengths. As a responsive and naturalistic approach, case studies have the capacity to 
respond to the imperative that research in Indian country improve local practice first and 
foremost (Stake & Trumbull, 1982; Smith, 2012). A primary strength of case study design for 
Indigenous inquiry is that this approach addressed “how” and “why” research questions (Yin, 
2009). Case studies are largely descriptive examinations, which can allow, but not require, the 
researcher to be immersed in the life of the site to capture the richness, detail, completeness, and 
variance of the context (Flyvbjerg, 2011; Frechtling, 2010). This is appropriate for research in an 
Indigenous context, as case studies may attend to knowledge conveyed through relationships and 




 The ability for case study designs to address “why” questions through story and narrative 
is another advantage for Indigenous research. Indeed, Flyvbjerg (2011) argues that case studies 
start “with an interest in a particular phenomenon that is best understood narratively” (p. 312). 
Kovach (2009) points to the importance of the oral tradition in Native cultures, and maintains 
that culturally responsive inquiry is flexible enough to give Indigenous participants the time to 
share their stories in a non-structured, undisrupted format. This process, which may otherwise be 
considered a disadvantage due to the demand on time and resources, is ideal for research in 
Indian country. That is, Indigenous story and inquiry are grounded in relationships. In order for 
story to emerge, trust with the researcher, the research topic, and the research process must be 
established (Battiste, 2008; Lavallée, 2009; Letiecq & Bailey, 2004; Kovach, 2009). Typical case 
study data collection techniques support capturing multiple and complex Native stories.  
 More specifically, the qualitative data collection practices that can be used in case study 
render this design appropriate for many Indigenous inquiries. Qualitative approaches are 
interpretative and naturalistic (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Kovach, 2009). Given the importance of 
storytelling in most Indigenous cultures, interviews and document analysis can gather complex 
and nuanced narrative data on stakeholders’ experiences in the extramural funding environment 
(Kincheloe & Steinberg, 2008). Indigenous research scholars call for inquiries to exist in the 
present – that is, to be attendant to the shifting realities of life for American Indians (Wilson, 
2008). A qualitative approach is a good fit because it is emergent, allowing for themes and issues 
to emerge from participant interaction rather than being solely defined by the researcher 
(Creswell, 2013). Documents, archival records, interviews and deep interview techniques, direct 
observation, participant observation, and physical artifacts are among the most common sources 
of evidence (Simons, 2009; Yin, 2009). Case studies may also accommodate Wilson’s (2008) 
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calls for a research approach to employ culturally specific data collection methods like sweats, 
talking circles, and rituals as appropriate according to the strategy of inquiry. Case study leaves 
room for this possibility. LaFrance and Nichols (2010) urge that to be respectful, rather than 
giving elders surveys to complete, they should be allowed time to reflect on their answers and 
engaged in conversation. The advantage to using multiple sources of evidence in the Indigenous 
context is not simply for data triangulation. By employing a portfolio of techniques, the 
researcher can capture Indigenous knowledge that is ceremonial, physical, metaphysical, holistic, 
and “extra-intellectual” – that which cannot be easily reduced to themes and parts (Wilson, 
2008). 
 A third correspondence between case study method and Indigenous research standards is 
the focus on honoring the autonomy of Indigenous peoples. As I describe in Chapters II and III, 
self-determination is the ability of Native peoples to define what, how, why, and to what ends 
research happens in their communities with autonomy, and rejects any guardian/ward 
relationship with outside authorities (Brayboy, 2005). Participatory and democratic forms of case 
study are marked by their engagement of local stakeholders at all stages of the process – from 
defining questions to dissemination – and use of accessible methods and language (Simons, 
2009). Such approaches are ideal for meeting tribal requirements of community involvement in 
the inquiry process (Battiste, 2008).  
 Case study reporting is also flexible (Creswell, 2013; Guthrie et al., 2013; Merriam, 
1988; Simons, 2009). Critics may view case study’s thick descriptions of complexity and 
contradictions a drawback (Flyvbjerg, 2011), yet it is suited to a holistic worldview. The resulting 
narrative can assume a narrative style reminiscent of the Native oral tradition (Kovach, 2009). 
Yin (2009) suggests six possible structures for composing a case study report. A sequenced 
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structure is generally sufficient for descriptive studies, but must also be complete to avoid 
criticism (Yin 2009). The comparative structure repeats the same case study multiple times, each 
time offering an alternative perspective or description (Yin, 2009). This is reminiscent of the 
double-wampum format of formal discourse, allowing the two halves of a whole story to be 
represented (Jacobs, 2008). Regardless of structure, audience is an important factor when 
composing the case study report. Stake (1995) argues that the reader should have a vicarious 
experience of the phenomenon under evaluation through the report, resulting in his or her being 
able to make “naturalistic generalizations.”  
 Finally, Indigenous communities call for research findings to have a real and local 
impact: research must be useful to the local setting. Robertson, Jorgensen, and Garrow (2004) 
wrote of the ineffectiveness of “helicopter” researchers who are involved with Native 
communities for only the length of the study and leave behind no tangible benefits or products. 
Such would be the case for randomized control trials. These inquiries are weak in the Indigenous 
context because, while cost effective, they withhold treatment from some members of the 
community and fail to describe a complete story (LaFrance & Nichols, 2009). Conversely, 
Indigenous communities ought to play a significant and active decision-making and participatory 
role in reporting and disseminating research results, such as in presenting findings to community 
members (Battiste, 2008; Brugge & Missaghian, 2006; Norton & Manson, 1996; Sahota, 2007). 
By using accessible language and styles, the case study researcher can meet this mandate. 
Simons (2009) described oral storytelling, documentary film, and dance as recent and acceptable 
forms of case study reporting. Knowledge generated from a case study can be a resource in 
deciding the future of culturally sustainable research, education, and evaluation on tribal lands 
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(Simons, 2009), which meets the requirement that Indigenous research have utility and meet a 
social justice imperative. 
Weaknesses. Several limitations to case study design in the Indigenous context are 
evident. For the purposes of this study, the first major shortcoming was the options this design 
allows for units of analysis. This challenge was both practical and conceptual.  
 Multiple case study designs, in particular, are challenging from the point of view of 
Indigenous research methodologies. Yin (2009) suggests that they use the logic of replication, in 
which an initial set of theoretical propositions is retested across several cases to test for similar 
results or contradictory results for anticipated reasons. However, Indigenous researchers and 
scholars caution against making generalizations across groups due to the diversity of cultures, an 
issue discussed further below (Battiste, 2008; Creswell, 2013). 
 Given that a case study is an investigation of a bounded system, it is important to have a 
clear definition of what the case, or unit of analysis, is (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 2009). It 
may range from an individual to an event, but the logic to selecting the case hinges on it being a 
real-life phenomenon and not an abstraction, such as the notion of relationships or decisions 
(Yin, 2009, p. 33). This created a conceptual incongruity in the research design. Nature, 
spirituality, relationships, trust, and other terms one may interpret as intangible may not require 
embodiment in a program, location, event, or individual from an Indigenous perspective (Adams, 
2013; Kovach, 2009; Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008). For example, Meyer (2008) writes that in 
Hawai’ian epistemology, spirit as knowledge is real, and land is the mother of Native Hawaiians: 
these are not metaphors (emphasis Meyer, p. 221). Meyer’s statement suggests that spirit and 
land, which may otherwise be considered less concrete by Yin’s definition, can constitute a unit 
of analysis. In other words, Indigenous epistemologies embrace the idea of unboundedness, in 
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direct contradiction to case study’s purpose to analyze bounded systems. This raises a serious 
challenge for the present study: can “the funding environment” or “Indigenous research” be units 
of analysis? A true honoring of IRM might criticize case study designs for their inability to 
analyze a case multi-directionally, such as people’s relationship with nature and nature’s 
relationship with people.  
 Sampling procedures used in qualitative case study research may also conflict with 
Indigenous research frameworks. The sampling techniques suggested by Flyvbjerg (2011) are 
useful for generalization and theory development, but may be at odds with the relational quality 
of Indigenous inquiry (Kovach, 2009). Kovach (2009) proposes a technique akin to reciprocal 
snowball or chain sampling, whereby the participants take the lead in choosing each other. This 
process not only honors and maintains the network of relationships within the community, it 
shifts significant areas of the research decision-making power to the participants themselves, and 
requires power sharing in the inquiry. The degree to which generalizations and theories can be 
produced will thus largely be affected by decisions made by the participants, not the researcher.   
In addition, selecting cases because they are extreme or deviant, convenient, or critical also poses 
problems (Creswell, 2013; Flyvbjerg, 2011; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Indigenous communities 
have a long history of being described in terms of deficit models (Deyhle & Swisher, 1997). To 
subscribe to the notion that there are “unusual cases,” which allow for maximum generalization, 
or cases that can be studied to save time and money, can demonize Indigenous peoples and 
bolster stereotypes (Yin, 2009; Flyvbjerg, 2011). 
 Finally, weaknesses are noted in the means by which we analyze data collected in a case 
study approach in the Indigenous context. Despite its production of thick description, case study 
data analysis uses traditional, reductive forms to explain phenomena (Kovach, 2009). Even 
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though case study analyses are characterized as comprehensive, flexible, and able to deal with 
cross-disciplinary and multi-disciplinary concepts (Gutherie, Wamae, Diepeveen, Wooding, & 
Grant, 2013), the actual process by which case study data are handled involves classification into 
codes and themes (Creswell, 2013; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009). This is achieved technically by 
placing information into arrays, creating flowcharts, tabulating frequencies, putting information 
into chronological order, and other manipulations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Categorical 
aggregation looks for meaning out of a multiple of instances or occurrences in the data, whereas 
direct interpretation interprets meaning from a single occurrence (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 
Tables are used in both cross-case synthesis and pattern matching to apply a uniform framework 
to the data (Yin, 2009). Pattern matching usually uses a 2x2 table to show comparisons between 
empirically based and predicted patterns (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 2009).  
 All of these techniques involve, as Creswell (2013) described, “pulling the data apart and 
putting them back together again” (p. 199). The researcher can then use one (or more) of several 
analytical forms to interpret the data — often then re-introducing the holistic integrity of the 
data. These reductionist procedure undermine Indigenous stories by fragmenting and 
decontextualizing knowledge (Kovach, 2009; Wilson, 2008), thus presenting significant 
challenges to carrying out this dissertation research.  
 Ultimately, case studies may not meet the standards for reciprocity demanded by 
Indigenous methodological values. These three weaknesses — assumptions of generalizability, 
of unidirectional analysis, and of boundedness — posed real challenges for my study, because I 
felt limited in my options of Western tools for this project of examining and practicing 
Indigenized research. Phenomenology or Interpretive Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) methods 
(Reid et al., 2005; Smith, 1995) may have offered another mode of transportation (i.e., data 
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collection tools and techniques). The phenomenological effort is aimed at describing 
commonalities among research participants who have had a similar experience, working from the 
participant’s specific statements (Creswell et al., 2007). The researcher then reconstructs these 
experiential elements into a composite description of the phenomenon for most individuals 
(Creswell et al., 2007). IPA, unlike traditional phenomenology, focuses on what is distinct for the 
individual as well as what may be true across the group (Reid et al., 2005). For this to occur, 
participants are selected for their expertise on the experience and analysis is collaborative. 
However, both phenomenology and IPA would have required me, as the researcher, to bracket 
my own meaning of abstract and intangible notions (from the Western perspective), and proceed 
with the goal of capturing the narrative in its own right and from the perspective of the 
participants (Lincoln, 1990). These approaches do not address the (changing) nature of reality as 
a result of the relationship between the researcher and Indigenous participants. So whereas 
Lather (1991) and LeCompte and colleagues argue that researchers should be aware of how their 
presence and experiences helped, rather than hindered, the inquiry — in the colonial Indigenous 
experience, sometimes researchers hinder the inquiry. I admit that I am an integral part of every 
moment of this research, and I reflect deeply and try to be transparent about the ways in which I 
may have erred.  
 LaFrance and Nichols (2010) stated that Western research options often place the 
Indigenous research in the position of prioritizing objective truth by assuming that truth can be 
extracted solely from context and setting. What is missing from Western models is a moral 
grounding (Deloria et al., 1999; LaFrance & Nichols, 2009). Phenomenology and IPA, again, 
seemed as though they would have been appropriate choices. But like case study, these methods 
require little more of researchers than to reflect upon their roles (Reid et al., 2005). The use of 
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multiple sources of evidence and thick narrative reporting styles may offer some protection 
against the inherent nature of available forms of data analysis. Even if the purpose of case study 
research is to converge the data in order to gain a complete understanding of the case, we should 
be aware of the impact the analysis can have on the integrity of Indigenous stories. 
Indigenous Case Study Design  
 Despite the limitations, case study design was the most appropriate approach to 
addressing these research questions. Based on Western research constructs, case study design is 
used to address research questions “about developing an in-depth understanding about how 
different cases provide insight into an issue or a unique case” (Creswell et al., 2007, p. 239). 
Generally speaking, this broad aim of purpose statement aligns with the goals of the study to 
explore the nature of the federal funding enterprise vis-à-vis Indigenous approaches. Several 
aspects of traditional case study design that Yin (2009) describes, however, needed to be adapted 
to help lessen the impact of its weaknesses in the Indigenous context. 
 The first series of modifications I made was in combining Western qualitative approaches 
to adapt case study design. Yin (2009) and Creswell et al. suggest that case study is used to 
answer in-depth, descriptive research questions. For this investigation, case study design was 
applied to address exploratory topics about nature of the federal funding enterprise vis-à-vis 
Indigenous approaches. This exploration was, as I demonstrate above, primarily descriptive, 
interpretative, and critical and transformative in nature.  
 Second, I set aside Yin’s options of holistic versus embedded because neither idea 
corresponded with how holism and embeddedness are described in Indigenous epistemology. It 
was therefore difficult and confusing to force-fit these concepts into research about Indigenous 
research. Therefore, I created a nested and cyclical single case study design, reminiscent of the 




Figure 4. Nested, cyclical context of the case study design employed for the present study. 
 My design accounted for unique subgroups of Indigenous and non-Indigenous people 
(e.g., grantees, program officers, evaluators) and concepts (e.g., Indigenous and institutional 
culture, policies) within naturalistic settings, including within tribal communities, at TCUs and at 
funding agencies. Rather than focusing on a linear or sequential aspect of how concept, case, and 
unit of analysis are related, the present design argued in favor of a holistic view. I entered this 
study assuming that people, concepts, and contexts may equally influence each other, and are in 
direct relationship with methodology and epistemology. 
 Additionally, this research aimed to be not merely ethical, but also explicitly moral and 
culturally appropriate for the Indigenous context as demanded by the Indigenous research 
paradigm (Chilisa, 2012; Grande, 2000, 2004; Hart, 2010; LaFrance & Nichols, 2009; Smith, 
2012). Bowman-Farrell (2015), in articulating the use of case study design for her own research 
and subsequent dissertation, cautions us to be aware that there is power and disempowerment in 
the research approaches we select. Without careful consideration, and possible modification, 
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choosing case study design as formulated by leading scholars like Yin, Stake, and Meyers may 
reinforce the exploitation and misrepresentation that colonialism fosters.  
Indigenous researchers have developed alternatives — means by which to indigenize research 
designs so that they reject colonial tendencies and more appropriately meet the needs and goals 
of Indigenous communities. Bowman (2007) proposes seven steps to decolonize and indigenize 
case study research, which were employed for this inquiry. Her strategy is presented in columns 
1 and 2 of Table 4, along with implications for the current study in column 3. 
Table 4  
Seven Steps to Indigenize Case Study Designs and Implications for the Current Research 




Seven Steps to De-Colonialize and 
Indigenize Case Study Research 
(Bowman, 2007) 
Seven Implications for Case Study Design  
of the Current Research 
Uninvited arrival 
of colonizers into 
territory. 
Utilization of a traditional 
Knowledge Council and 
community elders work together 
in the community. 
The purpose of the study — to examine how Indigenous research, 
broadly speaking, is funded — was identified and crafted by 
Indigenous peoples. I spent several years traveling and in 
consultation with Indigenous scholars, elders, and community 
members to learn about needs, build trust, and be invited into the 
community they designated. This research was conducted by 
invitation only, using reciprocal snowball/chain sampling methods 





Use of traditional knowledge (oral 
and written), Indigenous 
institutions, and non-Indian 
organizations if endorsed by 
Tribal community as a process to 
add to local Indigenous 
knowledge base. 
This design was informed and co-created by Indigenous scholars, 
elders, and community members. These individuals helped me to 
design the structure of the nested, spiral case study that would align 
with, and would promote, Native ways of knowing. For example, 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants helped to define the 
units of analysis so that the study would add to existing knowledge 
and produce actionable outcomes. And, to the extent possible, 
participants’ stories were kept whole, intact, and in-context, even in 







Providing traditional gifts as part 
of the research process in return 
for being allowed to work in the 
community and for their 
participation in the research. 
I offered traditional gifts from my home lands in addition to 
financial compensation for participation in the research. In some 
instances, the discussion of my lands and these gifts became part of 





knowledge, approval of research, 
and ownership of data by Tribal 
community is controlled by 
Indigenous community. 
I obtained explicit permission for any use, internal or external to 
the data collection and analysis of the present study, of participants’ 
words, stories and knowledge. I used extensive use of member 
checking and iterative analysis in partnership with research 
participants. Any protection of Indigenous knowledge or masking 
of identities was defined by the participants. 
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Seven Steps to De-Colonialize and 
Indigenize Case Study Research 
(Bowman, 2007) 
Seven Implications for Case Study Design  




Research data provide information 
to inform and improve local 
services being provided by Tribal 
and non-Tribal governments for 
Indigenous community members. 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants provided the 
“answers” and “solutions” to these research questions themselves, 
in direct response to their real needs. The model proposed (Chapter 
VIII) was vetted and refined by study participants and advisors for 
potential applicability to their local contexts. 
Use of a color 
line, i.e., racism, 
to justify the 
above. 
Critical examination by an 
external traditional Knowledge 
Council and participants to 
prohibit racism, end colonist 
practices in research, and promote 
the value and use of Indigenous 
knowledge and processes. 
I carefully applied the nested, cyclical case study design with 
attention to its analytical and knowledge production limitations in 
the Indigenous context. I acknowledge the diversity of Indigenous 
peoples, cultures, knowledges and needs with explicit rejection of 
the tendency towards generalization. 
Weaken the 




communities and individuals 
through research by honoring 
traditional knowledge, making 
research useful to community 
needs, and through Indigenous 
control/ownership of research 
data. 
Working with the participants, and elevating their own local 
knowledge, successes, and strategies, this study outlines solutions 
to success in extramural funding that they have developed. I have 
been invited to present these findings along with the participants at 
a community event and at conferences. The approved tribal IRB 
stipulates that community members will have a decision-making 
role in any dissemination venues and outlets of this research. 
Note. This table was adapted from Bowman (2015) with permission.  
Participants and Access 
 Study participants fell loosely into three categories. 
1. Grantees and Potential Grantees: This group describes individuals and institutions 
who work to promote and advance Indigenous approaches to research, evaluation, 
and educational programming in Indigenous communities. Individuals often 
characterized their research, practice, and evaluation as falling under the Indigenous 
research paradigm. This group was comprised of individuals who have received 
extramural funding, who sought to receive extramural funding, and/or who had 
specific views about the extramural funding environment for Indigenous 
approaches. 
2. Grant makers or Funders: This group included staff at federal agencies who make 
awards (here referred to as grants) to tribal communities and TCUs in support of 
Indigenous approaches in research, evaluation, and educational programming. They 
not only represented a range of disciplinary interests, they often held lead roles in 
shaping, enacting, and interpreting policies that have impact upon funding in Indian 
country. 
3. Evaluators, Consultants: The final group was comprised of individuals who work 
on behalf of both tribal communities and funding agencies. In this capacity, they 
served as project evaluators on funded and proposed projects; as program evaluators 
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for the funding agencies; as independent evaluators; as independent researchers; and 
as assistance providers to tribal communities, giving guidance on crafting 
competitive funding proposals. This group was often charged with helping potential 
grantees understand funding policies and procedures. 
Scholars recommend collecting data from multiple types of knowledge-holders as a form of data 
triangulation (Arksey & Knight, 1999; Groenwald, 2004). 
In the original study proposal, I began with a purposive sampling framework to identify 
an initial set of participants from grant making agencies, the evaluation community, and the 
technical assistance/proposal development assistance community. I proposed to identify and 
approach three TCUs, and focus on the National Science Foundation’s Education and Human 
Resources Directorate as the primary grant maker. However, based on consultation with 
Indigenous mentors, teachers, and colleagues, as well as my existing relationships, we 
collectively chose Salish Kootenai College, a tribal college in Polson, Montana, as one site for 
this research.  
 Study Sites. In addition to time spent at various federal funding agencies and 
independent consulting firms, this research took place at Salish Kootenai College (SKC), on the 
Flathead Indian Reservation about 60 miles north of Missoula, Montana. The Flathead Indian 
Reservation is home to the Bitterroot Salish, Kootenai, and Pend d’Oreilles Tribes, otherwise 
known as the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Nation. These tribes 
contributed much to the collective knowledge of the United States. Tanner (2013) writes 
The Salish and Kootenai tribes worked with early settlers, priests, and scientists in 
identifying many of western Montana’s plants and wildlife. Lassaw Red Horn of the Pend 
d’Oreille Tribe, worked with the University of Montana Biology Department to share his 
knowledge around Flathead Lake. He showed them which plants were used for medicinal 
purposes and identified wildlife in the area. Lassaw’s contributions to the University of 
Montana were well documented and appreciated. While many of the tribes collaborated 
with scholars, the U.S. had a much different approach in educating Native children with 
western education. (para. 3) 
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Tanner (2013) goes on to describe the trauma these tribes experienced due to the forced removal 
of their children to be educated in mainstream school systems, as explained in Chapter III. To 
help heal from this trauma, the Reservation Extension Center of Flathead Valley Community 
College (FVCC) — which would later become Salish Kootenai College in 1981 — was born out 
of the self-determination era (American Indian College Fund [AICF], n.d.). In 1984, SKC 
received accreditation from the Northwest Commission on Colleges and Universities. SKC 
entered a phase of growth during the 1990s, obtaining land, constructing additional buildings, 
increasing enrollment, and expanding its course offerings (Tanner, 2013). 
The mission of SKC is to “provide quality post-secondary educational opportunities for 
Native Americans, locally and from throughout the United States. The college promotes 
community and individual development and perpetuates the cultures of the Confederated Tribes 
of the Flathead Nation” (Salish Kootenai College [SKC], n.d.a, para. 1). The college aims to 
achieve these goals by: 
1. Providing access to higher education for all American Indians. 
2. Maintaining quality education for workforce or further development. 
3. Perpetuating the cultures of Confederated Salish and Kootenai (Séliš Ksanka and 
QÍispé) peoples. 
4. Increasing individual and community capacity for self-reliance and sustainability. 
(SKC, n.d.a, para. 4) 
According to SKC’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness, as of fall 2012, there were 951 students 
enrolled in the college (SKC, n.d.b). Eighty-four percent of students were enrolled full-time, and 
64 percent were female. 549 students were tribal members; 144 were tribal descendants. Nearly 
half of the student body, 487 individuals, were seeking associate’s degrees, while others were 
attaining bachelor’s degrees (n=176), pre-professional degrees (n=101), certificates (n=73), or 
were non-declared (n=47). In 2011-2012, a total of 163 degrees were conferred by the college, of 
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which 93 were associate’s degrees and 34 were bachelor’s degrees. The remaining credentials 
conferred that year were certificates of completion (SKC, n.d.b). 
 There are 66 full-time faculty members and 41 part-time faculty employed by the college. 
Of those, 25 percent of the faculty members have doctoral degrees, and 54 percent have master’s 
degrees (SKC, n.d.b). 
 SKC is among one of the most highly funded TCUs for STEM-H research and 
programming. For example, total National Science Foundation funding to individual TCUs 
ranged from over $22 million granted to Salish Kootenai College to just under $50,000 to Bay 
Mills Community College in FY1998 to FY2012. Salish Kootenai also received the largest 
number of awards (Venable, 2012). The majority of grants had an average size between $500,000 
and $1.1 million, with schools such as Blackfeet Community College, Oglala Lakota College, 
Salish Kootenai College, and Turtle Mountain Community College all receiving more than five 
NSF awards that had an average payout of over $1 million (Venable, 2012). 
 Sampling and building trust. As described above, Western research methods have 
historically, and presently, been used to assimilate Indigenous peoples and dismiss their existing 
modes of inquiry (Pavel, 2005; Smith, 2012). The indigenized case study design accounts for, 
and attempts to counter, this tradition of destruction. One means of doing so was in the sampling 
methods I employed. Following Kovach (2009), I used reciprocal snowball/chain sampling, 
whereby Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants took the lead in choosing each other. But in 
a surprising development, individuals also contacted me requesting to be involved in the study. 
A total of 11 individuals participated in 10 interviews for this research. Carol Morgan and Tina 
Woods represent the same organization, and participated together in a single interview. A 
summary of the participants appears in Table 5.  
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Table 5  
Case Study Participants 
Name Type Organization Tribal Affiliation? 
Rosemary Ableson* Grant maker, Funder Health Agency-1 No 
Carol Baldwin Grantee, Potential Grantee Salish Kootenai College No 
Jill Karsten Grant maker, Funder National Science Foundation No 
Joan LaFrance Evaluator, Consultant Evaluation Firm-1 Yes 
Amanda Means Grantee, Potential Grantee (student) Salish Kootenai College Yes 
Carol Morgan* Evaluator, Consultant Evaluation Firm-2 No 
Nikos Pastos Grantee, Potential Grantee Independent Scientist Yes 
Lina Patino Grant maker, Funder National Science Foundation No 
Margaret Schildt Grantee, Potential Grantee Salish Kootenai College Yes 
Regina (Gina) Sievert Grantee, Potential Grantee Salish Kootenai College No 
Tina Woods* Evaluator, Consultant Evaluation Firm-2 Yes 
Note. To safeguard participants’ voices, those marked with an asterisk have requested to have their identities and organizations 
masked in this study. 
These key informants represented a range of organizations with special interest in grant making 
for projects in Indian country: federal science, technology, engineering, mathematics and health 
(STEM-H)-related funding agencies (n=2); evaluation and proposal development technical 
assistance firms (n=2); and Tribal Colleges and Universities (n=4). One participant was an 
independent scientist working closely with a federal STEM-H funding agency on behalf of tribal 
communities. Forty-five percent of the key informants were tribally affiliated. 
 I, therefore, did not limit the sampling to those with “expertise” in Indigenous research 
approaches or extramural funding or extramural funding in these areas. Amanda Means, for 
example, is a student at SKC. From a Western perspective, one may have to think hard about 
how she adds to the dialogue on how STEM-H activities are funded in higher education. But 
from an Indigenous perspective, she is a valued and expert contributor to the fabric of the 
community in which STEM-H activities take place, and she is a current and future decision-
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maker in how Indigenous inquiry is supported. Crazy Bull (1997) stated that “we have scholars 
who don’t have recognized degrees or formal academic credentials. Yet the importance of their 
leadership in research cannot be overstated” (p. 17). Indeed, entire tribal communities are 
affected by the funding decisions, and thus their perspectives could not be automatically 
excluded from the outset. 
 Building trust was essential to this project. Since 1998, I have worked in a professional 
capacity with both TCUs and several federal science agencies. Since much of that work has 
involved interpreting federal funding opportunities for minority institutions, I have built and 
maintained long-term relationships with several TCUs. I have spent the past several years on the 
ground, traveling to SKC to participate in annual meetings about Indigenous research, the impact 
of STEM education funding and workforce trends for Native peoples, and simply visiting with 
members of the communities. The Indigenous research community is fairly small, and those 
having garnered extramural funding is equally limited when compared to their peers at majority 
institutions or peers using Western approaches; yet I encounter my colleagues and mentors all 
over the world: riding on the metro, in an ice cream shop in San Francisco, on transcontinental 
flights, fishing, at the National Museum of the American Indian in Washington, DC, at a Taco 
Bell in Missoula, MT, and twice sitting on the big orange couch on the eighth floor of the 
National Science Foundation building. I was willing and eager to take time, share a meal, and 
listen. The importance of being in their place — physically, mentally, and spiritually — and on 
their timelines cannot be understated, because that is how trust is built. 
 Research Protocol Approval. I obtained approval from two Institutional Research 
Boards (IRB). Virginia Commonwealth University’s IRB protocol oversaw the portion of the 
research study involving grant makers or, program officers and evaluators or consultants. Salish 
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Kootenai College’s IRB protocol oversaw any member of the college community who chose to 
participate. This protocol was developed in direct collaboration with Lori Lambert, SKC faculty 
member, to ensure that all aspects were culturally and legally appropriate to their context, and 
initially approved by the college’s president. Participant consent forms are included in 
Appendices A and B. 
 The distinction in these protocols and processes is important. Due to the legal status of 
SKC and sovereign status of the Flathead Indian Reservation, the VCU IRB would never have 
been acceptable there. Furthermore, the VCU IRB protocol did not allow for culturally specific 
considerations and criteria that are fundamental to the protections of this Indigenous population 
and awareness of local tribal politics. For example, in developing the SKC IRB, we were careful 
to craft language distinguishing members of the college population from members of the 
Flathead Reservation population. IRB approval was granted in 2014 for both aspects of the study, 
and renewed in 2015. 
Data collection procedures 
 In this section, I describe the procedures employed to collect and analyze data, once again 
aligning the research frameworks and tenets recommended by Wilson (2008) and Bowman 
(2007). Each step was discussed and verified by Indigenous teachers, mentors, and participants 
as part of my own learning process, to ensure that I continued to indigenize the selected Western 
methods and produced results that would be meaningful to tribal communities. Answering the 
research questions necessitated using archived documents and conducting interviews. Each of 
these sources of evidence is explained in greater detail below. 
 Documents. Documents provided rich historical descriptions of the extramural funding 
environment for TCUs and tribal communities, detailed change in interpretation and practices 
over time, and communicated perspectives (Bowen, 2008; Yin 2009). Initial documentary 
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evidence for this study was limited to the National Science Foundation and its Tribal Colleges 
and Universities Program, and in particular, data relating to project and program evaluation in 
the years 2001 to 2012. However, as the project evolved, the participants identified and provided 
critical documents themselves. Theses included, but were not limited to: 
• Policy documents 
• Funding agency strategic plans 
• Funding announcements 
• Technical documents and reports relating to research and evaluation 
• Funded and unfunded proposals 
• Reports on extramurally-funded projects 
• Meeting notes and transcripts 
• Historical artifacts 
• Analyses and descriptive reports on Indigenous research, funding for Native 
community issues 
• Research presentations 
These documents were created by Indigenous researchers, scholars, educators, and practitioners; 
federal agencies; evaluators; consultants; organizations such as the American Indian Higher 
Education Consortium and Quality Education for Minorities (QEM); the White House Initiative 
in Tribal Colleges and Universities; and the American Evaluation Association. Documents were 
collected through several means: including (a) informal and formal requests of case study key 
informants, (b) key informants providing documents; (c) searches of websites and online 
databases; and (d) the ancestry approach: following citations from one document to another until 
redundancy occurs (Cooper, Hedges & Valentine, 2009).  
I also conducted an extensive review of grant awards made to Tribal Colleges and 
Universities, in that their sponsored activities often extend to the Indigenous communities in 
which they are located. The primary data sources for these analyses were records of federal 
funding drawn from the websites USASpending.gov, FederalReporter.gov, and the National 
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Science Foundation’s awards database. All three sites are public. Maintained by the Office of 
Management and Budget, USASpending.gov is a searchable database that houses information on 
all federal awards made or modified in Fiscal Years 2000 through 2015. The database was used 
to search for all project grants, formula grants, block grants, and cooperative agreements made to 
all Tribal Colleges and Universities in Fiscal Years 2008-2012.  
 These data were verified against FederalReporter.gov, which aggregates award 
information across several funding agencies, and against the individual agencies’ awards 
databases. These databases included, but were not limited to, the Current Research Information 
System (US Department of Agriculture); Grants Online (US Department of Commerce); Office 
of Science Award Search Website (US Department of Energy); REPORTeR (National Institutes 
of Health); the National Endowment for the Humanities Funded Projects Query Form; and the 
NASA Solicitation and Proposal Integrated Review and Evaluation System (National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration). Sponsored projects in which TCUs were a sub-awardee 
were not included.  
 The US Department of the Interior, which houses the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is 
underrepresented in this data sampling technique. Educational activities at 183 elementary, 
secondary, residential, and peripheral dormitories and two TCUs are overseen by the Bureau of 
Indian Education (BIE) (2006). Students are eligible for scholarships from the BIE, and limited 
support in the form of grants is available based on full time enrollment of Indian students (BIE, 
2006, 2013). 
 Finally, I reviewed and built custom datasets from NSF’s Survey of Federal Science and 
Engineering Support to Universities, Colleges, and Nonprofit Institutions; and the Department of 
Education’s Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) and the Integrated 
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Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS). Both of these surveys are available from the 
WebCASPAR database, supported by NSF, and were used to inform my own learning, 
understand context, and shape interview topics. 
 Limitations of documents as sources of data. Using documents as sources of evidence 
was advantageous because it is largely efficient: artifacts reside in the public domain, the process 
is generally unobtrusive, and the data collection can be cost effective (Bowen, 2009). However, 
several disadvantages exist as well. Bias selectivity is indicative of a possible skew in the 
documents’ emphases or priorities (Yin, 1994). Therefore, in an effort to secure documents that 
reflect the diversity of perspectives in this case, I was aware that I could undermine what would 
otherwise be an efficient technique. There are also specific considerations for using documents 
as sources of data for Indigenous research. I was aware of Indigenous intellectual property rights: 
for each document I was given, I carried out a detailed discussion with participants about the 
contents of the information, whether and how I could use it, and a schedule for revisiting the data 
if permission to use was later withdrawn. These considerations were also important for what was 
publicly available and how I could use it in this study, 
 Although documentary archives may give primarily an outsider’s point of view, any other 
single source of evidence would be similarly limited. Mansfield (2011) showed that using emic-
etic tension as a means of increasing rigor is important, which can be achieved by combining 
documents and interviews (Krefting, 1991). Mansfield based her qualitative research upon the 
works of Ritchie (2003) and Alexander (2006), who wrote that documentary evidence should be 
coupled with oral histories: together the data would allow me to make sense out of gaps. 
Therefore, I also conducted oral history interviews to gain a more nuanced understanding of the 
funding environment for Indigenous research. 
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 Interviews. Although documents were an efficient, stable, and available means of 
investigating the research questions, from an Indigenous perspective, stories are a richer source 
of evidence. Sharing stories, through the interview process, allows for the time and space to 
describe history, relationships, context, nuance, and ambiguity and contradiction that may not 
otherwise be tolerated in Western research (Deloria, 1999; Hart, 2010; Grande, 2004; LaFrance 
& Nichols, 2009; Kovach, 2009). Thus, although I had an interview protocol to provide some 
direction, I conducted unstructured interviews in order to allow storytelling to be authentic, well-
rounded, and meaningful.  
 All informants were contacted via email or telephone to introduce myself and the subject 
of the research. Depending on my level of relationship with the individual, I would include the 
person who recommended the informant in the email conversation as well. In the initial contact, I 
explained how I had obtained their names in order to reiterate and maintain the network of 
relationships from the snowball sampling.   
 In follow-up emails and meetings, I provided detailed information about myself and 
background — similar to the protocol of introduction made in this report — the aims of the 
research, and answered questions. Each interview, I explained, was anticipated to take 45 to 60 
minutes, depending on their availability. Some interviews took several hours. I offered to 
conduct interviews by telephone or video call; all participants opted to have face-to-face 
meetings (we see this in the code: He kanohi kitea. Meet face-to-face.).  
 Because I was traveling often to Washington, DC and Montana, as well as to conferences 
featuring Indigenous research approaches, I asked how, when and where would be most 
convenient to meet. I sent a copy of the relevant consent documents (either VCU or SKC) via 
email to each potential participant a minimum of two weeks before any scheduled interviews. 
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Participants were asked to review the consent forms in advance of the meeting, and we would 
begin each interview with a detailed review of the information contained therein. I also presented 
the key informants with a gift from my lands and a hand-written note, thanking them for sharing 
their time and wisdom, before we began the interview. Non-federal employees were also 
presented with a $15.00 gift card as compensation. 
 Key informants were asked to sign the consent form prior to beginning the interview and 
indicate, as they knew at that point, any circumstances they could foresee that their words could 
not be used. Interviews were conducted at a location of the participant’s choosing, most often in 
a public place, their offices, or outside. The interviews were conversational in tone so as to elicit 
responses that could inform any mode under investigation (Carspeken, 1996). At minimum, 
interviewees were asked about their involvement with extramural funding, and their perceptions 
about the extramural funding environment for Indigenous research, programming, and 
evaluation. Additional probes were adapted depending on the informant’s perspective and role, as 
well as their network of relationships that allowed the introduction to me.  
 When permission was granted, interviews were audio recorded on two devices, and I 
wrote minimal field notes during the session. Mansfield (2011) cites Wolf (1992) in suggesting 
that the process of taking ethnographic field notes is an “essential corrective” to incomplete 
memories and shifting opinions (Wolf, 1992, p. 87). However, I needed to balance my own need 
for documentation with the fact that I had been invited into their place to listen and learn: Titiro, 
whakarongo … kōrero. It was critical to trust and relationship building that I remained engaged  
and present in the dialogue: Aroha ki te tangata, have respect for people. Acknowledge difference 
and the need for productive engagement. The multiple recording devices and length of the 
interviews was one way to help strike this balance — I was able to ensure that the conversation 
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was properly documented and we had time to address questions fully. This also honored the 
importance of orality and knowledge transmission through storytelling in Indigenous cultures. 
Second, I used the recorders to document my own thoughts before and after the meetings. 
Oftentimes, during these recordings, I would take a walk around the participants’ location in 
order to better understand the influence of place. Finally, I was not concerned that memories or 
perspectives would change. Such is the nature of the universe — things change. I viewed this 
research as living, and although there would be a definite point at which the study would stop, I 
honored requests to address and accommodate for incomplete memories and shifting opinions. A 
vivid example of this is presented in Chapter VI. 
 The shortest interview was approximately 50 minutes, and the longest was nearly three 
hours. As I explained, these were unstructured interviews and I did not adhere strictly to an 
interview protocol. Further, I changed my style and questions depending on who was being 
interviewed and my relationship to them. But in general, these interviews centered on several key 
topics: 
• Their past, current, and future experience with grant making, especially for 
Indigenous approaches in STEM-H. 
• Their perceptions of the grantmaking environment for IRM activity. 
• Their perceptions of how grant making for IRM activity is built and sustained. 
• Their recommendations for how to grow a hospitable environment for extramural 
funding for IRM activity. 
In one case, due to the scope defined by the IRB protocol approval, I was required to stop the 
recording as the participant’s family members joined in the conversation. It is unfortunate that 
their data could not be used here, and I hope to return to the family under a new research design 
to continue those conversations. 
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 I listened to each audio recording after the interview and took more extensive notes. The 
interviews were then transcribed within several weeks. In accordance with the conversation we 
shared during the interview, I proposed preliminary redactions where requested. I emailed 
password-protected and encrypted copies of the transcripts in Word format to the participants for 
member-checking, as promised prior to the interview (Creswell & Miller, 2000; Kovach, 2009; 
Wallin & Ahlström, 2006). The passwords to open the files were sent to each individual under 
separate cover. In this process, I formally asked for permission to use their words in my 
dissertation study. This is concurrent with the Indigenous perspective on change — permission 
granted at one point may be retracted or modified under different conditions. Simply because 
their words were now in written form did not accord them permanence or immortality, nor did it 
grant me power over their use. By again asking for permission within the current context of my 
research, I acknowledged their autonomy and control over the use and representation of their 
knowledge. In these emails, participants were reminded that they could redact any information, 
provide follow-up information, or select a pseudonym to mask their identities and those of the 
organizations. I also asked additional questions that arose in studying the conversations, and 
elicited feedback from the participants based on trends I was seeing in the data. A courtesy email 
was sent if I did not receive feedback within two weeks of sending the transcripts. 
 Limitations of interviews as sources of evidence. Even the most open interview may 
inadvertently reinforce a hierarchy, whereby the research and researcher is given most power 
(Kovach, 2008). Kovach (2009) calls for a conversation-type interview in Indian country, 
however the data gathering and analysis can be prohibitively labor intensive — as indicated by 
my heavy travel schedule, costs, and the length of several interviews. Language barriers are an 
evident challenge. In researching across multiple cultures, the ability to translate versus interpret 
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the meaning of words, images, and metaphors in the limited timeframe of an interview was 
beyond my skillset or resources. Interviews may also be viewed as intrusive, which is a delicate 
concern in studying competitive grant writing or grant making. Grantees may feel that this is 
probing too far into their grant writing strategy or placing them in an adversarial position vis-à-
vis a major funder. The grantor may feel that this study is placing too much emphasis on the 
program or part of the program, or resent the line of questioning that was not initiated by them.  
However, this work and financial burden did not prohibit the research from carrying forward nor 
prohibit me from being fully engaged. This was due to the guidance and support of Indigenous 
and non-Indigenous researchers and mentors who are directly affected by the funding 
environment for these research approaches. Indeed, my mentors, key informants, and relations 
played a pivotal role in shaping the inquiry into a manageable and worthwhile study, as they had 
a vested interest in these issues and solutions coming to the foreground. 
 Table 6 summarizes the data collection process in the context of the study’s research 




Table 6  
Data Collection Process 
Note: There were fewer open-ended interviews (marked with an asterisk) than the total number of participants. Two individuals 
from the same organization participated in a single interview.  
  
Method Research Question 
Participants, Sources of 
Evidence Data Collection Procedures 
Document Review RQ1. What contextual (e.g., 
historical, socio-cultural, policy, 
practices, economic) factors influence 
funding for Indigenous research, 
programming and evaluation? 
 
RQ3. According to Indigenous 
community grantees, grantmakers, 
and other related stakeholders’ 
stories, what does successful 
grantsmanship, grounded in an 
Indigenous research agenda, look 
like? 
Policy documents  
Proposal solicitations 
Reports  
Historical artifacts  
Guidance and reference 
documents  
Presentations  
Meeting notes and reports  
Data sets  
Etc.  
Review funding agency 
websites 
Federal funding policy 
scans 
Review research and 
evaluation professional 
community websites 
Documents provided or 





RQ1. What contextual (e.g., 
historical, socio-cultural, policy, 
practices, economic) factors influence 
funding for Indigenous research, 
programming and evaluation? 
 
RQ 2. What is the present nature of 
Indigenous community grantees, 
grantmakers, and other related 
stakeholders’ understandings of the 
funding environment for Indigenous 
research, programming and 
evaluation?  
 
RQ3. According to Indigenous 
community grantees, grantmakers, 
and other related stakeholders’ 
stories, what does successful 
grantsmanship, grounded in an 
Indigenous research agenda, look 
like? 
Grantees, Potential Grantees 
(n=5) 
Grantmakers, Funders (n=3) 
Evaluators, Consultants (n=3) 
Interviewees identified from 
study’s original sampling 
frame or through reciprocal 
snowball sampling 
Sent email or phone call to 
participants introducing 
myself (if needed) and the 
study. Met some 
participants in person to 
explain the study. 
Participants selected date, 
time and location of 
interview. 
Sent consent forms in 
advance of the meeting. 
All interviews conducted 
face-to-face. Participants 
were given a gift and 
handwritten note; some 
were also given modest 
financial compensation. 
Interview transcripts sent to 
participants, with proposed 
redactions, for member-
checking, supplemental 
changes, and final approval 





 Bowman-Farrell (2015), referencing Miles and Huberman (1994), writes of the social 
nature of analytic process in research. Data analyses are subjective, and are a reflection of social 
interactions between Indigenous groups, historical and contemporary concerns, research 
participants, and the investigator (Bowman, 2015; Miles & Huberman, 1994). This study 
privileged an Indigenous research paradigm agenda and those standards it defines; therefore the 
analytical procedures were a clear attempt to align with these by maintaining a specific lens. I 
use TribalCrit, storytelling, and interstitial spaces as a means of elevating a critical Indigenous 
point of view and agenda-setting for the extramural funding landscape — a perspective that is 
rarely acknowledged or incorporated in mainstream discourse. 
 Indigenous research scholars acknowledge that there is still work to be done in 
developing culturally responsive, congruent, and sustainable analytical practices (Wilson, 
personal communication). Until we achieve further progress, we continue to indigenize existing 
procedures, as needed, as outlined above. This means that we assure that all stages of the 
research process closely align with the tenets of Indigenous research and the culturally congruent 
theoretical frameworks that support its growth and sustainability. 
 To analyze these data, I used an iterative process of both content and thematic coding of 
the documents and interview transcripts. An important component of this research was 
discussing possible codes and themes with key informants throughout the process, so that they 
became co-analysts.   
 Independently, I conducted a substantive review of the documents and transcripts, and 
attached codes to these items. Next, I extended these codes to emergent themes by noting 
reflections, memos, and comparisons across evidentiary artifacts (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Using 
the constant comparative method described by Glaser and Strauss (1967), I further refined 
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categories and themes by comparing them against additional documents and transcripts. My next 
phase of analysis, also conducted in collaboration with participants and Indigenous mentors, 
involved testing themes through the lens of the theoretical frameworks and the Indigenous 
research paradigm to assure that the knowledge generated would produce useful, actionable, and 
context-relevant knowledge. The explications offered here are not intended to generalize a 
phenomenon beyond the words and perspectives of the study participants. Instead, the analysis is 
designed to provide an understanding of the complex issues and views that shape the funding 
environment for Indigenous approaches in STEM-H educational research, programming, and 
evaluation. Additional information on the code development and analysis is in Appendix C. 
Trustworthiness and Ethical Commitments 
 I aimed to demonstrate trustworthiness and ethical commitments throughout each stage of 
preparation, organization, implementation, and reporting of this research (Bowman-Farrell, 
2015). Indigenous epistemologies emphasize the importance of process and utility. 
Consequently, I paid close attention to trustworthiness in four key areas. I attended to obtaining 
permissions; what data I selected and how the data were gathered (Grande, 2000, Mihesuah, 
2005; Smith, 2012); research collaboration and co-construction with Indigenous community 
members and study participants (Jacobs, 2008); and member-checking. I explain these aspects 
below. 
 One way that I worked to establish trustworthiness among participants and demonstrate 
my ethical commitment to cultural protocols and their own interest was taking steps to obtain 
necessary permissions. In U.S. K-12 educational studies, Indigenous peoples are the most 
researched racialized group (Deyhle & Swisher, 1997), but are least researched in higher 
education inquiry (Brayboy, Fann, Castagano & Solyom, 2012). This creates a tension whereby 
over-interest, leading to a legacy of misrepresentation, coupled with lack of interest makes it 
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very important for researchers to gain permission before entering Native spaces for the purpose 
of conducting inquiry. I could not have done this successfully without listening and learning 
from the guidance of Indigenous mentors, teachers, peers, relations, and research colleagues 
across the world. As I describe above, I sought assistance in crafting the SKC IRB protocol from 
a member of the college community and valued mentor, who always greeted me with warm hugs 
and warm meals when I was in Montana. Snowball sampling was also a means of obtaining 
permission. By recommending the next participants, each participant vouched for my 
trustworthiness and the credibility of my research. 
 As an additional means of establishing trustworthiness, I largely used documents 
recommended or produced by and/or with individuals and organizations who have played a 
significant role in the grantmaking environment for Indigenous approaches. For example, the 
American Indian Higher Education Consortium is dedicated to supporting Tribal Colleges and 
Universities, and much of its work is dedicated to producing and disseminating reports on 
extramural funding activity and STEM-H activity at these institutions. Along with reporting from 
the American Indian College Fund, SACNAS, and the American Indian Science and Engineering 
Society, these documents are highly referenced among the Indigenous research community for 
aggregating and analyzing critical information that is often overlooked in mainstream research 
discourse. Documents like Breaking Through Tribal Colleges and Universities (His Horse is 
Thunder, 2012); Living Science: Strengthening and Sharing Native Knowledge at TCUs 
(AIHEC, 2012); and Walk Softly and Listen Carefully: Building Research Relationships with 
Tribal Communities (NCAI Policy Research Center and MSU Center for Native Health 




 In the section on Interviews, I detail how heavily involved the Indigenous and non-
Indigenous participants and other tribal members were in how the research design was 
manifested. Participant co-creation was another means of demonstrating trustworthiness and 
ethical commitment. I modified the focus of the study based on their recommendations, and 
followed much of their guidance on what was important to examine in the overall analysis. In 
addition, participants guided me on how to craft my study in ways that were appropriate for 
participants from multiple tribal groups, and non-Indigenous peoples. Member checking was also 
an important aspect. In doing so, the participants and I not only continually monitored the study’s 
accuracy and relevance, we were able to be assured that it would still be useful to their needs and 
concerns. Bowman-Farrell (2015) speaks of the importance of involving, especially Indigenous, 
participants in this manner, as they provide “additional layers of feedback and analysis to 
consider regarding emerging findings, and a means to monitor my conduct to ensure that was 
ethical and appropriate for the Indigenous community” (p. 121).  
 Data security. Audio and text data were physically stored on VCU’s password-protected 
secure servers, and none resided on local hard drives or external devices. Data on the RData 
Storage Server are backed up a maximum of six times daily, and once a day on the APP2Go 
server. Audio recordings were immediately transferred from the portable voice recorder to the 
RData Storage Server, used only for the research purpose. This secure server allows for storage 
of the types of sensitive data that may be collected. Atlas.ti, a software package that aids in 
qualitative data analysis, was used. However, Atlas.ti rests on the APP2Go server at VCU, which 
is not intended for use with sensitive data. Concepts of confidentiality vary across cultures. 
When requested, transcripts were manually rendered anonymous in partnership with the key 
informants, and any information that could be used to identify participants was removed or 
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concealed in the audio files, transcripts, archived text files and notes, and reporting. I also 
expunged recordings and any portions of the transcripts upon request. Text files were transferred 
to an account using REDCap’s database component, from which I generated reports and can 
conduct audit trails. Finally, the data were imported to Atlas.ti for management and final 
analysis. 
Conclusion 
 Indigenous research is, first and foremost, grounded in Indigenous knowledge, and 
upholds the philosophies and beliefs of Native peoples (Kovach, 2013; Wilson, 2006; Smith, 
2012). To qualify as Indigenous research, inquiry must meet the standards of respect, relevance, 
reciprocity, and responsibility as defined by the participants, otherwise it may be deemed to 
simply advance the persistent realities of colonization, White hegemony, and assimilation that 
are viewed as destructive (Brayboy, 2005; Kovach, 2009; Marshall, 1999; Rochefort & Cobb, 
1994). At the same time, proponents and practitioners of Indigenous research understand that 
their methodologies and methods cannot be so distinct that they are unrecognizable by other 
research communities.  
 This chapter aimed to describe the methodological basis of the research and the methods 
employed in a way that could be appreciated by Western academic, Indigenous academic, and 
grant making audiences. Following the strategy outlined by Wilson (2009), I first explained my 
use of an indigenized research methodology as appropriate to my paradigmatic commitment and 
epistemological assumptions. Next, I detailed a loving/learning strategy of inquiry to address the 
research questions, one that would allow for me to make changes in the study’s implementation 
as needed. Finally, I provided a substantial overview of the data collection tools and techniques 
employed, as well as how they were adapted over time from a traditionally Western case study 
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design to a more indigenized case study design. I concluded this chapter by reviewing the 
iterative and collaborative analytical process I adopted, and discussed how I demonstrated 





Chapter VI  
A Miracle Happens / Stories ↔ Findings 
Stories as “data” are important, and one key to collecting these data is “hearing” the 
stories. There is a difference between listening to stories and hearing them, and this is central to 
TribalCrit. Listening is part of going through the motions of acting engaged and allowing 
individuals to talk. Hearing stories means that value is attributed to them and both the authority 
and the nuance of stories are understood. When stories are heard, they lead the hearer to explore 
the range and variation of possibilities of what can happen and has happened (Basso, 1996, 
2000; Battiste, 2002, Burkhart, 2004; Medicine, 2001, Williams, 1997). Stories often are the 
guardians of cumulative knowledges that hold a place in the psyches of the group members, 
memories of tradition, and reflections on power. Hearers ultimately understand the nuances in 
stories and recognize that the onus for hearing is placed on the hearer rather than the speaker 
for delivering a clearly articulated message. Additionally, one must be able to feel the stories. 
You tell them, hear them, and feel them—establishing a strong place for empathy and for 
“getting it.”  
Brian McKinley Jones Brayboy, Lumbee, 2005, p. 440 
 
 Chapter VI presents the major results of the case study which explores how, and to what 
extent, space is forged to support Indigenous approaches to research, evaluation, and educational 
programming in the extramural funding landscape. I begin with a brief review of the research 
questions. Then, I present the data, or the grant stories. Many of these are reported as long 
quotations. Indigenous researchers have contrasted the Western tendency towards reductionism 
with Indigenous people’s desire to understand the long story — synthesizing information not by 
pulling it apart, subtracting, and dividing; but rather adding additional data, context, and voices 
(Bird et al., Burkhart, 2004; Kovach, 2005 Lambert, 2014; Wilson; 2015).  
 From a Western perspective, this can present problems: research reporting is presented 
linearly, with pre-defined headings; contradictions are considered outliers; and the research 
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process is limited by time, attention, money and trends. However, I aimed to align myself closely 
with the tenets of the Indigenous research paradigm and the framework for indigenizing case 
studies (Item 2) in presenting these results. The majority of Chapter VI presents the long stories 
found in the documents and that the participants related to me about the funding environment for 
Indigenous approaches, as well as the themes they guided me to investigate. The chapter 
concludes by summarizing the themes and findings and discussing what major actions may be 
suggested by these concepts (further developed in Chapter VII and VIII). 
Review of Research Questions and Context of the Issues 
 The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore how, and to what extent, 
Indigenous community grantees (i.e. Tribal Colleges and Universities, tribal communities), 
grantmakers (i.e., federal funding agencies), and other related stakeholders (e.g., external 
evaluators, consultants) forge space for Indigenous research, evaluation, and programming 
approaches in the grantmanship enterprise. This study was guided by four questions: 
Research Question 1. What contextual (e.g., historical, socio-cultural, policy, practices, 
economic) factors influence funding for Indigenous research, programming, and 
evaluation? 
Research Question 2. What is the present nature of Indigenous community grantees, 
grantmakers, and other related stakeholders’ understandings of the funding environment 
for Indigenous research, programming, and evaluation?  
Research Question 3. According to Indigenous community grantees, grantmakers, and 
other related stakeholders’ stories, what does successful grantsmanship, grounded in an 
Indigenous research agenda, look like?  
Research Question 4. How might context, perceptions, and stories of success be 
leveraged to develop a future action agenda for Indigenist grantsmanship? 
These questions were addressed in data collected through a review and coding of documents and 
interviews with participants.  
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 These study questions, most certainly through alignment with the Indigenous research 
paradigm and with TribalCrit, explore whether and how gaps between Indigenous and Western 
approaches to research are manifested in the funding environment. I found, through document 
review and interviews with key informants, that this has been a long-standing issue. However 
perspectives on the scope of the impact vary greatly. Amanda Means summarized excitement, 
desire, and need for external financial support of Indigenous research scholars — as well as the 
confusion about the funding environment that created conflict.  
 After participating in her first meeting of the American Indigenous Research Association 
in 2015, Amanda Means was excited to learn more about these methodologies so that she could 
begin putting them into practice in her studies and career, but she also ran into barriers. Margaret 
Schildt, one of Amanda’s instructors, indicated that many students and young people feel the 
same way. 
Amanda Means:  …It’s just these questions after questions. And I’m like, where do I go? 
What do I do? How do I reach out? So these different research conferences that I was 
looking at and I was like, oh, there’s one here and there’s another one here. Oh, these are 
coming up. Okay, so next question: how do I get there as just a spectator? I don’t have 
anything to present. I don’t know what to present. So how do I go as a spectator? How do 
I just go and see? I’m interested in doing it, but how, you know? And so this just all came 
up today too because it just struck me. And I’m like, wow, you know. And then, is there 
anything that has to do with Indigenous besides this one here? Is there any more coming 
up or is there any more just specifically on Indigenous research and what other people are 
doing with their researches? All these questions. And they’re just like, well, the problem 
with that is funding and being able to provide at least some kind of scholarship or travel 
or just something like that. And I think if more students had those opportunities, then 
they’ll realize or it’ll open up their eyes to be like, “Oh, I can do more.” You know what I 
mean? “I don’t have to stop here. I don’t have to just get a Bachelor’s to just get a better 
paying job. Like I could actually—.” And if more students knew that and had the 
resources and the encouragement and the backup and, you know, all this stuff, I think 
they’d be more willing to go. And I think they’ll have more people wanting to go onto 
graduate school or do research. I don’t know, maybe they want to make an impact 
somewhere too….And it was just like all these questions that I have about all that stuff. 
But in order to get those resources, in order to have something, it takes money. It takes 
people willing to go out of their way to say, “Okay, this will be beneficial.” And I 
honestly think it will be, to tell you the truth. I think even the different departments 
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around here that are doing their research, do they know that that’s out there? And the fact 
that it is out there, how do we get there? (Personal communication, 2015) 
Margaret Schildt:  But what I’ve heard younger people saying to older people across the 
board is I want more of that. Where do I get that? And so they want to see a traditional or 
Native perspective. Western is available to us no matter what. Whether it’s done well or 
not is another issue but I need this part of me because that’s important to my identity and 
my healing. And each tribe would decide what that is. No one would dictate what that is. 
(Personal communication, 2015) 
Amanda Means’ and Margaret Schildt’s statements succinctly illustrate the context of extramural 
funding for some who use, or hope to use, Indigenous approaches in their research, evaluations, 
and practices. They speak of an intimate knowledge of the options afforded by adhering to 
Western standards. And they speak of a concurrent understanding that their communities are 
capable of deciding that there may be something more appropriate, something better — and 
pursuing it. 
Grant Stories of the Context of Extramural Funding for Indigenous Approaches  
 The combination of 26 U.S. Government grant making agencies offers more than 1,000 
funding programs in 21 categories (Grants.gov, n.d.). The Catalogue of Federal Domestic 
Assistance (CFDA, 2013) defines a project grant as a type of assistance made for a fixed or 
known period and for a defined set of activities. This includes fellowships, scholarships, research 
grants, training grants, traineeships, experimental and demonstration grants, evaluation grants, 
planning grants, technical assistance grants, survey grants, and construction grants. Formula 
grants, allocations to states and tribal governments, and cooperative agreements round out the 
major mechanisms by which tribal communities and TCUs are funded by the Federal 
government.  
 As shown in Chapter III, many Indigenous groups rely heavily on extramural funding to 
launch, support, and supplement critical research, education, support, outreach, infrastructure, 
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and capacity building activities. Such work may not otherwise be possible with existing revenue 
streams. However, the rate of these types of Federal support has been declining across the board 
since the 1980s (Weerts & Ronca, 2006). 
 Federal agencies have been charged with supporting Indigenous communities in the 
context of education, research, practice, and workforce and economic development since the 
mid-1990s. Funding opportunities were designed specifically targeting Indigenous communities 
and Tribal Colleges and Universities; and/or Federal agencies strongly encouraged these 
communities to apply for awards and offered special consideration in the review of their 
proposals. These actions came in response to a series of Executive Orders signed by Presidents 
Clinton, Bush, and Obama, each of which focused heavily on education activity and research in 
Indian country. Executive Order No. 13021 (1996) was signed to increase Tribal Colleges and 
Universities’ access to opportunities and resources and assure them continual federal support. It 
established the White House Initiative on Tribal Colleges and Universities within the U.S. 
Department of Education, and required that each federal agency submit a five-year plan with 
annual goals for how grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements would be awarded to TCUs. 
Executive Order No. 13270 (2002) emphasized K-12 programming and language revitalization. 
It also required grant makers to increase TCUs’ and tribal communities’ capacities to compete for 
funding, and shortened the term for agency reporting to three years.  
 President Barack Obama’s Executive Order on Improving American Indian and Alaska 
Native Educational Opportunities and Strengthening Tribal Colleges and Universities (Executive 
Order No. 13592) was passed in 2011, replacing EO 13270. It states his administration’s policy 
to strengthen and further educational opportunities for American Indian and Alaska Native 
students of all ages. The primary mandates of EO 13592 are (1) to improve early education for 
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American Indian and Alaska Native students; (2) to promote reform and excellence at elementary 
and secondary levels; (3) to increase the expectations of TCUs; (4) to increase the expectations 
of career-ready American Indian and Alaska Native individuals; and (5) to increase funding and 
access to funding for traditionally underserved Native communities (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2012). As of the conclusion of this research, Executive Order No. 13592 was still in 
force. 
 These mandates were, in theory, designed to facilitate extramural funding to tribal 
communities and TCUs, particularly to promote excellence in educational programming, related 
research, and evaluation. Broadly speaking, awards for public health, rural development, 
economic development, student support, language revitalization and acquisition, preservation, 
distance learning and telemedicine, agriculture and ecology, housing, and sustainable 
development would be attractive options for communities in Indian country due to the common 
needs and priorities of Indigenous groups.   
 Participants described the real need for extramural funding in their tribal communities. 
Nikos Pastos, an independent scientist working closely with the Environmental Protection 
Agency and Alaska Native tribes, argued that the interpretative and scientific skills of the 
Indigenous peoples far outpaced their southern, White counterparts. Despite this, the tribal 
communities sorely lacked infrastructure and capacity to propose, carry out, analyze, evaluate 
and fiscally manage that work. 
Nikos Pastos:  And so they have to learn how to manage—the tribes—well, a lot of the 
folks in our natural resources and environmental departments are very attuned to this 
because they’re smart. They just grow up smart. But their operating instructions are to—
so they’re confused. Like, for example, whatever the federal guidelines or whatever, 
they’re not—they can only describe changes. It’s only descriptive. But we’re way far 
advanced in natural resource management here. We create a lot of the standards. 
Okay, unfortunately, we have to go through all these protocol discussions and then the 
White man from town leaves and goes and writes whatever he wants to write. I mean, I’m 
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trying to be funny here. But, I mean, we need a lot more evaluators and we need more 
money. But I don’t think it’s anybody here complaining about money. We need money to 
make things work, you know, staples. Like the capacity-building money. But there should 
be a whole ‘nother level of—I don’t know what you’d call the—there should be another 
level of integrating and comparing these things. But it’s left to people like all of us who 
are underpaid. And it’s a real flaw in the long-term planning, where we have to mishmash 
state and federal budgets. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Lina Patino, a program officer with the National Science Foundation who manages the Research 
Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) Program and the Postdoctoral Fellowships Program in 
the Directorate for Geosciences, explained that while Indigenous students and approaches to 
research are valued, there needed to be broader acknowledgement of the unique needs of 
students in Indian country which may impact their ability to be successful researchers.  
Lina Patino:  Maybe for pure numbers with the majority of students, if ten drop out, there 
are hundred more, right. If ten Native American students were a part of the programs, 
there’s a big hole. We don’t graduate more than ten a year. So that’s the issue. So the 
programs are successful if they just build the program around the student needs. And they 
don’t make the student – they don’t force the student to fit [the mainstream institution’s] 
needs. With the Native American communities in particular we’ve found out that they 
have many demands on their time. And many of them are heads of households. So 
traditional REU, we’ll invite a student to go to New York City, Washington D.C., and 
spend ten weeks there. For some students that’s not possible unless there are additional 
infrastructure and support for the student to make sure that their family members are 
taken care of and that their family obligations are also met. So it’s actually recognizing 
that these are non-traditional students, right. That we have to do other activities. Other 
infrastructure has to be there to support. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Like Nikos Pastos, she calls for support for infrastructure and capacity building in order to 
facilitate Indigenous research and expand the number of Indigenous researchers. 
 Several agencies have responded to these perspectives by crafting funding opportunities 
specifically targeted to Indigenous communities. Of particular relevance to the key informants in 
this case study, EO 13592 places special emphasis on providing excellent educational 
opportunities in the STEM-H fields. In response, agencies such as the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the National Science Foundation, and the Department of Health and Human Services 
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provide funding for research, education, and capacity building projects. This funding contributes 
to the strengthening of the STEM-H enterprise among tribal communities and at TCUs, and to 
the preparation of Native students to enter the STEM-H workforce both in and out of their 
communities. Table 7 provides sample of the range of these solicitations calling for proposals to 
advance research, practice, and education in Indian country. 
Table 7  
Selected STEM-H Funding Opportunities Targeted to Indigenous Communities and Native Peoples 
Funding Agency Funding Opportunity 
Administration for Children and Families Native American Language Preservation and Maintenance 
Indian Health Service Domestic Violence Prevention Initiative 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
NASA Minority University Research and Education Project (MUREP) 
American Indian and Alaskan Native Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) Partnership (MAIANSP) 
National Science Foundation Tribal Colleges and Universities Program (TCUP)  
U.S. Department of Agriculture Tribal Colleges Research Grants Program (TCRGP); Tribal Colleges Education 
Equity Program (TCEG) 
U.S. Department of Commerce Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF) 
U.S. Department of Education Alaska Native Education Equity 
U.S. Department of Interior Tribal Wildlife Grants Program; Aquatic Invasive Species Grants to Great 
Lakes Tribes 
Note. From Grants.gov as of February, 2016. 
In FY 2008-2012, 3,495 awards were made to Tribal Colleges and Universities across all federal 
agencies, amounting to nearly $530 million to the 34 institutions. By comparison, Virginia 
Commonwealth University earned $129 million in FY 2012 alone, or nearly one quarter of what 
34 tribal higher education institutions combined were awarded over the course of five years. 
Stories of Success 
 Participants in this study told of how they are involved in the extramural funding 
enterprise within their respective organizations, using a range of culturally congruent approaches. 
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At Salish Kootenai College, Regina (Gina) Sievert has served as Principal Investigator on a 
several grant-funded projects. 
Gina Sievert:  It just grew from – I was doing teaching professional development and 
culturally congruent education. From there I became the person who was writing grants 
for that, I became P.I. on mini grants, I was a full-blown professional developer…. And 
then I went back towards research. I was doing both, research and professional 
development. I became a permanent fixture here at the college. And now, because of 
some of the other grants that I’ve written, I’m actually running a degree program as 
well…I have a man to thank for everything about my career here at SKC. That’s Roger 
McClure who was running the Rural Systemic Initiative [RSI]…. Roger’s just one of 
these people who knows how to take the best in people and nurture it. He pretty much 
just said, “You’re going to be good at this. Why don’t you try this?” So I started writing 
grants and it sort of just blossomed.   
Jessica Venable:  It looks like – I was going through your portfolio of sponsored 
programming and research at NSF at least – and it’s been what, 15 years worth of… 
Gina Sievert:  At least. Then I’ve had NASA and NIH, lot of other people too. (Personal 
communication, 2015) 
Joan LaFrance described how supporting Indigenous approaches could be empowering in ways 
that communities have not previously known, and may not readily experience without extramural 
funding. She served as the evaluator for an NSF-supported “Mathematics and Culture in 
Micronesia: Integrating Societal Experiences (Macimise).” This collaborative project was 
uniquely formulated, and she clarified the ways in which funding agencies like the NSF embrace 
Indigenous research, education, and evaluation. 
Joan LaFrance:  The research was actually done in the evaluation. And the program is 
training Micronesians across all of the Micronesian Islands who were community teacher 
leaders and participated in a masters or doctoral program that was taught [synchronously] 
online with a summer institute that was on-site, which could be at different locations, to 
get their masters and doctorate degree in Mathematics Education... But what they were 
getting was how to go out in their communities and collect information on Indigenous 
ways of thinking about mathematics and creating units that could then be taught in their 
schools. So that the cultural way of thinking about math, or cultural references to math, 
were being brought into the school. Now, the research was basically to be around the 
viability of doing culturally based mathematics units…The evaluation design that was put 
into the proposal had a very quantitative – even to the extent of a randomly assigned 
teachers to test these units. Totally unfeasible and inappropriate for trying to do it in 
Micronesia. But they felt that they needed to have that kind of thing that was 
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approximating quasi-experiments – quasi experimental and approximating the gold 
standard, et cetera. Because that’s the only way they could get funded. Which I think was 
a misreading of NSF…And we redid the evaluation. We really did it in a way that we 
didn’t totally lose the treatment control element. But we cut it down to just case studies 
and certain sites. And have really kind of let it be embedded. We were able to show – and 
powerful qualitative stuff in these interviews… These are all Indigenous teachers. In 
Micronesia, many teachers only have an associate, or a high school diploma, or at best, 
associate degree…They know how to teach out of textbooks and that’s all. The textbooks 
aren’t related to anything island-based, let alone Indigenous-based…Like, you know, how 
to look at a weaving pattern to learn how to see patterns. It’s just bringing that into the 
classroom…And then seeing how much those kids come alive when they’re doing it. I 
mean, that is all coming out qualitatively. (Personal communication, 2014) 
Although Margaret Schildt did not serve as a Principal Investigator, she had deep knowledge of, 
and experience with, sponsored mental health programs in the Southwestern United States.  
Margaret Schildt:  I’m originally from Mescalero Apache in Southern New Mexico, 
raised in some urban areas and on reservation both. And I have my master’s degree in 
clinical social work. So my career has primarily been since graduation of 1994, has been 
mental health. So…And maybe 17 years of that or more is on actual reservation. So I’ve 
been involved in mostly SAMSHA, federally funded programs on – like most 
reservations. Either as both as therapist and as clinical director and clinical supervisor, 
utilizing of course not only the Western model but also any type of Native traditional 
model. Which could be working alongside equally with, what we call traditional 
practitioners. Some medicine – and not all medicine men – but that provided ceremony 
and Native teachings, which is something I have not experienced up here, but this is 
primarily in the southwest… And the way that was funded, of course the Western 
perspective was funded by SAMSHA or other federal grants. But the traditional side of 
treatment was funded by the tribe. They use their resource money, in other words oil, gas, 
water… whatever that is. That’s how that was paid for…We never could really get it paid 
for by federal grants. The State of Arizona did pay and does pay for traditional 
practitioners. As far as I know, they’re the only state that does that. I don’t know if New 
Mexico has come around or not. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Margaret’s experience presented a blunt scenario of federal grant makers’ tolerance for 
Indigenous approaches to mental health care. Indeed, according to her, government funding 
rarely, if ever, supported traditional methodologies and methods, but other sponsors demonstrate 
that there are models for making these types of awards. 
 These statements establish the groundwork for examining trends in U.S. federal funding 
for research, evaluation, and programming that aligns with the Indigenous paradigm. As stated 
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above and detailed in Table 8, in FY 2008-2012, 3,495 awards were made to Tribal Colleges and 
Universities across all federal agencies, amounting to nearly $530 million to the 34 institutions.  
Table 8  
Total Federal Funding to Tribal Colleges and Universities as Prime Recipients, FY 2008-2012 
Federal Funding Agency Mean N Sum 
% of Total 
Sum 
Agriculture, Department of $114,944.66 406 $46,667,530 8.80% 
Commerce, Department of $346,565.15 20 $6,931,303 1.30 
Corporation For National And Community Service $159,354.60 5 $796,773 0.20 
Defense, Department of $182,217.36 28 $5,102,086 1.00 
Education, Department of $114,318.51 2631 $300,771,987 57.00 
Election Assistance Commission $66,008.00 1 $66,008 0.00 
Energy, Department of $31,166.67 6 $187,000 0.00 
Environmental Protection Agency $115,000.00 4 $460,000 0.10 
Health And Human Services, Department of $423,294.90 170 $71,960,133 13.60 
Homeland Security, Department of $198,607.00 2 $397,214 0.10 
Housing And Urban Development, Department of $507,868.46 24 $12,188,843 2.30 
Interior, Department of the $18,395.15 13 $239,137 0.00 
Justice, Department of $228,704.00 2 $457,408 0.10 
Labor, Department of $1,601,832.36 15 $24,027,485 4.60 
National Aeronautics And Space Administration $167,563.25 8 $1,340,506 0.30 
National Endowment for the Arts $25,000.00 4 $100,000 0.00 
National Endowment for the Humanities $75,622.11 9 $680,599 0.10 
National Science Foundation $422,482.93 121 $51,120,435 9.70 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission $70,666.67 15 $1,060,000 0.20 
Small Business Administration $149,867.00 1 $149,867 0.00 
Transportation, Department of $371,111.11 9 $3,340,000 0.60 
Treasury, Department of the $18,630.00 1 $18,630 0.00 
Total to TCUs $151,090.97 3495 $528,062,944 100.00 
The U.S. Department of Education led funders in number of awards made (n=2631), 
followed distantly by the U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Health and Human Services and 
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the National Science Foundation. These organizations were also among those granting the largest 
overall sums to TCUs. Again, the U.S. Department of Education far outpaced the other funders in 
total giving, providing 57% of the total funding to TCUs. Seven agencies made fewer than five 
awards each during the years investigated. Of those, three agencies – the U.S. Department of 
Treasury, the Small Business Administration, and the Election Assistance Commission – made 
one award each, with the U.S. Department of Treasury awarding the smallest total funding to 
TCUs. Their sums represented less than 0.1% of total funding to TCUs.  
 Average award sizes were greatest from the U.S. Departments of Health and Human 
Services, Housing and Urban Development, and the National Science Foundation. The U.S. 
Department of Labor’s average grant size exceeded $1.5 million, by far the largest, but spread 
across 15 awards over five years. A similar picture is painted by the U.S. Departments of 
Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, and Commerce, which each made fewer than 
25 awards but had an average size of well over $300,000. The National Science Foundation’s 
award size was approximately $420,000, which is comparable to the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Service.  
 Total funding to individual schools during this time ranged from a high of over $68 
million to Oglala Lakota College to a low of just over $11,000 to Fond du Lac Tribal and 
Community College. Approximately one-third of schools received more than 150 awards, one-
third received between 50 and 150, and one-third received fewer than 50. For the schools in the 
top two-thirds of number of awards received, these grants came primarily from the U.S. 
Department of Education. The U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Health and Human Services 
were the major funders of TCUs who received the fewest number of grants in the timeframe. 
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Five TCUs received no federal funding in FY 2008-2012 under the granting mechanisms being 
investigated. 
 The majority of schools received a 3% to 6% share of the total funding to TCUs during 
FY 2008-2012. Two were top earners: Oglala Lakota College, which garnered the most funding, 
and United Tribes Technical College, which was the recipient of the largest single award made. 
This formula grant came from the Department of Labor to promote sustainable employment 
among workers adversely affected by foreign trade, and amounted to over $18 million (CFDA, 
2013b). Individual grants maintained a steady average of about $100,000 to $200,000 across all 
schools, independent of the number of awards made. The average award size to Oglala Lakota 
College and Navajo Technical University tended to be higher than other schools. 
 The series of legislative actions described above both mandated and facilitated the 
distribution towards educational research and activities in an effort, as they state, to  
strengthen the Nation by expanding educational opportunities and improving educational 
outcomes for all AI/AN students in order to fulfill our commitment to furthering tribal 
self-determination and to help ensure that AI/AN students have an opportunity to learn 
their Native languages and histories and receive complete and competitive educations 
that prepare them for college, careers, and productive and satisfying lives. (Executive 
Order 13592, Section 1) 
As stated, Federal funding can thus be viewed as the means by which Native nations can support 
and further self-determination. However, these grant opportunities – whether targeted to 
underrepresented populations or not – are funded by the taxpayers. Federal granting agencies 
must strike a balance between majority and minority will. Study participants perceived these 
tensions, as was often expressed in how the three groups understood the role and possibility for 
risk and change in the funding enterprise. 
 Indigenous communities and institutions of higher education have had success in 
securing a range of federally sponsored grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements to support 
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research and educational activities. However, as I have demonstrated, Indigenous approaches are 
manifestations of Native peoples’ reactions to a dual existence within and outside their own 
cultures. Proposing IRMs in proposals for extramural funding constitute further explicit actions 
towards sovereignty and autonomy in decision-making as it relates to the tribes (Boyer, 1997; 
His Horse is Thunder, 2012). As we discussed across the course of the research, many 
participants found that differing perspectives on the supremacy of Indigenous approaches within 
the scheme of acceptable frameworks proved to be a challenge when navigating the federal 
funding landscape. 
Grant Stories of Risk, Change, and Learning 
[I do not understand why] people who do not have the time to learn should organize the 
construction of the rest of the world.  
Gayatri Spivak, 1993, p. 187 
 At the 2013 meeting of the American Indigenous Research Association, Maggie Kovach 
reported on her ongoing study, which found that only one percent of all university faculty in 
Canada were Indigenous, based on 2012 data. She went on to explain that in interviews with 
Indigenous and non-Indigenous academics in Education and Social Work departments, 
Indigenous faculty viewed knowledge as embodied — Indigenous knowledge lives within people 
(Kovach, 2013). In other words, if there are few bodies in the academy, there is no knowledge to 
be built, learned, taught or disseminated. Further, this climate shows disrespect and lack of 
reciprocity for that which institutions are calling for as part of their diversity and inclusion 
efforts. 
 Grantmaking agencies of the U.S. federal government have enacted policies and 
strategies to diversify the population of grant recipients. From the funders’ point of view, this can 
be taken as one means of “embodying” the extramural funding landscape. In the STEM-H fields, 
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much of this language is couched in the need to prepare a diverse workforce that better reflects 
the character of the American population — the taxpaying public. 
 Many writers report that these efforts fell short, as can be seen in two examples of the 
National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation. The notable 2011 study by 
Ginther and colleagues shows that a Black investigator’s chances of earning an NIH grant were 
10 percentage points lower than those of a White scientist. Of the more than 40,000 unique 
funded researchers examined, only 41 self-identified as Native American — or 0.001 percent 
(Ginther et al., 2011). The researchers go on to conclude that an “inverse Matthew effect” has 
taken hold of the scientific and grant funding communities. The Matthew effect, proposed by 
Merton (1968), suggests that elite and eminent scientists are given disproportionate credit for 
their discoveries and contributions, and by extension, overshadow the work of less elite 
scientists. Ginther et al. argue that an “inverse Matthew effect,” had taken hold at the National 
Institutes of Health, whereby residual cultural biases resulted in disproportionate adverse 
consequences for minority subgroups of applicants and grantees (2011). NIH leadership 
responded to this study by emphasizing and expanding their programs of outreach and technical 
assistance to diverse groups, examining peer review practices, developing additional funding 
programs, and convening the Working Group on Diversity in the Biomedical Research 
Workforce to provide ongoing analysis and oversight.  
 Other funding agencies have established diversity policies, speaking similarly to the need 
to diversify the 21st century scientific workforce. Several years before the Ginther study, the 
National Science Foundation established the Broadening Participation Working Group “to 
develop plans to increase the participation of underrepresented groups in NSF programs and to 
broaden the pool of reviewers for NSF proposals” (NSF, 2009). Concurrent with the NIH call for 
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action, this working group responded to the 2011-2012 Committee on Equal Opportunities in 
Science and Engineering (CEOSE) report requesting that the agency propose and enact new 
initiatives to strengthen their broadening participation outcomes. Of particular interest to the 
Indigenous context, one of their recommendations included support for “Community Design 
Projects,” among which were “awards that address local or regional broadening participation 
efforts, including course and curriculum improvement, inclusion of culturally relevant 
pedagogies, faculty development, and institutional capacity building efforts” (NSF Broadening 
Participation Workgroup, 2015, p. ii). These Community Design Projects, however, were 
described as being bold, but having low impact; and were not projected to start implementation 
until FY 2016.  
 By that budget year, a new initiative entitled NSF INCLUDES (Inclusion across the 
Nation of Communities of Learners that have been Underrepresented for Diversity in 
Engineering and Science) was included in the request to Congress. INCLUDES would fund 
research and programming that targeted all science and engineering students, but particularly 
those who have been underrepresented in STEM fields, to increase their preparation, 
participation, advancement, and contributions (NSF, n.d.). This language is unique in that it 
acknowledges that “the future of science depends upon diversity of thought that will strengthen 
the scientific infrastructure” (NSF, n.d., p. 52). This a conclusion that might align with the 
findings of Kovach’s study highlighted above: that body and thought cannot be separated.  
 So where, then, are the areas of debate? Evaluation inquiry provides an illustrative 
example by which to gain perspective on these issues. Support for Indigenous approaches to 
evaluation exists to some extent in mainstream institutions and research communities in the 
United States. The evaluation community has called for cultural responsiveness in evaluation 
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practice. At the 2002 annual meeting of the American Evaluation Association (AEA), it was 
noted that The Program Evaluation Standards (2nd Edition), authored by the Joint Committee on 
the Standards for Educational Evaluation in 1994, would be slated for consideration as an agenda 
item in fall 2003 (AEA, 2004).  Members stressed that the Standards needed to be revised to 
improve its language and perspective on cultural diversity. The AEA Diversity Committee 
formed the Cultural Reading Task Force, which analyzed the Standards from January to August 
2003 (AEA, 2004). It found “scant attention to both cultural context overall and specific 
dimensions of cultural dimensions of human diversity” (Cultural Reading Task Force, 2004, p. 
2). The Cultural Reading Task Force submitted four overarching recommendations for changes 
to the Standards: increase cultural sensitivity, strengthen references to cultural competence, and 
avoid overemphasizing traditional designs and thereby diminishing cultural competence (AEA, 
2004).  In 2011, the AEA issued the Public Statement of Cultural Competence in Evaluation in 
which they advocated four core concepts as the foundation of cultural concepts. 
 Despite the raised profile of the need for cultural competence in evaluation, AEA’s 
statements were targeted primarily to professional evaluators — not the significant population of 
individuals who assume evaluation tasks as the demand arises. Shortly before the Cultural 
Reading Task Force convened, the National Science Foundation hosted a workshop, in April 
2002, to discuss culturally responsive educational evaluation vis-à-vis Indigenous communities.  
Although the Cultural Reading Task Force may have recommended landmark changes to the 
Standards for Professional Evaluators, the participants of the NSF workshop, which occurred at 
approximately the same time, revealed that evaluation inquiry as practiced in and with 
Indigenous communities often falls short of meeting cultural needs and expectations. As Craig 
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Love, who served as a session discussant, reports, there are many appropriate models to consider, 
but respect is the most important consideration. 
Modern evaluation requires sophisticated knowledge of statistics and research design. 
Developing capacity is a task that is quite varied from site to site. This suggests that the 
model of a team approach is optimal…Another participant commented that evaluation 
can be conducted in a “co-equals” model. In one study that used this model, an assembled 
team of people conducted the evaluation. One person was good at drawing up surveys, 
another getting into the schools and another at getting access to data, one of the hardest 
things to do. The combined model worked. 
However, it is important to note that effective evaluation hinges on respect. The presenter 
of the information must be respected by the recipient of the information. The concern is 
about the credibility of the presenter of the data. There is a sort of elitism in the 
community of evaluators. 
Scientists see themselves as different from science educators. This is a real problem. Is a 
Ph.D. evaluator better able to present evaluation data than an evaluator who has a 
Master’s? Better able to present than a teacher? And who gathers this information and 
writes the report? Who is going to say that these data are good? (Love, 2002, p. 58-59) 
The notion of quality as culturally bound understandings and judgments also concerns those who 
set evaluation policy, non-professional practitioners, and the public (Kirkhart, 2010). There are 
potentially negative consequences when these various stakeholders have different values related 
to the very definition of merit and worth and how they should be measured — and those 
measurement techniques are often articulated as strict cultural protocols that require a great deal 
of learning and attentiveness.  
The history of research exploitation in Indian country raises issues for evaluation. 
Evaluation is different from research in that it is responsible to a program and not to the 
Western knowledge creation that is the goal of research. However, in their allegiance to 
funders and their grounding in research methods, evaluators are just as capable of failing 
to be responsive to community norms and values as researchers. For this reason, 
evaluation in Indian country should be attentive to community ownership and 
participation. (LaFrance, 2002, p. 66) 
Indeed, an individual’s or community’s concept of quality may not correspond to traditional 
modes of inquiry (Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Kirkhart, 2005). It is assumed that, armed with 
evaluation findings, local and national decision-makers can make informed choices about the 
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future directions of sponsored programs (Weiss, 1993), but to balance competing priorities, 
evaluation practitioners may feel compelled to adopt the values, assumptions, and methods of the 
decision-maker in order that their work will affect future policy decisions (Weiss, 1993). 
 Federal grant makers advocate for practices that would usher in awards to a more diverse 
population of scientists, researchers, practitioners, and evaluators. However, participants in this 
study reported that although funders may encourage diverse knowledge systems, thought, and 
approaches, these modes were often considered risky and signaled a resistance to the (systemic) 
changes they might necessitate. 
 Lina Patino, a program officer, expressed some doubt concerning how Indigenous 
research proposals would fare under her agency’s merit review process. In early 2015, she 
oversaw the funding of an REU program bringing together a top-tier research institution and a 
tribal college, and using the expertise of tribal elders to address earth science research and 
education questions. The approach for this project was described as participatory. 
Lina Patino:  In this case, they said okay, we want to cite kind of in general water, soil, 
and plant sustainability. But we want to design the questions with the communities where 
we will be hosting the students. That’s the first time an REU proposal came with [that 
kind of] approach…But even the reviewers, the proposal received, it was a top ranked 
proposal in the panel… I think because we have that research component, it had kind of 
what you would expect in that research. But what was a little bit uncomfortable was that 
they didn’t know specifically what the question was. It’s because you need to build that 
with the community but they have a very good framework and all the key stakeholders in 
place to develop those projects for the students… 
Jessica Venable:  So I guess the key now is to advertise that to the hills and make sure 
that people know that this is actually a possibility.  
Lina Patino:  I’m pretty sure if you ask me in two years – I’m pretty sure I will tell you 
yeah, yeah, I have more now. But the key, I think many people will take a turn and say 
oh, but this is the password. This is what has been funded now. Let’s do it. But they will 
not have the infrastructure the stakeholders’ buy-in.  
Jessica Venable:  It’s very hard to do.  
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Lina Patino:  It is very hard to do… So I manage the postdoc program. And I’m not ready 
to tell you that a postdoc proposal with participatory research would be successful… 
Because that’s further along with the individuals doing their own research. And I can see. 
It will be very interesting to have it evaluated. I take that back. I’m the one that decides at 
the end, right. But if I see that it has the right framework and it may be a risk but the 
student –, or the applicant has the right partners to help implement it. It will have a hard 
time in the review process. That’s for sure. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Two aspects about Lina Patino’s observations are notable here. First, she remarked that the grant 
reviewers were uncomfortable with the emergent characteristic of the proposal’s research 
question. Burkhart (2004) indicates that there is a fundamental difference in questioning from an 
Indigenous perspective — one that may render grant proposals risky to mainstream reviewers. 
Specifically, he explains that Western thinkers often have a difficult time with the intertwining of 
question and answer in Indigenous perspectives. He writes that it “is generally thought by Native 
philosophers that questions are most often a sign of confusion and misunderstanding. The answer 
to a question often lies in the question itself rather than in some solution outside of the question. 
The problem a question addresses is typically one that is raised by the very question itself rather 
than some actual state of affairs” (Burkhart, 2004, p. 17). In proposal review, this may 
complicate assessing the merit of questions, methods, and anticipated answers unless the 
reviewers are well versed in Indigenous approaches.  
 An implication of this intertwining of question and answer is that there are some 
knowledges that cannot and may not be known. This idea was broached in a story by Gina 
Sievert, presented in the next section, and contrasts greatly with Western ideals of knowledge 
production and advancing knowledge. 
 Next and more specifically, it could be concluded from these statements that Indigenous, 
or participatory, research challenges how researchers are trained. We saw this in Lina Patino’s 
statements about funding for postdoctoral scholars. Margaret Schildt suggested that the source of 
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this tension is fear among the research community about real change, including a change in 
perception about how Indigenous peoples are viewed and treated within and by that community. 
Margaret Schildt:   That’s the concept about the universe, that we’re part of the universe 
but things change all the time. And the society has a hard time with change. What are 
they afraid of?…But they’re changing. There’s always change. So it’s kind of interesting. 
It’s almost like, again, changes in object. We deny that it’s happening because we actually 
believe that we’re in control of everything. So if we want change, we decide what the 
change is but the change is happening… 
Jessica Venable:  Yeah, it’s really Western to objectify everything, everything – time, 
change. 
Margaret Schildt:  Even minority is a thing – those people. 
Jessica Venable:  Right, so that way you can control it, reduce it, measure it, and then 
generalize.  
Margaret Schildt:  And justify why you’re going to do something for or against and you 
stay in power and control. And you’re really not in power and control. Maybe monetarily. 
But I mean psychologically, they really are in control because we start thinking that way. 
But we have to to survive. So it’s a difficult place to be for people who have their own 
culture. I mean we can survive in this culture. We have. But we still want to have our 
culture, whatever those…. Because those are the things that keep us sane. They keep us – 
keep our identity, it’s so critical. …[T]his country has offered all these things to [my 
White students]. Therefore you think this is what you’ve always been. Then you can’t 
connect with others. So it’s exploitive. It’s denial. But who am I to tell them? But I try. 
Sometimes…So how do you get that understanding? (Personal communication, 2015) 
But this raises the question of whether and how researchers can propose projects that deviate 
from mainstream approaches: if stasis serves grant makers and Merton’s elite researchers, what is 
the use of changing the system, even in light of policies and practices in place to make those 
changes (like INCLUDES)? Gina Sievert expressed doubt about grant makers’ real and broad-
based desire for change, and thus questioned the words and actions of some funding agency 
personnel towards Indigenous approaches. Grant makers are also discomforted by this tension. 
Gina Sievert:  …because I’ve had grants – I’ve had a [Math Science Partnership funded 
by the NSF]. Now this is interesting, my program officer said to me that she took a risk 
on us. And I mean, I wasn’t flippant about it, I mentioned it to [my current program 
officer and she] got incensed by that. She did not like that. “They didn’t take a risk on 
you.” Because she felt it was condescending towards us. Anyway, I think it did indeed 
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make that program officer’s portfolio look better, to have this tribal college in there. We 
were the first tribal college, and maybe I don’t know, the only tribal college to be 
awarded the lead institution on of their MSPs. (Personal communication, 2015) 
She goes on to explain that the supportive program officer later questioned her students’ use of 
Indigenous approaches. This mirrored an overall pattern of grant makers, in her experience, 
being slow to accept projects that were fully embedded in the Indigenous research paradigm. 
Jessica Venable:  One of the things that interests me is diversifying the types of 
programming that funders are looking for…[T]hey can diversify the people, but are they 
diversifying the thought patterns that they are willing to accept?  So, … do we ever see 
Indigenous research being proposed and accepted at these [funding agencies]? …  
Gina Sievert:  Jeez.  I haven’t ever seen it.  I don’t know, because even people like [my 
program officer], last year here at the conference. I was here running the poster session 
like I always do, she…took me and she said, “Look at this poster, how can this be 
research? I don’t think this is research.” She said, “Where is the research question?”  She 
was just picking it apart from the Western perspective. And of all program officers, you 
would think she would be the one that is the most open minded. I don’t think she was 
saying that she would never accept that. She just couldn’t understand it at the time. She 
was looking for an answer. It wasn’t within her thought patterns at that point. But I think 
she’s educable. (Personal communication, 2015) 
These statements reiterate Burkhart’s insistence that the change needed to accept that some 
perspectives couple question and answer is extremely difficulty for those rooted in Western 
traditions. Carol Baldwin is a Psychology professor at Salish Kootenai College. She expressed 
confidence that people — individual program officers — may be capable of changing, but she 
was less convinced that the funding agencies themselves were able to change.  
Carol Baldwin:  … I think individuals are capable of learning. And changing. But their 
agencies may be the harder. So for instance, National Institute[s] of Health, or National 
Institute of Mental Health, what is their—do they get their money from Congress? 
Jessica Venable:  Yes, from an appropriations from Congress that comes through…  
Carol Baldwin:  So basically it goes back to the guys in the middle in D.C. that are born 
to power. They’re born to that privilege. So that’s a lot of the problem right there. 
(Personal communication, 2015) 
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Carol Baldwin’s experiences, in many ways, speak truth to both Merton’s Matthew Effect and 
Ginther et al.’s Inverse Matthew Effect. Rosemary Ableson, a program officer at Health Agency-
1, described intended and unintended effects of the power and privilege enjoyed by some funding 
agencies and personnel. 
Rosemary Abelson:  Yeah. And there is an implicit model of if we build it, and it’s 
effective and we can get people to copy what is effective in multiple places, good things 
will happen for everybody. And you could also call that colonialism, right? And so these 
good intentions have not been going very far. If the innovation, the technology or the 
thing that you are doing is pretty easy to enact, it’s even harder to get people to pick up 
new things. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Having this level of power, Margaret Schildt argued, is a hallmark of institutional racism.  
Margaret Schildt:   As part of institutional racism though, it really is. It’s part of how the 
institution says this is our culture and this is what we want you [to] think. You either fit in 
it or you don’t. And if you don’t, you’re wrong anyway. I think that’s been the 
perspective throughout. So I say that’s, excuse me quote-unquote crazy-making…And 
then we have to prove that we exist… which takes you back to Indigenous research. Are 
we trying to prove that we exist by doing our own research? What are we aiming at? I 
mean that’s underlying maybe. Maybe some people don’t view it that way. But that’s an 
underlying reason for doing a lot of what I think Indigenous research is looking at…Not 
just researching people, finding out what that perspective is but are we proving that we do 
exist? We’re constantly trying to prove that we exist and that we were here. And science 
is trying to prove that no, we were not the first people here. At this point it doesn’t matter 
because we know we were here. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Powerful institutions govern who and what is considered effective. And all too often, people of 
color, and their knowledge systems, are consigned to the out-group. Margaret Schildt believed 
that combatting institutional and scientific racism has become a central feature of Indigenous 
research, and may be masking other areas in which the approach can be making contributions. 
Stories of Success 
 Risk and change, on the other hand, can be viewed in a positive light. Grant funders 
might characterize this as innovation to be disseminated and learned from. Indigenous peoples 
may call it healing. Nikos Pastos talked about this in describing tribally-centered STEM 
programming in Alaska. In order for it to be useful to the community, a broad range of 
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community members’ expertise was drawn in, in ways that otherwise may not have been valued 
in a Western context. 
Nikos Pastos:  It’s the same with creating programming for the person that delivers—so 
associations or whatever…So if we’re looking at environmental justice or traditional 
knowledge, we were writing those components into our natural resource and 
environmental grants. We were writing modular components into the grants so that 
training could go out. And then, there’s workbooks that can be made that can put the 
knowledge outreach to other people in the community…So, as a byproduct that could or 
could not be measured, there’s lower cost things that we built in and then we paid local 
artists to create—or sometimes really fine artists. And they got paid a fair wage or a fair 
compensation. And that went into—and that helps too. But there’s a lot of ways that these 
special communities that I work with interact with each other. So it’s just not the same as 
urban East Coast centers or whatever. But the point is, yes—… Yes, we are seeing some 
of these policies creating change and opportunities. But it’s not as though a lot of people 
that receive services from—and, again, I’m talking about agencies. You’re not seeing 
continuity across time. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Nikos Pastos explained that these communities are experts at innovation. Community members 
maximize limited resources to do the most good for the most people, but he did not see the same 
commitment on the part of the funding agencies to allow them to do so. This is a problem with 
the system, not with individual funding program staff.  
Rosemary Abelson explained that many staff members within the federal STEM-H funding 
agencies are attuned to the unique needs of TCUs and tribal communities, and work diligently to 
promote innovations that will facilitate appropriate research and practice there. 
Rosemary Abelson:  … But I think that there are some really innovative people in the 
Federal government in these kinds of positions who see the importance of moving – of 
improving our approach to figuring out how we can address social problems through 
research. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Across several participants, there was an understanding that the new knowledge that could be 
afforded by Indigenous approaches ought to be shared broadly. Nikos Pastos said our research 
cannot “live in a bubble”. 
Nikos:  …but basically it’s about creating positive change and lasting things that really 
help our tribal communities. And I think we believe if we help tribal learners of any age 
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that that’s going to benefit the world. I really feel good about that. (Personal 
communication, 2015) 
And program officers seemed to echo this idea of diffusion of benefit. 
Lina Patino:  Again, it’s been demonstrated time and time again, what benefits one will 
benefit the whole department, what benefits underrepresented students benefits the whole 
student body. (Personal communication, 2015) 
A different way of looking at these varied statements is to consider the impact of 
perceived risk. For federal grant makers, they may believe that supporting Indigenous 
approaches would undermine the proven standards for research, evidence, and effectiveness that 
they demand all meritorious proposals demonstrate. However, researchers, evaluators and 
practitioners using Indigenous approaches may argue that these are inappropriate standards for 
their communities. First, mainstream research modes have resulted in great harm among Native 
peoples, and so new standards — at all levels of research, education, and practice — are 
required. Second, it is improper to apply Western standards to Indigenous research, as such 
actions force a conceptual break between the projects’ goals and methodology. These politics of 
evidence, often leaning towards the majority, threaten the current and future livelihoods of 
Indigenous peoples. 
Grant Stories of the Politics of Evidence 
To speak up to the power of public policy takes a number of beyond-research strategies. It is 
not enough to have the evidence when those in power select which evidence that matters.  
Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Ngati Awa and Ngati Porou, 2013 
Prussing and Newbury (2016) argue that the surge of calls for evidence-based policies and 
programs in government funding has coincided with an uptick in interest and resources for 
research for and by Indigenous peoples. Indeed, major government-sponsored reports on 
evidence-based research and on diverse approaches to research were crafted concurrently. 
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 For example, six years after the establishment of the White House Initiative on Tribal 
Colleges and Universities, President George W. Bush signed into law the reauthorization of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, or No Child Left Behind (NCLB), which contains 111 
references to the term “scientifically-based research” (Feuer, Towne & Shavelson, 2002). NCLB 
provides the following definition: 
The term “scientifically-based research”— (A) means research that involves the 
application of rigorous, systematic, and objective procedures to obtain reliable and valid 
knowledge relevant to education activities and programs; and (B) includes research 
that— (i) employs systematic, empirical methods that draw on observation or experiment; 
(ii) involves rigorous data analyses that are adequate to test the stated hypotheses and 
justify the general conclusions drawn; (iii) relies on measurements or observational 
methods that provide reliable and valid data across evaluators and observers, across 
multiple measurements and observations, and across studies by the same or different 
investigators; (iv) is evaluated using experimental or quasi experimental designs in which 
individuals, entities, programs, or activities are assigned to different conditions and with 
appropriate controls to evaluate the effects of the condition of interest, with a preference 
for random-assignment experiments, or other designs to the extent that those designs 
contain within-condition or across condition controls; (v) ensures that experimental 
studies are presented in sufficient detail and clarity to allow for replication or, at a 
minimum, offer the opportunity to build systematically on their findings; and (vi) has 
been accepted by a peer reviewed journal or approved by a panel of independent experts 
through a comparably rigorous, objective, and scientific review. (NCLB, Section 7801 
(37), 2002)  
This definition did not apply only in K-12-related research. In that same year, the National 
Research Council (NRC) issued a report entitled Scientific Research in Education (NRC, 2002). 
Even though this document articulated guiding principles for high quality education studies, the 
report’s authors claim that these principles stretch across research in all disciplinary domains. In 
fact, the Executive Summary states “at its core, scientific inquiry is the same in all fields” (p. 1).  
The NRC guidelines for research are: 
• Pose significant questions that can be investigated empirically. 
• Link research to relevant theory. 
• Use methods that permit direct investigation of the question. 
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• Provide a coherent and explicit chain of reasoning. 
• Replicate and generalize across studies. 
• Disclose research to encourage professional scrutiny and critique (NRC, 2002, p. 3-
5). 
It is important to clarify how the report suggests that the reader understand and use these 
guidelines. The NRC argues that these guidelines (1) define a set of tools and processes by which 
inferences can be supported and refuted; (2) establish a code of good judgment and ethical 
conduct for researchers; and (3) outline what constitutes objectivity, rigor, open-mindedness, and 
honest in scientific inquiry (NRC, 2002). The authors further assert that the “scientific enterprise 
depends on a healthy community of researchers and is guided by a set of fundamental principles. 
These principles are not a set of rigid standards for conducting and evaluating individual studies, 
but rather are a set of norms enforced by the community of researchers that shape scientific 
understanding” (NRC, 2002, p. 2). Therefore, although the NRC report distinguishes the 
guidelines from standards for research, it also claims that these guidelines define normal, 
rigorous, and ethical processes of inquiry as defined, scrutinized, and enforced by the 
“community of researchers.”   
 These norms were cited 11 years later in the Common Guidelines for Education Research 
and Development, jointly issued by the U.S. Department of Education and the NSF, and used as 
the framework for defining rigorous methodological approaches and methods when conducting 
education research under those agencies. And similar ideas were reprised in 2015 in the National 
Institutes of Health NOT-OD-15-103 on Enhancing Reproducibility through Rigor and 
Transparency, suggesting that within the federal funding enterprise, there is some merit to the 
statement “at its core, scientific inquiry is the same in all fields.” This policy set forth changes to 
the NIH application and review criteria, in response to recent reports on the inability to 
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reproduce findings published in the peer-review literature. Of note, NOT-OD-15-103 requires 
grant applicants to explicitly address (1) the scientific premise upon which the research question 
is based and (2) scientific rigor. The NIH (2015) states that the scientific premise is prior 
research — in the form of observations, preliminary data, or peer reviewed literature; and 
applicants must outline the strengths and weaknesses of prior research as a demonstration of the 
significance of the proposed research. Likewise, this notice declares that scientific rigor  
is the strict application of the scientific method to ensure robust and unbiased 
experimental design, methodology, analysis, interpretation and reporting of results. This 
includes full transparency in reporting experimental details so that others may reproduce 
and extend the findings. NIH expects applicants to describe how they will achieve robust 
and unbiased results when describing the experimental design and proposed 
methods. Robust results are obtained using methods designed to avoid bias and can be 
reproduced under well-controlled and reported experimental conditions. (NIH, 2015, 
para. 8) 
Through increasingly strict guidance, we see the major federal funding policy- and grant makers 
define the process by which evidence is sorted, gathered, reported, and regenerated in the 
knowledge production enterprise. 
 This issue is well illustrated by debates within the evaluation inquiry field. Again in 2002, 
the National Science Foundation convened a meeting on evaluation in Indigenous communities. 
NSF staffers stressed their long history of examining the cultural context(s) of educational 
evaluation, and in particular the case of evaluation in Indian country (Johnson, 2002). Native 
educators and evaluators expressed the difficulty of explaining the reality of Indigenous lives 
within the constraints of standard or required research and evaluation practice.  
Speakers at the 2002 NSF meeting addressing evaluation stressed that it was critical for grant 
makers to understand the Indigenous context by recognizing (1) historical factors that create 
internalized oppression; (2) tribes’ legal sovereignty and rights to self-determination; (3) Native 
intellectual property rights; and (4) the diversity of Native cultures and perspectives. These 
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discussions, coupled with the enduring power of such concepts as scientifically based research 
and of documents like Scientific Research in Education, provides context in which to understand 
how the participants of this research extended their thoughts on risk and change in the extramural 
funding environment to notions of whether and how the standards for research and evidence 
could be interpreted. 
 Are these ideas of what constitutes normal, rigorous, ethical, transparent, and unbiased 
research so universal that they can be readily applied in Indigenous contexts? Vine Deloria 
suggested that assuming that they are is a source of conflict and loss for Indigenous peoples, and 
a source of hegemony for decision-making institutions. In 1994, he wrote that “[scientists] hold 
in great disdain all traditions except for the one in which they have grown up and received 
rewards” (cited in Marker, 2006). The current policy climate for evidence provided a rich source 
for conversation about what perceptions were concerning the current funding environment for 
Indigenous approaches. 
 As key decision-makers in the extramural funding process, the three program officers 
who participated in this study each expressed their views on what characterizes rigorous 
scientific inquiry. Rosemary Abelson took the broadest perspective, arguing against strict 
adherence to a particular worldview, or research methodology or methods, as this may lead to 
incongruences with the intended aims. 
Rosemary Abelson:  So I am most interested in what makes a difference…To me, the 
truth will out. That an either/or – I do not think saying this world view, that world view or 
this world view, none of them are getting us very far right now. But to be genuinely 
willing to ask questions and to be curious. And that has been some frustration I have had 
with some of my colleagues who are almost religious about qualitative methods, for 
example, or religious that you should always use grounded theory. I’m like, “Really?” 
And a rigidity around a certain worldview that is – I am much more interested in what the 
worldview is attempting to help you get done than in reifying the worldview. I think it is 
very dangerous to worship a methodology. I think it is important to see it as a tool to 
getting somewhere. (Personal communication, 2015) 
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Rosemary Abelson’s goals-oriented description differed from Linda Patino, who took a more 
process-oriented approach to how rigorous research is accomplished. She addressed most of the 
NRC guidelines in the following exchange: 
Jessica Venable:  When you say the student has to have a research experience, from your 
perspective how do you define that? And how do you make that clear to the PI? … 
Lina Patino:  Yes. So you have to ask a question, collect the data, and interpret the data 
based on the latest – based on what’s known, right. How do you come about that 
question? It can vary, right. As we were talking about earlier, it can be a participatory 
research type of question. It can be a question the faculty is interested in because of their 
scientific background. If a particular set of samples had been studied before, what is 
going to be new that the students are going to…? The students should be developing new 
knowledge. So let’s say studying some samples that have been collected before, that’s 
fine. But if there’s going to be studying the samples that had already been done research 
on, they had been described, and it seems to me that the students will then be learning 
about the course, not doing research on the samples, right. So it’s allowing the students to 
explore, to ask their own questions, but be something new and novel… So I have not 
finished. They should have interpreted data. It should be writing the results and the 
interpretations. They should be giving presentations at the very least that they host an 
institution. It’s better if they participate at a meeting, at a professional meeting – be it 
disciplinary based, Geological Society of America, be it an AISES meeting, be it a 
SACNAS meeting where students will go and present their research. Because to me the 
research doesn’t stop when I write my results. As a scientist, we go and present at 
professional meetings…So that’s how science is done. That’s how research is done. 
(Personal communication, 2015) 
Jill Karsten went even further. She stated that in order to convince reviewers and secure funding 
from her agency, applicants who hope to use Indigenous research approaches must pay particular 
attention to the second guideline cited in the Scientific Research in Education: “link research to 
relevant theory” (NRC, 2002). 
Jill Karsten:  Now, with traditional knowledge, again, there’s a whole body of research 
now and literature that talks about Traditional Ecological Knowledge and what the value 
is for certain kinds of studies. And, I think that if somebody wants to come in and say, “I 
don’t have training as a Western scientist, but I actually have this knowledge through my 
culture and through my background, etc.” Then you reference the scholarship that 
basically shows that that’s equally valid in terms of this kind of a project. I mean, that’s, a 
lot can be solved in these proposals by going to the, referencing the appropriate literature, 
instead of just asserting things….And, you know, you need to know who your audience 
is…And, that’s, but that’s where, what you need to know about your audience is that 
they’re, they’re thinking about NSF proposals in most cases as advancing knowledge on 
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the foundations of what is currently peer-reviewed science. So, if you can basically point 
to publications that basically say, “Here’s the value and the benefit and the impact of 
traditional knowledge in integration with Western science,” you’re speaking their 
language. Even if they’re unfamiliar with that literature, it’s like it’s a scholarly…citation. 
And I, and therefore, I may disagree with it, or I question it, but at least they’re playing 
the game the way I know how to play it. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Some key informants to this study noted discomfort with the underlying assumptions of the NRC 
report, and questioned whether the assumptions of “how research is done” precludes or 
marginalizes Indigenous research from competitive sponsored funding. They argued that the 
prescripts for research were neither fundamental to good inquiry nor universal to all domains. 
Indeed, these guidelines might conflict with Indigenous worldviews and approaches to inquiry; 
and they may compromise the federal agencies’ polices to diversify programming and the pool of 
funded investigators.  
 Prussing and Newbury (2016) present an illustrative scenario in New Zealand. They 
argue that the country’s “National Science Challenges” recognize and value the distinct cultural 
contributions of Māori knowledge. But in fact and in practice, this national initiative for 
research, funding, and commercialization marginalizes Indigenous approaches. Prussing and 
Newbuy cite Kirmayer (2002) in comparing New Zealand’s situation to diversity policies in the 
United States. They write that “despite such movements to diversify science and scientists, 
Kirmayer (2012) notes that ‘evidence’ is often narrowly construed to privilege Western-centered 
definitions, reinvigorating their cultural authority in North America” (p. 59). 
 There can be a mismatch as to what counts as acceptable evidence at the pre-award, 
proposal development stage. An invaluable mentor to me in this dissertation research, Dawn Hill 
Adams, wrote of her own difficult experiences in negotiating the politics of evidence with a grant 
maker. I use her story here with permission. She opened with the premise “Knowledge doesn’t 
have to be testable to be considered true in Indigenous worldview because the Western 
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philosophies of materialism, causation, and reductionism don’t define Reality outside of Western 
worldview” (Adams, 2015). 
When I was doing a lot of work with the National Science Foundation some years ago, 
one particular program officer kept trying to get me to develop a program that would test 
some Diné, or Navajo, medical practices because 
he was certain they would be confirmed and 
therefore validated. I wouldn’t do it, and it’s 
important to understand why. In the image to the 
right, the banner shape represents the knowledge 
available from integrating all the different ways 
of knowing and learning about something in a 
given situation. 
Only part of that field of information comes 
from Intellectual ways of knowing and learning. 
We can represent that portion by the area of overlap between the banner, on the left, and a 
circle that represents Intellectual Ways of Knowing as a whole — about other things, as 
well as this one thing in question. 
In a dialog model where preferential value is given to empirical evidence, to Intellectual 
ways of knowing, the area of overlap is now confirmed or validated. This information in 
that area of overlap is considered REAL. That’s what the NSF program officer wanted to 
see happen. And there’s nothing inherently wrong with that. 
The problem is what happens in the area of the banner that represents information from 
many different ways of learning, that does not overlap with the circle. This part is not 
upheld or confirmed by empirical data. So suddenly, as one part is judged to be Real, this 
whole other part gets judged as NOT Real – and thrown away. (Adams, 2015) 
The example of Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), mentioned by Jill Karsten, is 
illustrative of how some mainstream scientists and scientific institutions categorize real and not 
real. Nikos Pastos explained that Western thinkers have co-opted the idea and term TEK, and 
now use it as a proxy for Indigenous science, research, and education.  
Nikos Pastos:  [Traditional Ecological Knowledge] was a trend in Western education. But 
with a lot of the, you know, experts that we have in Indian country, a lot of them are 
called Elders and children, depending on what they’re interested in and what they do and 
where they are. I’ll give you an example. Colleen Swan from the native village of 
Kivalina, the Arctic in Alaska. I asked her if she would talk to me about Traditional 
Ecological Knowledge and she was—well, they sued, they sued most of the major oil 
companies over causing illegal emissions causing global warming and climate change. It 
sounds audacious, but they had a reason for doing that… So Colleen Swan, this amazing 
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woman, took on a lot of things. Because from their vantage point in the Arctic, they 
thought a long way into the future about how to deal with the catastrophic changes they 
were seeing being heavily influenced by industry. Extractive industries, coal burning, oil 
development, oil burning. Okay, she said, “No, I won’t talk to you about TEK — ever.” 
She says, “I’ll talk to you about Elders’ wisdom or traditional knowledge for the rest of 
your life.” But she basically is saying, you know, we’re talking about climate change 
research in the Arctic…Okay, the whole debate—so I remember studying TEK and the 
concept of Traditional Ecological Knowledge, which to the elders that I really respect, it 
means when non-Indigenous or Western researchers or quasi-scientific researchers come 
into their communities or somewhere in the realm of their interests and they 
misappropriate or overgeneralize their intellectual property or their actual knowledge of 
how the natural world actually works. And then they repackage it and sell it for their own 
use. And then that gets incorporated as fundamental baseline data for scientific decision-
making, which is often – at the federal level – controlled by a corporation that needs to 
tailor a scientific approach…And also you can’t expect somebody who’s a manager for 
rocket engineering, you can’t expect them to have had a lot of cultural fluency lessons 
like, either in general or in the area that they work. So that’s a problem of what you 
would call a traditional minority. (Personal communication, 2015) 
By co-opting this idea, Nikos Pastos contended that decision-makers have redefined and re-
shaped TEK to suit their own needs: there is body of peer-reviewed literature (or scientific 
premise) and an accepted process of inquiry (or rigorous experimental design) for TEK. This 
discipline thus fits within universal guidelines and standards for knowledge, research and 
scientific inquiry, and evidence; and grant makers can judge proposals against what they believe 
TEK is or ought to be. In contrast, Nikos Pastos argued that TEK has been appropriated by 
mainstream institutions to such an extent that it does not resemble Indigenous knowledge or 
Indigenous research as those who are expert recognize these approaches to be. Further, the dearth 
of peer-reviewed literature that more accurately portrays Indigenous approaches makes it 
challenging to refute the assumptions that Western scientists and funders derive about what 
constitutes authentic, meritorious Indigenous inquiry. 
Gina Sievert explained that strict adherence to these purportedly universal standards 
poses a danger to Native intellectual property rights and rights of self-determination. 
Gina Sievert:  This is a really kind of related idea to that product [that I just gave you]. 
The original PI wanted to publish a paper. And in it he wanted to put a creation story. And 
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the elders did not want him to. He wanted me to be his advocate and go with him to the 
elders and plead the case. So I went with him, I arranged the meeting and went with him.  
But I wasn’t an advocate, I was just there as a third party. As I listened to the 
conversation I realized what was going on. I was on the other side of the issue than he 
was. He wanted to put it in and I said no. I didn’t think that was appropriate. He said, 
“It’s already in print, what difference does it make?” I said, “Because they are saying 
now, no.” And you can tell, he was willing to let us tell a condensed version of the story 
without all the details, and it wouldn’t have changed the flavor of the paper at all. But that 
researcher was just adamant.  He kept fighting that fight for months and month and 
months. Until I finally just told him, “I’m not going to be a co-author. There’s no way.” 
He did give in eventually, but I was surprised that he was that…I don’t know. He just 
really felt he needed to do it. He had taught here, he knew better. I don’t know why he 
was so adamant about doing it. It didn’t make sense to me…Well even the elder in charge 
told him, “We may have given that information out before but now we feel that was too 
much. So even if it’s already in print,” he said, “I need to honor my ancestors and say 
‘no’.” Even that didn’t sway him. It took a long time to get that published, let me tell you. 
(Personal communication, 2015) 
Here, we see perspectives on science, change, and evidence all come head-to-head, in a setting in 
which the non-Indigenous scientist felt that his values superseded those who provided him with 
the evidence. This story, as well as those presented above, challenges the universality and 
primacy of research values and behaviors. Margaret Schildt questioned why, among our lauded 
guidelines for evidence, there is no requirement for inclusion, kaua e takahia te mana o te 
tangatam, and humility, kia mahaki, in research. 
Margaret Schildt:  And I know that there was a kink in a situation where this person was 
creating a case management protocol and procedures and policies. And there were several 
of us who contributed to that and so she [said], “Margaret, I’m putting your name on 
there.” I said, “No, don’t put my name on there. I don’t want my name on there. I don’t 
want to be given credit for anything. I did it but that’s okay.” She says, “No, we have to 
put everybody’s name.” But that’s a Native perspective…People always have good ideas. 
But when you don’t include people, which is what Native people feel, we’ve never been 
included, we’ve just been objects of that research – whether it’s by natives or anybody 
else anymore… We just haven’t been included. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Margaret Schildt described an embodiment of the politics of evidence. Indeed, given the long 
history of Native peoples being data, Indigenous approaches to research, programming, and 
evaluation, highlight this power of making Indigenous researchers the generators and consumers 
of data. However, in wresting control over evidence, Indigenous researchers, practitioners, and 
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evaluators come into conflict with the universal standards, as outlined by policymakers like the 
NRC, in areas of theory and literature base and disclosure and dissemination. These issues can be 
magnified if grant applicants have a difficult time justifying their proposed approach within the 
scientific guidelines while staying true to the Indigenous paradigm. 
 The politics of evidence is also an area of concern at the post-award stages when grantees 
must meet the evaluation and reporting requirements of the funder. Carol Morgan and Tina 
Woods served as members of an external evaluation team, contracted by a federal agency to 
evaluate one of their funding programs targeting Indigenous communities and educational 
institutions. Akin to statements made by Nikos Pastos, they suggested that the tribal 
communities’ required reporting imposed an undue burden on already under-resourced 
organizations. Furthermore, they could find little reason or use for these required data collection 
and reporting activities. 
Jessica Venable:  And how far back did the progress reports go?  
Tina Woods:  To the first year…So [I] coded the planning phases and then the actual 
progress reports that they submitted for the years that they had started doing the work. So 
it was just reading through each individual report, coding the information for the different 
categories…I would do that, and then somebody else would code it, and then a third 
person would compare our coding to make any decisions that were unanswered. And then 
once that was done all of that information was going to be input into the [program] 
database that we had created. Which, unfortunately, far along into the process that 
deliverable what was eliminated and they decided that was just something that they 
weren’t going to require anymore.  
Jessica Venable:  Do you have any idea why?…  
Tina Woods:  Funding issues.  
Jessica Venable:  Oh. Okay. In your opinion, would the database have been useful or was 
the – 
Tina Woods:  It seemed similar to what they had already been using to store the 
information … [So] it was going to be an updated version of that and I think they finally 
came to realize we were just kind of duplicating what had already been existing, just a 
more modern version. (Personal communication, 2015) 
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Carol Morgan and Tina Woods also discussed the challenges in mounting robust evaluation 
inquiry when there seemed to be a mismatch between what the funder and the grantees 
considered adequate and worthwhile data collection. 
Jessica Venable:  And what sort of trends did you find?  
Tina Woods:  That most of the information was repetitive. Most of the [tribal 
organizations] were submitting exact duplicate reports of the reports they submitted the 
previous year was sometimes just an additional sentence or paragraph tacked onto what 
they had already been submitted.  
Jessica Venable:  And what do you think the implications of that were?  
Tina Woods:  I don’t think there were any. But it was definitely frustrating because we 
were looking for trends and when there just were…[They] are submitting the same 
information over and over. I think it was frustrating for a lot of people.  
Jessica Venable:  Do you think the reports were reflective of the activity that was taking 
place on the ground?  
Tina Woods:  Um, not necessarily. I think in that instance it might have just been, you 
know, some of them were really short staffed and maybe didn’t have the capacity to 
collect the information that they were required to submit. 
Carol Morgan:  …It sounds to me like they were struggling with capacity issues or it was 
not as high a priority for the schools that were chosen to receive the funding, and 
therefore their reporting was not what it should have been. It was not nearly as robust…. I 
was like, okay, that doesn’t speak very well of the [tribal organizations] or the people 
who were administering the [sponsor’s] funding in that area. It could also be that the 
[funder’s] reporting requirements were either too harsh, and they were asking too much, 
and they were aware of the capacity of the [tribal organizations]. And that makes me 
think that [the funder] didn’t work with the [tribal organizations] as part of this process to 
identify what was the best way to get the information that they needed. As in: What do 
you, the [tribal organizations], think would be good things to collect? And what is the 
way we are reporting that would work for you? Which is sort of a good value to our 
perspective. But that piece does not appear to have been done. It makes me think about 
they weren’t collecting the right information. If they had been, they could have done this 
more sophisticated analysis. So I’ve heard about the quantitative analysis. I always 
assumed at the minimum it would be causality or cross tabs.  But clearly, it wasn’t either 
of those things. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Carol Morgan, Tina Woods, and Nikos Pastos’ statements suggest that we cannot limit ourselves 
to the framework offered by NCLB, the NRC report, or NOT-OD-15-103 when judging the merit 
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of diverse approaches to inquiry. Otherwise we will all simply be stuck, and very little progress 
will be made. Rather, there are epistemological and methodological considerations that supersede 
these guidelines. The example of the Indigenous research paradigm casts doubt upon the notion 
that “at its core, scientific inquiry is the same in all fields,” and thus evidence looks and is treated 
similarly across all cultural contexts. Rosemary Abelson, to some degree, echoed this 
perspective. 
Rosemary Abelson:  So that has been really important to me that we do not continue to 
have all these requirements of sending us data and communities not getting data back and 
it never being useful and it just being something you check off and get over with as fast 
as possible because it is a grant requirement. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Some applicants and grantees who wish to use Indigenous approaches recognize that they 
must assimilate their otherwise culturally distinct inquiries into mainstream standards in order to 
be successful in extramural funding. This scenario raises a number of concerns. First, as 
described in the previous section, major funding agencies have established working groups, 
policies, and practices to diversify their (1) funding programs; (2) peer review systems; (3) 
population of funded researchers, students, institutions, and communities; and ultimately (4) the 
21st century workforce. The INCLUDES initiative went so far as to acknowledge that there also 
needed to be efforts to support diversity of thought, not just of groups and programs. However, 
despite calls for diversity, the participants pointed to the persistent notion that there is a universal 
process or set of behaviors that distinguish good research, and these processes and behaviors cut 
across all research approaches. This may dampen the cultural uniqueness of epistemologically 
diverse inquiry and redirect the purpose of such approaches.  
 Second, Nikos Pastos suggested that decision-makers, like grant funders, know little of 
Indigenous knowledges and approaches, and of what they do know, they have contorted for their 
own ends. This may include misrepresenting Indigenous approaches, and/or reinterpreting them 
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so that they align with universal research processes and behaviors. Third, in not recognizing their 
own lack of cultural fluency, those in power penalize authentic traditional scientific, research, 
evaluation, and education approaches for not adhering to “universal” guidelines, and/or penalize 
those who have little desire or capacity to meet these standards that may not be appropriate.  
Participants noted the conceptual and practical challenges that arise in reconciling constructs of 
the Indigenous and Western approaches. These challenges can exert a negative impact upon tribal 
communities leaving them, again, voiceless in the extramural funding environment. The program 
evaluation developed by Carol Morgan and Tina Woods’ team used an Indigenous framework. 
However, they encountered significant barriers in trying to have the report approved by the 
funder, which hindered their relationships with the tribal communities being evaluated. 
Carol Morgan: And we had, based on that time frame we had certain things we had to 
accomplish. And one was to turn in the report. But the other thing we had to do was we 
had to pull together the advisory committee again to report out to them and share the final 
report and do a final presentation to [the funder]. Because we ran out of money and time 
they canceled all of those tasks. They basically backed away from the real final report…  
The other thing we did is we handed in a report that said, “You have a month, or you have 
two months or whatever it was, to review. At the end of that time we will do revisions and 
then we will turn it into you so you will have a final product by this date, which is the end 
of our contract.” We never heard from them. So I followed up [with our] contract officer. 
And he said he hadn’t heard anything. And I said, “Does this mean it is essentially 
accepted as is?” And he said, “Yes, it is.” Literally the day of, or the day after, he wrote 
back to say, “I just found out today that there were five other levels of internal review that 
has to happen… that I have never been aware of until today…” 
And I have to say we also didn’t do our due diligence because we also wanted to try to 
share it with all of the [tribal organizations]…and because it was never approved by [the 
grant maker], we haven’t been able to do that. And we also haven’t been able to follow up 
to tell them that because we have nothing to say. And to me as an evaluator… knowing 
that all of the work that we do is grounded in the Indigenous Research Framework -- 
which is based on participatory research and respect for communities and understanding 
and integration of history and all of the circumstances that make Indian communities 
unique -- we haven’t done that. Because part of that is the giving back. The last phase of 
that five-step process is about giving back and we didn’t do that. Because not only we 
didn’t have the time, we didn’t have the money, we didn’t have the authority. We had 
nothing to tell them. So I feel like we have left these [organizations] in the lurch. And if 
theoretically we were ever to go back to any of these [organizations] to try to work with 
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them in any other contract …why would they want to work with us? Because our name – 
I feel like we have lost credibility because of this… 
I feel like [the funder] kind of sputtered out. That their will and anyone, to be an advocate 
within [the funding agency] for this really important study, just…they lost it. (Personal 
communication, 2015)   
Although both Carol Morgan and Tina Woods believed that much of the delay can be attributed 
to bureaucratic processes, they were also disappointed that there was not a stronger advocate for 
completing their work and disseminating the findings considering the funding agency’s stated 
commitment to supporting Indigenous approaches in STEM-H inquiry. 
 The need for flexibility was echoed by the other participants in the study, in particular Jill 
Karsten. She was cognizant of the precarious position these grant seekers and grantees are in 
when trying to justify Indigenous approaches. 
Jill Karsten:  But, you know, a lot of my, a lot of the way I operate, …is that you have to 
have those over the horizon goals, and then there are a lot of pathways to getting there, 
right? And, so that, defining what those goals are, the long-term goals, and then getting 
consensus among the people that you’re trying to work with on what that goal is, even if 
they’re slightly offset from each other, but they’re basically close. But, then being 
flexible enough to allow individual creativity, individual passions to kind of make your 
meandering path towards that goal, that’s fine. But, as long as you’re still working in that 
general direction…But, there is this catch-22, though. Because, you know, the majority of 
people still making decisions, whether it’s the reviewers, the panelists or the POs, are of 
the Western science mindset. And, so you don’t want to lose your identity, but you do 
need to kind of learn how to play the other game to the point where you are respected and 
qualified to then open the door to you being a part of the process, so that you can then 
slowly start changing the culture. Because, if you’re not in, you’re out, and it’s an 
insulated system, right?… I mean, in some ways it’s you have to recognize your 
audience. I mean, that you bring more to the table than they have, and therefore, you have 
to first make them comfortable. And, then school them a little bit. And, the problem is 
that, you know, oftentimes people think they need schooling and I’m going to school 
them first. (Personal communication, 2015) 
In this way, the standard bearers for evidence, merit, and value can be interpreted as the 
mainstream researchers and grant makers. But this is not simply an issue of rejecting Indigenous 
research, evaluation, and practice approaches because they do not adhere to guidelines while at 
the same time understanding that they need to be educated on these methodologies. By rejecting 
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these types of activity, mainstream STEM-H funders, largely academicians, are in a position to 
claim and shape what Indigenous inquiry is and is not. Margaret Schildt said, “Because at this 
point in time, people involved [in Indigenous research] are academia, it’s still that way. So it still 
feels like they’re dictating what Indigenous research is” (Personal communication, 2015). 
Stories of Success 
 These challenges within the realm of the politics of evidence are not without solutions, as 
the participants reported. In fact, they told of success in being able to relate, justify, and gather 
evidence in support of projects informed by the Indigenous paradigm. A common characteristic 
of these projects was that the grantees advocated or adopted a hybrid approach, one that closely 
approximates the notion of aroha ki te tangata, have respect for people; acknowledge difference 
and the need for productive engagement. Gina Sievert agreed with Jill Karsten’s statements 
above, but with reservation. 
Jessica Venable:  What does funded Indigenous research look like and how do we get 
there?  
Gina Sievert:  Yeah you got me on that one… I guess, my advice – and I hate to say this 
but I know I do it – if I was going to write to NSF, for example, any research design 
would be couched in both frameworks. Because I know I would need to do that to have 
credibility to some extent at NSF (Personal communication, 2015). 
Jill Karsten described a recently funded project that proposed a design just as Gina Sievert 
advocated: it was couched in both a Western and an Indigenous framework. 
Jill Karsten:  One was in Western Washington with the—our funding actually went to 
Western Carolina University, but they were working with the Department of Interior, 
which was removing the dam on the Elwha River in the Olympic Peninsula in 
Washington State. And, this was a long time thing coming, so you get a lot of advance 
warning. And, when the dam was put in originally, I think in the ‘50s or ‘60s, it basically, 
really devastated the whole Lower Klallam tribes, kind of culturally significant 
everything. It ruined the shellfisheries, it ruined the salmon fisheries, it flooded their birth 
site, you know, holy sites. So, what was happening is that the youth were like losing 
connection with their culture and their history. And, so the PI… approached the elders in 
the tribe and basically said, you know, “When they take this dam down, the Department 
of Interior does not have the resources to do the river monitoring to see how it gets 
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restored in terms of all of its parameters. So, maybe we could teach your students, your 
kids, some of the Western science to help with the post-dam removal monitoring. And, 
you, the elders, can come in and teach them about their culture as part of why the river’s 
significant, what it used to be, etc.” (Personal communication, 2015) 
But Carol Baldwin argued that although a hybrid approach may help guarantee funding, any 
project proposal must, first and foremost, address the needs of Indigenous communities.  
Carol Baldwin:  …if we’re going to do something like that, it needs to work for Indian 
country. And so we pretty quickly came to kind of a half and half degree. It has got to 
have half, sort of, White Western ways of knowing, because they need to be able to 
function in graduate school and know those languages. But it needs to work for those 
people who live and work in Indian country. So that’s a big priority of it. (Personal 
communication, 2015) 
Margaret Schildt described the benefits of a SAMSHA-funded project that blended traditional 
and Western approaches to mental health counseling. 
Margaret Schildt:   Because we’re looking at of course through SAMSHA and other 
Federal funding, it’s evidence-based. So what we’re, we’re looking at — and they’re still 
looking at — Is practice-based. What works for this group of people or that individual? 
And we’ve had people say I don’t want anything to do with you as a therapist but I’m 
going to work with the traditional practitioner. Because not only do I believe that but it’s 
worked for me and that’s practice-based. That’s kind of how we were looking at that. 
Jessica Venable:  And so what were some of the strengths and weaknesses of the 
particular programming when balancing the Western and traditional models and 
practices? 
Margaret Schildt:  I can’t think of anything negative because I think that people respected 
each other’s belief system. (Personal communication, 2015) 
She went on to say this is more than a hybrid approach. Indeed, health requires a full-circle 
perspective: “…so you have to know what is your world view, what is your perspective as a 
Native person? You have to know that. So then how are you connected to all of these things – 
including the western perspective?” (Personal communication, 2015). 
 These successes presuppose that the grant applicant and project personnel are deemed 
qualified to carry out a hybrid, or full circle, project; or kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata, trust 
and respect people. This idea connects with an important, related theme. Grantees, grant makers, 
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and evaluators within this space of Indigenous approaches acknowledged that mainstream 
assumptions and discourse dictate which knowledges, processes, and evidences have value in the 
sponsored research domain. This structure is reinforced by those who are placed in trusted 
positions as experts, who serve the role as arbiters of knowledges, processes, and evidences. 
However, this system is taxed when those who have limited understanding of diverse contexts 
and approaches are also placed in decision-making roles to arbitrate the value of Indigenous 
research, programming, and evaluation. The following section discusses the participants’ views 
on how Indigenous expertise is perceived in the community and by grant makers, and how these 
perceptions shape applications and awards for grant funding. 
Grant Stories of Expertise and Trust 
People who have paid the highest price for injustice carry the most intimate knowledge about 
how to design research on that injustice….We believe that expertise is widely distributed even if 
legitimacy is not.  
Michelle Fine, 2013 
 Indigenous peoples often see expertise in people and places that non-Indigenous peoples 
do not (Crazy Bull, 1997; Pastos, Personal communication), as stated earlier. In a 2014 keynote 
address, however, Joseph Gone demonstrated that this is not a widely accepted premise. Gone 
explored the tension between Indigenous and Western conceptions of expertise in his speech. 
So, I want to know who is an Indigenous knower. And to answer that question, well, I 
think we need to know several things. I think we need to first of all characterize in clear 
terms the attributes or qualifications of community members who we think carry and 
express these Indigenous epistemologies. Is it everybody? Every person in our 
community, whether they know culture or not? Whether they talk their language or not? 
Whether they’re old or not? Whether they’ve been through 20 years of school or two 
years of school, they all know Indigenous epistemologies? Or is it like in philosophy in 
the West? It’s a very select small number of people who make it their business. In fact, 
they often are odd people who make it their business to, like, search through these things 
and come up with answers. And its arcane, and esoteric, and hidden, and maybe off 
limits. So, we need to characterize what those attributes or qualifications are, who we 
think actually carries it…I think we also need to detail how an academic can him- or 
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herself come to learn all about these Indigenous epistemologies, and how they’re 
expressed. Do you have to have some kind of cultural positioning as your- as an 
academic, to be able to do that well? Do you need to be in a particular relational context 
with people to get at that? Does it not matter that you’ve been through 20 years of 
“Western” higher education through graduate school and into your doctoral work? (Gone, 
2014b) 
 Gone posed serious questions that relate to the federal grant making space as well. 
Accompanying notions of what counts as evidence are concepts of who is qualified to give and 
judge evidence. Participants in this study returned continually to the theme of expertise, as they 
expressed strong opinions about who holds expertise in Indian country and who is qualified to 
make those determinations. They also held a range of perspectives on how varied understandings 
of expertise can, and do, have an impact upon funding decisions about projects using Indigenous 
approaches. 
 A critical component to making funding decisions is evaluating the feasibility of the 
proposed project. Most often, this is achieved by two important, and interconnected, 
mechanisms. First, experts in the field or domain of work being proposed serve as peer 
reviewers. In a statement that still holds true today, the U.S. General Accounting Office wrote in 
1999, 
There is no written definition of peer review that applies across the federal government. 
Officials at the Office of Science and Technology Policy described peer review as a 
merit-based process or independent merit assessment, generally used in decisions about 
which research projects to fund. Individual agencies define peer review somewhat 
differently; however, all of the agencies’ definitions or descriptions of peer review 
contained the fundamental concept of a review of technical or scientific merit by 
individuals with sufficient technical competence and no unresolved conflict of interest. 
Peers generally are considered to be scientists or engineers who have qualifications and 
expertise equivalent to those of the researcher whose work they review. In addition, peers 
must be capable of making an independent judgment of the merits and relevance of the 
research. (p. 4) 
Despite not having federal-wide standards, across grant makers, peer reviewers are, generally, 
deemed qualified to judge proposals based on a set of credentials defined by the funding agency 
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and by the discipline. Their scientific skill and standing in the community are often considered a 
plus. For example, the National Institute of Food and Agriculture within the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture states that the integrity of their funding programs depends upon the qualifications, 
stature, and scientific skill and expertise of their grant reviewers (USDA, 2015). 
 Second, those peer reviewers judge the feasibility of the proposal, in part, based on the 
expertise of the key personnel named to carry out the work. Key personnel ought to be qualified 
to manage and conduct the project based on a particular set of credentials defined by the funding 
agency, by the discipline, and the applicant. For example, the National Institutes of Health 
Investigator(s) review criterion asks  
Are the PD/PIs, collaborators, and other researchers well suited to the project? If Early 
Stage Investigators or New Investigators, or in the early stages of independent careers, do 
they have appropriate experience and training? If established, have they demonstrated an 
ongoing record of accomplishments that have advanced their field(s)? If the project is 
collaborative or multi-PD/PI, do the investigators have complementary and integrated 
expertise; are their leadership approach, governance and organizational structure 
appropriate for the project? (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services [DHHS], 
2015, p. I-152-153)  
Applicants justify the strength of their expertise, in part, by including a strong biographical 
sketch. The current requirements for the NIH biosketch include an educational history, personal 
statement, listing of positions and honors, description of the individual’s five most significant 
contributions to science, and a listing of relevant sponsored research (DHHS, 2015). Potential 
and funded grantees must demonstrate expertise in these behaviors and processes as part of their 
justification for funding.  
 In providing clear definitions and guidelines for what is accepted as high quality research, 
policymaking bodies, including the National Research Council and advisory councils to the 
federal funding agencies, also give guidance to grant makers about who is defined as quality 
researchers: those who have successfully undertaken a set of behaviors gain funding and stature, 
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and are then poised to judge others who wish to enter into a similar process. In Lina Patino’s 
declaration of “that’s how research is done,” she also outlined how one might be considered 
capable of doing such research.  
 Participants in this study expressed concerns in two significant areas. First, there is a 
dearth of individuals who have both demonstrated expertise in Indigenous approaches to 
research, education, and evaluation and the required stature to influence federal funding 
decisions. Second, those people recognized by tribal communities as experts are rarely seen as 
such by federal grant makers because they have not participated in accepted behaviors and 
credentialing. 
 All of this is not to suggest that Indigenous approaches eschew Western credentials 
wholesale. Indigenous approaches, grounded in Indigenous worldviews, maximize community 
capacity by privileging traditional, place-based knowledge — and thus, knowledge holders. 
Western skills and expertise are not rejected wholesale, however. Indigenous researchers and 
evaluators need to feel whole in their knowledge, and this means proficient in both traditional 
and mainstream knowledge systems, and having that proficiency recognized and acknowledged 
as real expertise. 
 Joan LaFrance advocated that in order to build evaluation capacity in Indian country, 
Indigenous evaluators ought to also have a solid grounding in mainstream approaches. 
Joan LaFrance:  Well, we’re hope – from our perspective, we have Dawn Frank who’s at 
Oglala [Lakota College]. She’s already got a course in Indigenous evaluation. We’re 
hoping to develop more of coursework at the tribal college level. Unfortunately, 
evaluation does require, at a minimum, I think, a four-year degree program. But we are 
getting some schools now in a master’s level at least in science or in education. So that 
we can build a capacity in Indian country of evaluators who appreciate the Indigenous 
way of looking at it, and still have the Western skills, and are able to be healthy in 
knowing how to use both. (Personal communication. 2014) 
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Jill Karsten’s statements, on the other hand, addressed the scope of preparation for the majority 
of researchers and scientists. Most program officers within her agency, and the academics and 
scientists who compose their review panels, have very little understanding of Indigenous 
approaches. Indeed, she spoke of how considering diverse approaches and cultural variables goes 
against some scientists’ “natural instinct.” This was especially true for evaluation inquiry, with 
which many program officers have little experience.  
Jill Karsten:  You know, evaluation is one of those black boxes for most people in the 
building. Everything I know about it is because I’ve been forced to learn about it, because 
I handle education projects…There are so many options when it comes to evaluation 
strategies that most people hardly get past the concept of a logic model, let alone some 
kind of nuanced thing like multicultural, Indigenous perspectives and things like that. It’s 
like, oh, my God, you know, it’s like my head’s going to explode, right? Because, you 
know, they can’t even distinguish an output from an outcome. And, so, but it’s a shame, 
because it’s, it makes things more complicated, of course. And, I think it kind of goes 
against most people’s natural instinct as a scientist. You want to minimize the variables to 
be able to get the signal. And, so I think that when you start bringing in all these 
parameters that relate to culture and identity and, you know, etc., it’s sort of like how 
could I ever get, determine any concrete determination out of anything if you start doing 
that? Going with a more homogenous frame of reference is, in some ways, simpler. But, I 
think the reality is that most program officers don’t even think about it…You know, 
thinking about what you’re actually studying, this idea of perceptions of the grantor 
versus the grantee, I think that NSF has very clear priorities when it comes to broadening 
participation. And, they certainly have mechanisms for doing things, but I’m not sure that 
they have done entirely what they need to do in terms of preparing their own staff to be 
agents of change. Because… the POs talk to the PIs and they can, they can encourage 
certain kinds of behavior. And, we’ve actually had a little bit of a discussion, at least not 
with the entire directorate, but with the folks in the division who do education… And, 
that conversation doesn’t get very far, because everybody wants to have the flexibility to 
do their own thing. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Gina Sievert served on a grant review panel and understood the difficulty of being expert, and of 
being, simultaneously, not recognized for her expertise. And as the sole person with knowledge 
and experience in Indigenous issues, she described how challenging it was to sway her 
colleagues, as well as how dangerous it may be if they had made an ill-informed decision. 
Gina Sievert:  Well I was on a panel one time, I’m trying to remember… But I recall in 
particular one proposal that I read from the Southwest – from a university in the 
Southwest. And they were proposing a model of STEM? — I think it was STEM, it might 
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have been STEM teacher development. I remember reading it because I had lived down 
there, I’m thinking this is never going to work. This is never going to work and here are 
the reasons why. It was largely contextual ideas that people wouldn’t have known if they 
hadn’t lived there. And yet, I’m the only person on that whole panel that knew that. And I 
had to be really vocal about that. You know, if you’re going to fund this, these are the 
things that have to change. I remember thinking — we just had this conversation this 
morning, too — about how they put together panels and whether they have the right 
people sitting there so that they have a diverse set of opinions. Because I’ve been on 
panels [that were terrible]. Because there just wasn’t enough diversity…I felt like I had to 
be very emphatic. I didn’t feel like at first anybody was giving me any credence.  So I 
had to say it more than once. You know, while we like this proposal, here are the 
problems and we need to fix this, yes they should be funded if they fix this. And I had to 
keep saying it because it was like, “Hey, you know, who cares?” I think it was that 
coming from where most of the people were coming, they didn’t understand, living in the 
desert with limited facilities, the kinds of things it would take to get those people to come 
to college and stay at college. (Personal communication, 2015) 
Both Jill Karsten’s and Gina Sievert’s interviews described scenarios where proposals and 
funded projects are assessed by otherwise experts with little awareness of the issues of diverse 
communities, little training in diverse approaches, and, perhaps, little concern for the critical 
consequences. 
 Margaret Schildt argued that the contentious issue of expertise does not just apply to the 
Principal Investigators of grant-funded projects grounded in Indigenous approaches. Rather, 
there is an entire network people and resources needed to make these extramurally funded 
projects successful in Indian country. However, convincing grant makers of the community’s 
capacity to fill needed roles is difficult. 
Margaret Schildt:  A lot of what we’re looking at is the natural resources, for instance the 
community itself. It may not be at that level where there’s an actual another clinician or 
another doc in the community. So we have to almost invent that. And then how do you 
invent that? What is it we do when we’re struggling with something or we have a 
problem? Who do we go to? You try to implement that into your program but whether the 
feds look at it that way or not is another issue. And that’s what I wish they would look at. 
What is available to that community and if that’s what they do, why not allow that? Why 
is that an issue for you? Not everybody lives in a big city perhaps. And even in some 
communities we know that all resources are not available. 
Jessica Venable:  Right. Well, they’ve never seen it before so it can’t possibly work. 
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Margaret Schildt:  Yes, there you go. That’s the problem…How do you listen for that if 
you don’t, like your colleague, I just can’t stand that hesitation? So then how do you 
listen for it if you can’t understand how we speak about it? 
Jessica Venable:  So in describing assets and resources that we can convince grant makers 
that these are equivalent to matching funds or as good as matching funds, I wonder how 
we do that? 
Margaret Schildt:  I was trying to figure that out. But if I have an aunt who has a vehicle, 
a car or a truck, she provides transportation from hospital to home, why shouldn’t she be 
paid to do that? …So what if there’s a midwife in that community? Why shouldn’t she be 
paid to do that? Does she have to be certified, licensed – see, that’s the other thing. 
Certifications and licensure, all of that is not available. But this is who we use in our 
community because there are liabilities. So what are the liabilities of not having that 
available for the community? Those are the questions and those are the discussions that 
need to happen. 
Jessica Venable:  As well as the question of expertise – 
Margaret Schildt:  Expertise, who’s the expert?  
Jessica Venable:  Who’s the expert and who gets to judge expertise? 
Margaret Schildt:  Yes. I may be seen as a therapist but the traditional practitioner with no 
credentials is considered the expert, not me. I have to go to him and ask him how do I 
approach this… (Personal communication, 2015) 
Margaret Schildt went on to explain that for many Indigenous peoples, there is an attendant, 
personal cost to gaining the expertise that federal grant makers require. And further, tribal 
communities may experience difficulty in explaining and justifying their resident expertise 
within the bounds and strictures allowed by federal grant makers.   
Margaret Schildt: I know that people are raised away from their community and 
we’re told to go to school. And then we come back different and everybody’s upset. So 
even for myself, always been questioned, “Well, do you think White?” I said, “If you 
only knew the struggle I had in graduate school about…” – Okay, how would this work 
for the people? Because these are what my teachings are. These are what my values are. 
How would I use that? Would I create something different and whether people know it or 
not in funding? We do it different. I mean we document all the evidence-based things 
they need to know and we do that but sometimes there’s an added traditional or native 
thing that’s going on in the therapeutic session. But how do we document that – that is 
working? So that’s where I think research would come in. Because people are already 
doing that. What if the belief in that community is Margaret Schildt, you’re my therapist, 
therefore when I have my ceremony you have to be there? Traditionally you have to be 
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there. How would I explain that to a funding source? I probably wouldn’t. I would take 
that and say I know traditionally I have to be there because everybody who’s helping that 
person has to surround that person during that ceremony. Because we are blessed also to 
help this person and other people. So we’re looked at not as a clinician and a teacher and 
a doctor, but the people who are helping this person. And every expertise helps in a 
different way. It makes that person that complete, helps with that complete healing and 
again that harmony. How do you explain that? How do you put that on paper? I don’t 
know. (Personal communication, 2015) 
This is not an exaggerated scenario. Amanda Means explained that many Indigenous peoples do 
not leave their communities to pursue advanced educations: perhaps due, in part, to lack of 
desire, knowledge of options, or ability. This does not mean that they languish without building 
valuable skillets; nor does it mean that people who do leave do not have a desire to return. 
Ultimately, personal expertise is placed within the context of how you can, and do, improve your 
own community. 
Amanda Means:  Honestly, that’s my end goal. My end goal I want to set up—I want to 
have, like, homes for juveniles. Kind of like they do – halfway houses and prisoners and 
have them go back into society and teach them these skills. Things like that. But I want to 
do that with the youth. And, you know, because it just seems that they’re just ignored and 
they just go back and forth and then eventually they end up in prison. And so I’m 
thinking if we can teach them at a younger age these skills—and most of them can’t go 
home. So it would be a safe place for them, to teach them those coping skills and these 
skills to—and try to show them that they’re more, that they could do more. And in doing 
that, I want to incorporate the traditional teachings, take them back to their roots. And be 
like, “This is your purpose.” All this other stuff can be pushed aside when you know your 
purpose. And that’s one of my main goals and that’s kind of what I caught at the 
conference is like, oh, there is such thing as that. I can. (Personal communication, 2015) 
At the same time, Gina Sievert believed that there is a fear of opening up definitions of expertise, 
because that would require a diffusion of power. She presented a recent case in which decision-
making control over resources was transferred to the local tribe. 
Gina Sievert:  Let’s think about this. If we’re building capacity, if we’re broadening 
participation, what will be the eventual outcome? How will that change the dynamics?…  
Yeah, what’s going to happen? I don’t know…We’re a pluralistic society, and yet the 
power is not evenly distributed, right?  So you would hope that eventually that is the way 
it is going to be, right?  Everybody is somebody, everybody has got the same 
opportunities and the voice and those kinds of pie in the sky, I hope it happens in my 
lifetime ideas. Or at least in my daughter’s lifetime… Here – another aside – it’s an 
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interesting thing that just happened that tribes just took over the [Kerr] dam…And it’s 
gone some people running scared. White people. Because they’re afraid all their power 
bills are going to go up, the tribes are going to hold off on our electricity, they don’t like 
us. It’s just, you go, “Really? Is this 2015 we are living in?” Because people are so 
paranoid, holding onto their guns or whatever. Here is a very interesting new dynamic 
just hatching. And the tribes are going to become an even bigger player on their own 
reservation, go figure. It’s got some people really scared, so, it should be interesting to 
see how it changes the population here. (Personal communication, 2015) 
The views documented above suggest that decision-makers, probably including grant reviewers, 
may not often consider cultural contexts, and therefore are not prepared to assess Indigenous 
inquiry and other activity. If they do make these considerations, diverse epistemological 
approaches may be viewed as a complication to rigorous research, good science, and sound grant 
making policy. Several participants proposed that grant makers hold a limited view of who is 
qualified to hold, direct, and participate in federal grant projects, and who is qualified to make 
those decisions. These ideas conflict with the human and material capacity, or lack thereof, of 
many tribal communities. Added to this, many TCUs and tribal communities have severely 
limited resources, making federal funding critical to their survival.  
 One serious effect of this gap is whether and how trust is built between grantees, other 
investigators, and funders, or kaua e takahia te mana o te tangata, trust and respect people. On 
the matter of trust, Carol Baldwin critiques the assumption that mainstream or dominant 
communities of research could be trusted to judge Indigenous approaches. Indeed, Jill Karsten 
suggested that this type of inquiry may be too foreign and complex for most scientists associated 
with her agency. Carol Baldwin, instead, drew our attention to the fundamental premise of peer 
review — that we are judged by our peers. There is reason to be doubtful of the conclusions of 
people who are not versed in Indigenous worldviews and approaches, and simultaneously claim 
to be unbiased. 
Carol Baldwin:  Like what the women from the Māori last year said, “My peer review 
committee is my elders. You know, I don’t want somebody from twenty thousand miles 
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away. Why would they have any knowledge of my research?” But that’s what the 
Western tradition says. Oh you send it out to the peers, and they don’t have any bias and 
so they can look at it. I don’t think anybody has no bias anyway, but that’s my opinion. 
(Personal communication, 2015) 
Margaret Schildt expressed this plainly, and claimed that Indigenous research approaches hold a 
unique place and responsibility in recapturing that trust. 
Margaret Schildt:  Very critical – we already know that we’ve been through genocide. I 
mean we’re not stupid. So why should we trust anybody? Why should we trust the 
government? What do they really want with us this time? So that’s where Indigenous 
research has to be different. What is the intent? And be honest about it. (Personal 
communication, 2015) 
The participants in this study expressed a range of views on how perceptions of expertise 
influence the success of grant support for projects grounded in the Indigenous paradigm. 
Although there is no universal definition or process for how grant applications are reviewed, 
common practice is to employ teams of peer reviewers, who purportedly have general or specific 
expertise in the subjects being proposed, to judge the merits of projects. However, they showed 
reservations that peer reviewers and grant makers were prepared to understand the unique 
contexts of Indian country or understand Indigenous approaches. Furthermore, they expressed 
disappointment and frustration that community-level expertise and resources were often viewed 
as liabilities to proposed projects. This tension is coupled with a sense of individual and 
community loss, and lack of trust. 
Stories of Success 
 But when there is trust, there is success. As described in an earlier section, some people 
may learn to accept what might otherwise be viewed as risky: titiro, whakarongo … kōrero; 
listen to learn. Lina Patino declared that in the context of grant funding to TCUs and tribal 
communities, grant makers have an obligation to show respect for diverse viewpoints: aroha ki te 
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tangata, have respect for people; acknowledge difference and the need for productive 
engagement.  
Lina Patino:  And again, it takes those respectful individuals that learn from the Native 
Americans, learn from their traditions, and bring it together…So that remains important. 
And they’re going to be those that can help us make the bridges, can help us build that 
body of knowledge. And they can see how one perspective may be common to both. And 
they have the language to tell both groups, no, what you’re saying is this in this group, 
and this is how we interpret it. So okay. So I can see that perspective. But we need those 
individuals. We need to make sure they succeed in their process. (Personal 
communication, 2015) 
Here, Lina Patino called for something akin to manaaki ki te tangata, handle cultural difference 
carefully, and use a cultural mediator to help people feel safe. She argued, also, that grant makers 
were educable, but needed to also feel safe and secure as they transition away from the belief that 
these approaches are risky. Indeed, Tenet 6, which speaks to the enduring nature of assimilation, 
may also entrap the colonizer (Grande, 2007). 
 The participants’ stories of success reveal that there not only needs to be trust in 
individuals, but also trust in the processes of Indigenous methodologies. Gina Sievert explained 
how one of her own funded projects evolved over a much longer period of performance than 
anticipated, due largely to culturally-specific circumstances. 
Gina Sievert:  [The funded project] was [about] bringing Indigenous science alongside 
Western science and teaching them as both valid and important. That project took six 
years.  It was only funded for three, or maybe two I can’t remember. But what kept 
happening was things like elders would die so everything would get pushed back. Or an 
important event would occur like the bitterroot feast, so everything would get pushed 
back. [Our program officer] was so, I think, so accommodating in just saying, okay go 
ahead. It’s fine. I wrote her a note saying, “Here’s what’s happening now, I’m really 
sorry.” Six years is a long time for a three-year grant. So that’s good proof that NSF 
understands or at least is willing to be open minded about things like that. That’s a very 
important contextual, cultural thing. That these people are gone now and so we have to 
honor them and push back our work. I don’t know if you would get that elsewhere…Even 
funding it in the first place I thought was pretty amazing. Then being so accommodating 
along way…It was a very well written proposal.  And actually we changed our eventual 
product from what we originally proposed. There again she was very flexible and willing 
to let us do what we knew was the better thing to do.  So that’s very trusting. 
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Jessica Venable:  That’s a good point, to “do the better thing…” (Personal 
communication, 2015) 
Lina Patino reiterated this notion of flexibility, with an added perspective. She believed that 
reasonable accommodations could be made in grant making procedures as long as the program 
officials trusted the work and the grantees overseeing it. 
Lina Patino:  …And we are here. We have some policies that we have to follow. But there 
are also some ways that nobody has asked a question about before. Like can there be 
some resources for… If the stipend is not enough to cover some expenses can the lodging 
funds be used to cover some of those expenses that are related to supporting the students 
in the summer. So we’re not doing anything that is not allowable within the rules and 
regulations of the government. But the funds may not be used in the traditional way.  
Jessica Venable:  So it’s a better understanding of what the real, beyond the research, is 
but what are the real capacity needs in order to get the research done? Yeah.  
Lina Patino:  Yeah, because that’s the first hurdle. If they cannot have their personal 
needs met, the research will not get done. We will lose their perspective on answering 
questions about specific research areas. We will miss. And that’s the issue with earth 
science is we will become irrelevant to society if we don’t become more diverse because 
the voices that will speak for all of these communities. And not for the communities but 
the voices that will give the perspectives from those communities will not be there. 
(Personal communication, 2015) 
Funding agencies are capable of aligning with TribalCrit’s Tenet 5 when they demonstrate trust 
in the perspectives and protocols of Indigenous peoples. The Children’s Bureau, within the 
Administration for Children and Families (ACF) in the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, supported a workgroup to develop Roadmap for Collaborative and Effective 
Evaluation in Tribal Communities. The Roadmap describes a shared vision for conducting 
evaluation, and is aimed at Tribal child welfare agencies, federal funding agencies, and 
educational programs (e.g., Tribal colleges, universities) that train evaluators. The Children’s 
Bureau describes the process of how the Roadmap came to be.  
The respectful collective decision-making processes typically adhered to by many Tribal 
communities resulted in a relationship-based bonding process. Workgroup interactions 
were based on mutual respect and regard for individual opinions and experiences, as well 
as a commitment to general improvements in evaluation efforts in Indian Country, 
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particularly within Tribal child welfare programs. Discussions quickly focused on the 
need for fundamental change in the way evaluation is practiced within Tribal contexts 
and for guidance on how to move toward evaluation practice that is culturally and 
scientifically rigorous (Tribal Evaluation Workgroup, 2013, p. 4). 
The group identified seven values of the Roadmap: Indigenous Ways of Knowing; Respect for 
Tribal Sovereignty; Strengths Focus; Cultural and Scientific Rigor; Community Engagement; 
Ethical Practices; and Knowledge Sharing.  
 It is important to note that ACF has shown leadership not only in its adoption of this 
Roadmap, a guidance for sponsored evaluation inquiry, but the funding agency has also recently 
issued a call for proposals that is distinct among federal grant makers. The Native Youth 
Initiative for Leadership, Empowerment, and Development (I-LEAD) (HHS-2016-ACF-ANA-
NC-1167) requests applications for funding to support culturally appropriate approaches to foster 
Indigenous youth resilience, capacity, and leadership. The solicitation calls for 
Traditional Culture as Resiliency Model: Projects that promote traditional culture and 
Native language to restore or stimulate balance and wellness. Such projects implement a 
relational, indigenous worldview addressing imbalance or restoring harmony with 
culturally relevant conceptions of wholeness, interrelatedness, and cultural continuity (p. 
5).  
  
Thus, although the participants relate significant challenges to forging space for approaches to 
Indigenous inquiry, programming, and evaluation in the funding environment, there are areas of 
definite opportunity and success. 
Conclusion 
 In analyzing the documents and interviews with 11 grantees, grant makers and 
consultants, all of whom are familiar with Indigenous approaches in the federal funding scheme, 
the participants and I identified several themes in the long stories. Many of these were marked by 
a coming to terms with differing worldview and priorities. Diversity policies and practices in 
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grant making, which promote inclusion of Indigenous peoples and perspectives, often coupled 
with conflicting notions of acceptable definitions and levels of risk and change. In an extension 
of these perspectives on risk and change, there was a concern with a range of views on the goal 
of grant funded research: to answer questions or to engage in a process of learning and healing? 
Further, can the funding agencies accommodate a shift toward a process goal, which may 
necessitate unknown levels of time and risk. Moreover, trust was a major factor in how 
grantsmanship success is understood; in particular, notions of expertise and feasibility were 
unsettled when trust was lacking.  
Ultimately, in line with the literature, relationships — conceptually and practically — 
were at the heart of all themes, as illustrated in Figure 5.  
 
Figure 5. Interplay of themes emerging from “grant stories”. 
 Identity is grounded in relationships with people, with the land, with the cosmos, and 
with ideas in Indigenous epistemology (Burkhart, 2004; Cajete, 2000; Hart, 2010; Kovach, 2009; 
Mann, 2000; Nelson-Barber, LaFrance, Trumbull, & Aburto, 2005; Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008). 
These relationships guide what is studied, how it is studied, and how it is interpreted. 
 Relationality was recognized as not only central to Indigenous research approaches, but 
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also to grant making in Indigenous contexts. A close reading of funding policy and practice 
through the lens of an Indigenous epistemological framework affords us the opportunity to 
critically examine how the federal grant making enterprise is constructed, and the scope of 
meaningful participation in it. By engaging deeply with current and potential grantees, grant 
makers, and consultants who aim to promote greater inclusion of Indigenous methodologies, 
long stories revealed that all participants took measures to argue in favor of more cultural 
relevance in federal funding. However, they also acknowledged deeply entrenched habits of 
mind and practice that shape grant making above and beyond diversification ideals. Porter (2007) 
and Pallas (2001) suggest that successful grant writers understand that funders have limited 
interest in advancing the applicants’ personal and cultural goals. This scenario can cause alarm 
for TCUs and Indigenous communities, since they depend heavily upon government funding to 
support research, education, and programming.  
 The purpose of this chapter was to relate the long stories of those most intimately familiar 
with, and affected by, federal funding for Indigenous approaches. Chapter VII extends the 





Chapter VII  
Practice Reflexivity ↔ Analysis and Discussion 
American Indian philosophy also has a very different view on what is to count as data and 
what is to be done with such data. When it comes to generalities, American Indian philosophy 
seeks synthesis or understanding, a way of seeing the whole. Given all the observations in our 
experience, we begin to formulate a general picture. A more general knowledge begins to take 
shape through the incorporation of all the data. This means accounting for all the data even if 
doing so makes understanding difficult, even if there are contradictions, even if the data are 
messy. 
Brian Yazzie Burkhart, Cherokee Nation, 2004, p. 25 
 
 The purpose of this indigenized, nested case study was to explore how, and to what 
extent, Indigenous community grantees (i.e., Tribal Colleges and Universities, tribal 
communities), grantmakers (i.e., federal funding agencies), and other related stakeholders (e.g., 
external evaluators, consultants) forge space for Indigenous research, evaluation, and 
programming approaches in the grantmanship enterprise.  
I aimed to address four questions: 
Research Question 1. What contextual (e.g., historical, socio-cultural, policy, practices, 
economic) factors influence funding for Indigenous research, programming, and 
evaluation? 
Research Question 2. What is the present nature of Indigenous community grantees, 
grantmakers, and other related stakeholders’ understandings of the funding environment 
for Indigenous research, programming, and evaluation?  
Research Question 3. According to Indigenous community grantees, grantmakers, and 
other related stakeholders’ stories, what does successful grantsmanship, grounded in an 
Indigenous research agenda, look like?  
Research Question 4. How might context, perceptions, and stories of success be 
leveraged to develop a future action agenda for Indigenist grantsmanship? 
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In Chapter VI, I presented major themes of the grant stories, at the heart of which was the 
importance of relationships in fostering a funding environment that is receptive to Indigenous 
approaches. Chapter VII offers two further ideas. Before presenting this information, however, it 
is important to reiterate my alignment with the spirit and values of the Indigenous research 
agenda. Accordingly, I depart from a Western style of research reporting, which necessitates that 
I provide my own interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations. Knowledge has agency in 
the Indigenous framework; and in moral inquiry, it is critical to maintain attribution of 
knowledge to knowledge holders. Adams et al. (2015) explain further. 
However, other people seems to have a hard time with grasping the flow on, that 
knowledge therefore cannot be owned (or discovered); it belongs to and with the land and 
community context rather than with an individual. I think that none of us would be 
willing to put our hand up and say ‘this is the way we think,’ as the thinking itself is 
‘owned’ by the group and grows through the process of sharing /talking together. But it 
has also been taught to each of us by our own Elders and teachers - so they are a part of 
that custodianship as well. Making sure that it is represented properly then becomes a 
group process… (Adams et al., 2015, p. 16). 
Bowan-Farrell (2015), for example, titled her Indigenous educational policy case study “Wunj 
iin Daaptoonaakanum Niiloona Eelaachiimwuyeengwu (Our Story from My Voice).” In this 
same vein, my explicit goal in Chapter VII is to present my organization of our (participants’ and 
my) analysis.  
When examined through the triple frameworks of Tribal Critical Race Theory, Storytelling, 
and Interstitial Spaces, two important notions emerged. 
1. Developments in federal diversity policies and practices in STEM-H grant making 
may not have kept pace with shifts in research paradigms that acknowledge 
epistemological diversity.  
2. Diversity in federal STEM-H grant making suggests that there be expanded 
understandings of the validity construct.  
These ideas were fundamental to developing the transformative action agenda for grantsmanship 
activity that I present in Chapter VIII. 
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Developments in Federal Diversity Policies and Practices in STEM-H Grant Making May 
Not Have Kept Pace with Shifts in Research Paradigms That Acknowledge Epistemological 
Diversity. 
Since the 1990s, the federal government has undertaken efforts to expand the scope of sponsored 
awards to more closely reflect the population of the United States. Some of these efforts came as 
an acknowledgement that the extramural funding process has biases which served to harm and/or 
exclude underrepresented groups from full participation in sponsored inquiry and programming. 
A long history of funded academic research shows that the colonial mindset, which treated 
Native peoples as objects of research in the ethnographic tradition, predominated and still 
predominates our understanding of meritorious inquiry. As a result, barriers that, for example, 
Indigenous peoples faced in STEM-H academic disciplines and workforce were and are 
recreated when those communities attempt to secure funding streams for their own culturally-
sustainable lines of inquiry.  
 Grantees, grant makers and consultants in this study seemed to recognize that although 
Indigenous research goals and topics are of critical concern in the funding environment, a 
congruency problem arises when Indigenous methodologies and protocols of inquiry are not 
included among the logics of inquiry that may guide sponsored STEM-H research and 
programming  (Kovach, 2009). This concern can be understood from the way that the 
participants described what counts as evidence gathering and reporting, and who is considered to 
be an expert in grant-funded research, education, and evaluation. These matters extend beyond 
the Indigenous framework. Study participants spoke of the tenuous position of being embraced 
for their unique perspectives, but simultaneously needing to defend those perspectives against 
charges of being risky, lacking rigor, or not playing by the rules of a well-established game of 
grantsmanship. In other words, those whose participation was sought for their diversity were 
limited in their ability to express and act on that diversity. This reflects the embodiment power 
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noted by Kovach (2013): Indigenous scholars were wanted for their bodies, but not for their 
minds, but from an Indigenous perspective, knowledge is embodied. 
 Perspectives on the relationship between Western and Indigenous science offer a useful 
way to understand the range of attitudes on the extent to which diversity considerations play a 
role in funding policy and practice. Adams (2016) sorts these critiques into three primary areas of 
concern, which can be analyzed through the dual lenses of Tribal Critical Race Theory and 
Interstitial Spaces. The first argument contends that there is no distinction between Indigenous 
and Western science, because there is only one science. She demonstrates that by advancing this 
viewpoint, efforts to diversify the STEM-H funding enterprise and workforce are, in fact, 
bringing more political fairness and equality into Western modes of practicing science. In his 
early writings, Joseph Gone advanced Adam’s first position. He claims that since no difference 
between Indigenous science and Western science can be demonstrated, there is no Indigenous 
science. 
Over the years, some have asked me whether science is not, after all, merely a 
consolidation of folk knowledge, a cumulative body of observed regularities about the 
world passed down from generation to generation in all human societies. One case in 
point, based in North America, is frequently labeled “Native” or “indigenous” science 
(Cajete, 2000). At the outset, I must confess that I am frequently unclear whether 
discussions of indigenous science intend to distinguish between it and what we might 
refer to as Western science or Enlightenment science that specifically emerged out of 
17th century Europe. If there is not a distinction, then why qualify the science in question 
as “indigenous” as opposed to simply calling it science? If there is a distinction, then it 
makes sense to chart the parameters of this distinction. From what I can tell, little that 
resembles the Enlightenment project now called science was to emerge in Native North 
America. … [W]hat does seem to distinguish Enlightenment science is the technical 
adoption of systematic methods to understand and explain far-reaching phenomena in 
terms of abstract theorizations grounded in strictly materialist assumptions for purposes 
of future prediction and control of the “natural” world. Note that I have accentuated the 
importance of abstract theorizations, materialist assumptions, and prediction and control 
of nature in this characterization of Enlightenment science. With respect to these 
attributes, I am simply unaware of precontact Native peoples adopting scientific inquiry 
of this sort.  (Gone, 2011, p. 236-237) 
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Gone asserts boldly that the Indigenous inquiry agenda is firmly grounded in “precontact” ideals 
and practices, which are fundamentally incompatible with the Enlightenment science that we 
practice today. This idea demonstrates the hegemony of mainstream modes of knowledge 
production and transfer. It simultaneously defines Indigenous “science” as a vestige of the past 
and that fails to incorporate the values and practices that have allowed us to build knowledge and 
make progress in the modern world. By this interpretation, any Indigenous “science” agenda 
must adopt Western protocols if it is to claim to make meaningful and progressive contributions 
to knowledge. 
 According to this line of thinking, diverse or Indigenous approaches to research, 
programming, and evaluation ought resemble Indigenous peoples’ practicing Western-style 
research, programming, and evaluation. We saw this reflected, to some degree, in both Jill 
Karsten and Lina Patino outlining the research behaviors that would be necessary to be 
successfully funded by the National Science Foundation. Here, in fact, STEM-H diversification 
policies in the extramural funding arena more closely resemble assimilationist policies of the 
past (TribalCrit Tenet 6). The conclusion is not unwarranted, according to the study participants 
— although the notion itself, they believed, was colored with bias and inconsistency. For 
example, Gina Sievert spoke of how her program officer was dismayed that student research 
posters failed demonstrate proper use of the scientific method. Both Lina Patino and Jill Karsten 
discussed the difficulty that Indigenous researchers would, and do, have in trying to have their 
Indigenous research projects funded. Members of the Evaluation Firm-2 team explained that they 
had to contend with a funding agency that requested an evaluation design grounded in an 
Indigenous framework, but seemed to balk at allowing that product to be fully realized. These 
stories were repeated over and over: grant makers seemed to appreciate that Indigenous 
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frameworks could offer rich perspectives and new approaches to understanding STEM-H 
concerns, but in order to be successful in the sponsored funding environment, those approaches 
had to be subsumed under Western standards of inquiry and bureaucracy. Such standards have 
been codified in policy documents and laws, and challenge our understanding of what the scope 
of diversity initiatives may be. 
 The second argument states that Indigenous science manifests important differences, and 
similarities, with Western science, and as such makes legitimate contributions to knowledge and 
practice. Proponents of this position advance such ideas as the notion that Indigenous persons are 
in the best position to make scientific decisions and actions in their own communities. 
 Participants in this study argued strongly in favor of their own local expertise and 
resources, even if they do not meet the same characteristics of credentialing that are most often 
prized in Western funding models. Margaret Schildt, Nikos Pastos, and Amanda Means discussed 
how their people are smart and capable — and act in the interests of the communities in which 
they live. Indeed, Amanda Means explained that whether she receives her research training in a 
TCU or a mainstream institution, her motivation for doing so is her plan to return to her 
community and give back. This sense of reciprocity is not, they believed, incompatible with 
Western inquiry protocols. Rather, diversity initiatives build a more capable cadre of 
professionals who are able to make moral and just decisions about research, programming, and 
evaluation in the best interests of the peoples these approaches will affect.  
 It would seem that in a democratic and pluralistic society, sufficient accommodations can 
be made to accept and foster multiple epistemological positions without a sense of threat to the 
others. On this, there are several points of view. Pallas (2001), speaking of educational research, 
believes that the upswell in options about the nature of what counts as knowledge challenges the 
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way that doctoral students are prepared to be researchers. He argues that an appreciation for 
epistemological diversity is a prerequisite for successful production and consumption of 
research, and leads to rich and collective knowledge production. Ultimately, Pallas (2001) 
believes that at the heart of the debates over epistemological diversity is whether academic and 
other decision-making institutions are supporting researchers and the future workforce for how 
the world is now, or how we want it to be.  
 Ultimately, whose responsibility is it to change their ways? This leads to Adams’ (2015) 
final category of critique. This argument claims that there is no such thing as Indigenous science 
— the term is without meaning. There are two possible modes here. First, science is a Western, 
Enlightenment-era product that has no connection to Indigenous peoples. Second, Indigenous 
peoples have never, nor do they now, practice anything resembling the Enlightenment-era 
product known as science. 
 Perry (1970) offers a slightly different interpretation of epistemological diversity, which 
can be used to render Indigenous inquiry as a term without meaning. Again reading from an 
education discipline, he recommends that liberal education foster a pluralist epistemology in 
students. In such a state, students can be trained to understand issues, questions, and approaches 
from multiple points of view. So whereas Pallas’ thesis examines the diverse knowledge 
frameworks of others, Perry suggests that individuals develop diverse knowledge frameworks 
within themselves. By this perspective, one could easily see that it is the Native person’s 
responsibilities to negotiate multiple epistemologies — and subsume the less credible ones as the 
situation demands. 
 Gone (2011) also demonstrates his allegiance to this position, as shown above. He is 
further troubled by the notion of diversifying Western and Indigenous modes of inquiry in his 
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2014 keynote address, suggesting that anything that we may claim to have resembled Indigenous 
science was subsumed in colonial powerbrokering. Indigenous research, therefore, has been 
diversified and Western research need not be. 
[I]t strikes me that emancipatory methodology or decolonial methodology or indigenous 
methodologies, however you think of this, adopted by and for indigenous people in the 
context of academic inquiry is thus probably best considered as mixed form- as a mixed 
form of knowledge, what I’ll call a metis knowledge. It’s not indigenous versus Western. 
It’s mixed up. And it’s been mixed for a very long time by the time it gets to the Western 
academy. So, first of all, much of what endures today as indigenous knowledge in our 
communities is already mixed. It’s had long interactions with Christianity, for example, 
and things get exchanged and traded and altered and tailored in ways that are even hard to 
unpack looking back historically. And of course, reconstructing whatever these already 
mixed, remnant indigenous epistemologies are for academic knowledge production will 
mix them even further. How, then, does the indigenous research methodology project 
change in terms of its epistemology, methodology, ethics, or politics if we conceptualize 
these approaches as metis? As mixed? What if we called them metis knowledges instead 
of indigenous knowledges? How would what we’re up to change just as a result of the 
label being different? And finally, in what ways would the successful and effective 
promotion of indigenous research methodologies be altered by explicitly relabeling these 
as metis? …. People want it to be pure and authentic and pre-contact or precolonial, but 
that stuff rarely, if ever, exists. And we call it and acknowledge that it’s mixed or metis, 
what does that do for what we’re up to, and people’s willingness to sign off on it? (Gone, 
2014, n.p.) 
Gone claims that due to contact with Western colonial powers, Indigenous knowledges and 
approaches were no longer “pure.” Instead, in the context of academic knowledge production, 
Indigenous inquiry ought to be described as “metis” or mixed. It is key to note here that 
Indigenous approaches are mixed — not Western approaches. So according to Gone (2011, 
2014), in order for the epistemological diversity project to be successful, the Indigenous research 
methodologies agenda should embrace epistemological pluralism. 
 A range of scholarship shows the potential danger of subscribing to and advancing this 
incongruency. Riley (2014) writes that the lack of consideration for epistemological diversity in 
the STEM-H fields is pervasive and damaging, and furthermore is hindering progress despite the 
stated goal that diversification policies make more meaningful advancements. She argues against 
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the rigid adherence to scientifically-based research that guidance like NCLB and the NRC report 
suggest, while simultaneously calling for a diversification of STEM-H programming, funding, 
education, and the workforce. 
The most damaging aspects of evidence-based practice lie in its constraint of 
epistemologies for engineering education research; it limits the diversity of ways of 
knowing, and limits the types of new knowledge that can be considered valid. If 
randomized controlled trials are the sine qua non of validity and rigor, what ways of 
knowing are excluded? The implication of calling one thing evidence-based, of course, is 
to suggest that something else is based without any evidence. What does and does not 
count as evidence? What questions are worth asking, and what questions are out of 
bounds in this regime? What happens to non-experimental knowledge, to history, to 
theory, to philosophy? And what, in turn, happens to the liberal education of engineers 
once these ways of knowing are invalidated (or simply not supported) in engineering 
education research? (p. 24). 
If flexibility in research epistemology and methodology is discouraged while diversity is 
concurrently encouraged within the funding landscape, then we risk compromising the scope of 
inferences that can be drawn from sponsored inquiry and programming. Findings will not 
resonate with local stakeholders because the conclusions will not speak to their values. They also 
may not resonate with national funders, as findings may not closely align with their stated 
priorities. In particular, these limitations may threaten future funding allocations to URM-
targeted STEM programming. The interstitial spaces framework suggests that we need not look 
for, or support, such skewed patterns of thought and pattern. Indeed, the entire extramural 
funding agenda can move towards a space of productive engagement that encourages co-created 
advancements while celebrating difference. Humility, trust, and respect are essential personal, 
institutional, and research characteristics; and initiating direct efforts to build relationships 
between Indigenous communities of inquiry and federal grant makers may be one way of 
achieving mutual end goals. 
Diversity in Federal STEM-H Grant Making Suggests That There Should Be Expanded 
Understandings of the Validity Construct. 
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 At the outset of this dissertation research, I felt that synergies or tension about grant 
funding, if they existed, could manifest themselves in the evaluation and reporting stages of 
sponsored activity. Federally sponsored programs are growing and diversifying. This is giving 
rise to an increased demand to appraise the merit and worth of these initiatives in ways that will 
inform sound decision-making and investments. At the same time, there have been developments 
in the evaluation research field toward more culturally responsive theories and practice (Guthrie 
et al., 2013). Leading STEM-H policymaking organizations have recognized that the diverse 
experiences that underrepresented minorities acquire in STEM-H fields must be taken into 
account in evaluations; and researchers must acknowledge that, given diverse local contexts, 
there may be a divergence between the evaluation theories and practices of the funder and its 
grantees (Katzenmeyer & Lawrenz, 2006; LaFrance, 1990; National Research Council, 2011). 
From this perspective, one would have to question the validity of evaluative conclusions that are 
not attendant to diverse theory positions. These ideas can also be applied in research. 
 In high-stakes research and evaluation inquiry that represent public investments, 
decision-makers require a high level of certainty from the outcomes (Davidson, 2005, U.S. 
Government Accounting Office, Program Evaluation and Methodology Division, 1990). We see 
such demands played out in the politics of evidence, whereby inquiry may use experimental 
designs in an attempt to objectively document the research process, outcomes, conclusions, 
worth, merit, quality, and importance (Guba & Lincoln, 1989). These designs are often described 
as falling within the post-positivist framework (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).  
 However, the definition of validity/credibility – generally understood as what can and 
cannot be correctly concluded from research and evaluation – has long been contested, even 
though the concept is widely recognized as a hallmark of good inquiry in the dominant literature 
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(LaFrance, Kirkhart, & Nichols, 2015). The validity construct has been debated for decades: is 
validity a unified construct or collection of subtypes? Scholars such as Maxwell (2004), Lather 
(1993), and Sadish, Cook, and Campbell (2002) describe multiple types or categories of validity, 
whereas Cronbach (1988) advocates for a unified understanding of validity.  
 Despite the importance of the validity/credibility construct in the research and evaluation 
literature, these debates rarely seriously consider the worldviews or research traditions of non-
dominant cultures. Hobson, Kirkart and Bledsoe (2012), citing Bishop, write that 
Validity holds authority in systems of inquiry — both research and evaluation. It signifies 
power and control over legitimation and representation of knowledge (Bishop, 1998), 
which is contested space for decolonization. Who determines what is valid and invalid, 
legitimate and illegitimate? What is given heavy consideration and what is discounted? 
(p. 65-66). 
Indigenous frameworks would maintain that if knowledge, meaning, and truth arise in the 
process of inquiry, then validity cannot be understood as the aspirational conclusion of sound 
methodology — because validity is “discovered along the way” of research and evaluation 
(LaFrance, Kirkhart, & Nichols, 2015, p. 56). (Indigenous) inquiry is valid if it is done in a 
correct and moral way: if it is practiced in a way that is accountable to relationships (Wilson, 
2008), and contributes to the health and balance of those relationships (Kovach, 2009).   
Reviere (2001) established validity criteria for an Afrocentric research methodology, which 
requires investigators to challenge dominant notions of objectivity, reliability and validity. She 
argues in favor of judging research processes and conclusions based on their Ukweli (truth); 
Kujetolea (commitment); Utulivu (peacefulness and harmony); Uhaki (justice and fairness); and 
Ujamaa (community). Graham Smith (2015) similarly posits five tests of veracity for Indigenous 
research, many of which parallel Brayboy’s (2005) TribalCrit. 
1. The positionality element, whereby the researcher can “show the blisters on his 
hands” with regards to Indigenous peoples, communities, and concerns;   
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2. The criticality element, whereby the investigator and the study take a critical 
position on colonization and its effects;  
3. The structural and culturalist element, whereby the investigator focuses the research 
efforts on people and structures in society;  
4. The praxicality element, whereby the research is responsive to current needs and 
creates necessary change; and 
5. The transformability element, whereby the changes are positive and can be 
documented. 
Tests 2-4, in particular, seemed to be difficult to accomplish given the conditions and standards 
for federally sponsored research described by the participants. For example, Margaret Schildt 
explained the difficult position of not being able to use local resources and capacities to address 
programmatic gaps and meet community needs. In other words, the exigencies of much needed 
federal funding actually compromised, rather than fostered, the praxicality element, and may 
lessen a sponsored program’s validity. This spurs an important conversation over what “counts” 
as Indigenous research — a topic about which there are many nuanced views. As Indigenous 
epistemologies are characterized by holistic views and interconnectedness, there is not as clean a 
separation between the theories and values that undergird research and evaluative validity. 
Writing about the STEM fields, Medin and Lee (2012) contend that diverse thought 
results in better science. In fact, they continue, acceptance and incorporation of diverse 
perspectives is essential to meeting our current standards for validity: honesty and transparency 
in the choices of what problems to study, populations to study, and procedures and measures to 
be used. Continuing to work within a post-positivist paradigm may result in modest, short-term 
gains in equity outcomes. However, real change will come as a result of accepting how science 
knowledge is produced and learned (Bang, Medin, & Altran, 2007). 




Joan LaFrance: But it’s kind of like you do it the right way. If you do it the right way, it’s 
valid. 
Jessica Venable: Yes. 
Joan LaFrance: And what is the right way? The right way is relational. And people will 
tell you– what they tell you is valid, if you do it the right way. The right way. This whole 
concept of validity, took on a very different meaning (Personal communication, 2014). 
For those individuals and organizations who work within a social justice sphere, I contend that a 
lack of a shared understanding about validity in research and evaluation may pose a threat to 
research justice. According to Assil, Kim and Wahid (2013), research justice is achieved when 
marginalized communities “reclaim and access all forms of knowledge to affect change.”  
Research justice can focus on issues of power and who controls it in inquiry (Brayboy, 2005; 
Fine, 2013; Smith, 2005; Smith, 2013). The development of the White House Initiative on Tribal 
Colleges and Universities, solicitations like I-LEAD solicitation, and half century of legislation 
in support of self-determination all suggest that federal agencies are nimble enough to allow for 
cultural differences in inquiry. However, questions remain as to how TCU and tribal community 
grant applicants interpret and act upon calls for funding. We can further question how the web of 
grantsmanship relationships affect, and are affected by, the research and evaluation enterprise 
and the degree of research justice implied within. 
 The purpose of Chapter VII is to be a little unbounded — to make meaning of the work 
the participants and I have done (Wolcott, 1994), but aiming toward the goal of praxis. In the 
final chapter, I synthesize these stories and analyses, and suggest a framework for action in 





Chapter VIII  
Live a Congruent Lifestyle 
We want to restore our homelands; revitalize our traditional religious practices; regain our 
health; and cultivate our economic, social, and governing systems. Our research can help us 
maintain our sovereignty and preserve our nationhood.  
Cheryl Crazy Bull, Sicangu Lakota, 1997, p. 17 
 
 This nested, interpretive case study took an indigenized approach to explore the funding 
environment for Indigenous approaches. In accord with with leading Indigenous scholars, I 
adopted the notion that in order to critically reflect on and analyze this issue, I needed to directly 
address colonialism head-on. This topic was analyzed through the triple lenses of Tribal Critical 
Race Theory (TribalCrit), storytelling, and interstitial spaces — theoretical frameworks that are 
uniquely grounded in Indigenous, rather than Western, epistemologies. From the document 
analysis and interviews, I found that the formula for funding success appears to mean that 
investigators must adopt mainstream epistemologies and protocols. The participants and I 
analyzed this idea, and suggest that for the grant making enterprise to fully embrace diversity 
ideals and goals requires a practical embrace of epistemological diversity in inquiry.  
 In Chapter VIII I attend to the expectation, described in earlier sections and in Research 
Question 4, that Indigenous research have utility, and be epistemology in use. Here, I offer a 
model that may be used to understand and navigate Indigenous approaches in the U.S. federal 
funding environment, titled Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship. I follow this description with a 
discussion on how the design and findings of this research can contribute to a broader discourse 
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about inquiry and sponsored activity in higher education, and to the Indigenous research agenda. 
The chapter concludes with a summary of the key discussion points, an overview of the study’s 
limitations, and considerations for future directions. 
Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship 
 If researchers or practitioners are asking for support from federal grant makers, must they 
submit wholesale to the worldviews, priorities, and requirements of those funders? Some authors 
maintain that successful grant writers understand that funders have limited interest in advancing 
the applicants’ personal and cultural goals (Porter, 2007). Rather, these grant writers will adopt a 
service attitude by modifying and adapting their own objectives in ways that advance the 
funders’ missions. Porter cites one investigator from his study as claiming, “My epiphany came 
when I realized that grant programs do not exist to make me successful, but rather my job is to 
make those programs successful” (cited in Porter, 2007, p.163). This may not be the most 
judicious attitude for applicants or sponsors in an era of diversity. In their 2013 report on 
relationships between foundation-funded grantees and program officers, the Center for Effective 
Philanthropy reveals that highly-rated funding programs demonstrate an understanding of and 
appreciation for the grantee’s goals (Buteau & Buchanan, 2013). Poor relationships and disregard 
for diverse viewpoints and practices, on the other hand, can lead to negative consequences. 
Grantees, meanwhile, speak of their frustration when program officers and foundations 
do not work to understand them. “I would really like [the program officer] to take the 
time to understand our strategy,” said one grantee. “Once in a while, encourage an 
application based on our programs and goals—instead of insisting that we simply follow 
theirs or be denied funding.” (cited in Buteau & Buchanan, 2013, p. 8) 
Pallas (2001) echoes this sentiment. He claims that dominant groups, like the Western academy 
and extramural funding decision-makers, rarely feel compelled to engage in debates over 
epistemological concerns, even when they recognize and promote notions of epistemological 
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diversity. Rather, it is marginalized groups who must grapple with these disagreements and 
questions over how to survive within the prevailing epistemological frameworks (Pallas, 2001). 
 We, the study participants and I, are not alone in believing that real transformation needs 
to take place in how powerful institutions view, understand, and interact with Indigenous 
approaches to inquiry, programming and evaluation. Indeed, this is a topic of discourse in the 
philosophy of science and history of science literature as well. Chambers and Gillespie (2000) 
write that critiques have 
… been mounted over the last twenty years against staged, linear, and progressive 
models- [that] suggest the need for a new framework for comparing histories of local 
science… [W]e have learned much about how such a framework ought to look. It should 
be symmetrical and interactive across the great divides-center/periphery, local/global, 
national/colonial, and traditional/modern. It should be nonlinear, nonstaged, and 
nonprescriptive, but it should specify a set of parameters that allow systematic 
comparison of the great array of independent and interdependent local histories of the 
production, application, and diffusion of natural knowledge. It should be dynamic and 
flexible and should identify vectors of communication, exchange, and control. Finally, 
the framework should take careful note of the social infrastructures that support 
knowledge work in both “Western” and “traditional” settings, without privileging one 
knowledge system over the other, thus allowing examination of both local and global 
contingencies of knowledge production and inculcation in the chosen locality. (p. 226-
227). 
Indeed, current conditions demand a new model for guiding interactions in the grant making 
space — one that honors the legitimacy of Indigenous epistemologies and trusts their ability to 
make worthwhile contributions to advancements in science, practice, and evaluation. We see 
evidence that grant making agencies are committed to advancing diverse epistemological 
approaches through their policies like INCLUDES and initiatives to examine and/or reform the 
peer review system. These actions suggest that an attendant examination of how we understand, 
promote and practice culturally sustainable inquiry in the grant making space is warranted. 
Specifically, this study demonstrates that we need an Indigenous framework for grantsmanship. 
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 I offer an alternative way of understanding how grant seeking, grant writing, and grant 
making can be successful for those who practice and support IRMs: Fifth Paradigm 
Grantsmanship. Borrowing from Chilisa’s (2015) definition, the Fifth Paradigm consists of a 
“family of Research Methodologies that draw from Indigenous Knowledge, histories, languages, 
metaphors, world views, philosophies and experiences of former colonized historically 
marginalized communities to critique mainstream methodologies, decolonize and indigenize 
mainstream methodologies, envision other ways of doing research and claiming space for a Fifth 
Paradigm” (slide 12).  
 Following this premise, Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship outlines protocols for behavior 
and interaction within the funding environment, which are grounded in Indigenous 
epistemologies. It focuses on the soft skills of seeking and granting extramural funding, which 
are necessarily coupled with scientific, evaluative and programmatic content. I acknowledge, 
under this model, that Western grantsmanship (Fourth Paradigm) practices continue to be 
predominant. However, as argued by Cram and Phillips (2012), there can be an interstitial space 
in which these two frameworks come together and achieve productivity. 
 Two core values of the Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship are described below. 
 Trusting Process. Indigenous epistemologies posit that knowledge is built in the process 
of action. For research, it is important to relate what happened more so that what was produced. 
Even in this study, I was hesitant to report findings, as that might suggest a false conclusion. This 
creates a tension in STEM-H grantsmanship that places a premium on reporting results and 
answer generation; but it is not one that cannot be overcome. Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship 
would allow for an increase in grantees and grant makers to discuss, within the funding scheme, 
what they learned along the way. This requires increased emphasis on formative evaluation and 
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the ability to report surprising findings and feedback loops. Rather than purely quantitative 
reporting, annual and final grant reports should be flexible, allowing for supplemental 
documentation of activity and lessons learned. We should also examine the potential for building 
networks between potential IRM grantees, current IRM grantees, and grant makers, in order to 
share stories. The networks can practice direct outreach to, and engagement of, grant makers who 
are targeting Indigenous communities, but have little experience in these methodologies.   
 Trusting Relationships. The participants showed that the quality of interactions with 
program staff is key, although the culture of interaction varies across individuals and agencies. 
There is further need for such trust. It was evident from their stories that funding agency staff 
members are largely unfamiliar with the nuances and protocols of Indigenous research 
frameworks; and also, many faculty and community members have not had the opportunity to be 
engaged in the grant making enterprise.  
 Nikos Pastos (2015) pointed out that the lack of trusting relationships to support 
Indigenous approaches in the federal funding landscape is actually a violation of law. He argued 
in favor of reclaiming the trusting relationships that the government claims it upholds, and 
demanding Indigenous peoples’ sovereign rights to engage in culturally-congruent behaviors 
within the interstitial space. 
Okay, state, tribe, federal agencies should have a dynamic tension in managing natural 
resource trusts. If each one of them is functioning in a healthy way what they’re set up to 
do, then we get good government. Or we have a reasonable expectation that good 
government that can achieve the outcomes of the American people happens. The tribal 
player is very dynamic in creating or holding a regulatory lever, like a trim tab, on 
creating these policies…And it’s very strange that Western science—or actually, the 
federal government delineates between the health of human beings and the health of the 
environment. Because native people see no separation. But that’s a really great example, 
where things like the tribal government-to-government consultation ordinance. Often 
these people come in—it’s the same with research guidelines. And they’ll gloss over 
them, but they don’t follow them. We had a tribal law or ordinance in the tribal world 
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where I work that says, “You’re not going to say that you consult with a tribe because 
you called their secretary.” (Personal communication, 2015) 
This idea of dynamic tension is important. Both grant makers and grantees need to allow for a 
critical reflection on the effects of colonialism, an acknowledgement of respective sovereignty, 
and an adoption of posture of humility, and an appreciation for process. These understandings 
should be central to the grantee-grant maker relationship. I maintain that expertise about tribal 
communities cannot be built outside of the communities; so in building such relationships, 
grantees and funders must enter each others’ space. Under this model, I suggest that we examine 
the possibility of agency-funded exchanges. In such two-way capacity building, current or recent 
agency staff engage in life at TCUs, trading places with TCU faculty who serve in roles at 
funding agencies for a period of six months to one year. Both individuals would be mentored and 
serve as mentors to their communities.  
 In short, Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship embraces a diffuse willingness to be educated. 
The deficits of Indigenous peoples have been widely studied and reported; however, the deficits 
of the grant making community have not, and attempts to reform them have largely stalled. We 
see this in comments from Jill Karsten and Lina Patino, who suggest that it is very difficult to 
change the perspectives and approaches of scientists associated with their agency. Fifth Paradigm 
Grantsmanship looks broadly at learning, and offers that everyone is deserving of the education 
process. 
 Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship offers a model for understanding the source of tension 
around funding for Indigenous approaches and addressing these tensions directly with 
transformative actions. Both Trusting Process and Trusting Relationships align with all seven 
codes of research conduct outlined by Cram and Phillips: 




• Meet face-to-face. 
• Listen to learn. 
• Handle cultural difference carefully, and use a cultural mediator to help people feel 
safe. 
• Be considered in thought, action and word; be aware of ever-present tensions. 
• Trust and respect people. 
• Be humble.  
Engagement within this interstitial space of Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship may be critical for 
the survival of sponsored Indigenous inquiry. As I show in Chapter V, extramural funding to 
TCUs, for example, makes up a tiny portion of all federally sponsored programs and STEM-H 
programs — even as there are increased calls for diverse approaches in research and education. If 
an institution’s values and priorities do not match those of the funding agencies, or cannot be 
adapted to match, then their ability to compete and secure necessary monies is severely 
compromised. And while many well-funded investigators, consultants and technical assistance 
providers, research development professionals, and funding agencies stress the importance of 
building and sustaining collaborative relationships with sponsors, the scenarios described by both 
Porter and Pallas are so striking that, in my experience, they are most often considered fact. The 
real or perceived demand that grant writers either play by the sponsors’ rules or get out of the 
game drowns out messages about relationship building. A relative once told me that not all 
(grant) money is good money; I should do what is best for the tribal community first even if that 
means setting aside funding opportunities or turning down grant awards. 
Theory/Praxis Discussion: The Core Characteristics of Indigenous Epistemologies Are 
Compatible with Successful STEM-H Grantsmanship. 
 This case study investigated  
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• the synergies in how grantees, grant makers, and other related stakeholders 
understand the federal funding enterprise (how meaning is constructed); 
• the synergies in how grantees, grant makers, and other related stakeholders navigate 
the federal funding space (how people act based on their interpretation of the 
meaning of real-life events); and 
• the impact of how, and to what extent, this space is successfully navigated. 
This research adds to the literature by exploring and drawing attention to perspectives on 
whether and how Indigenous inquiry is funded by federal sponsors. Unfortunately, Indigenous 
voices are not often included in conversations about the state of federal funding: this radicalized 
debate most often pivots between the Black/White dichotomy. Indigenous perspectives have 
been systematically excluded from the discourse on academic research methodology, thus 
providing grant makers with justification for largely disregarding these approaches. Indeed, Gone 
(2014b) argues that Indigenous epistemologies are incompatible with knowledge building, and 
therefore cannot be among our options for rigorous inquiry.  
 Nevertheless, tribal communities, academic institutions, tribal colleges, and grant makers 
recognize the importance of increasing the number, quality, and dissemination rate of studies that 
are culturally-congruent and culturally-sustainable. The rise in, and acceptance of, community 
based participatory research among federal sponsors, led in part by the Department of Health and 
Human Services since the mid-2000s may be one indicator of this movement (NIH, 2016). 
However, as shown in Chapter II, Indigenous inquiry may — but does not have to — use the 
ideologies or techniques of participatory research, because, as a method grounded in Western 
research assumptions, it is not always a good fit with tribal epistemologies. 
 Using a triple lens to analyze these issues provides the research community with a rich 
and dynamic perspective on U.S. funding policies and practices. Tribal Critical Race Theory was 
one means through which I studied persistent inequalities and inequities. The TribalCrit lens 
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suggests that the sources of tensions in grant making relationships are the result of persistent 
colonial ideals and practices. Such viewpoints demand that Indigenous inquiry look, act, and 
produce like Western research in order to survive. Despite calls for diversity and innovation, and 
despite the legal frameworks that grant self-determination to Indigenous groups, the prevailing 
and normative attitude remains that Western science need not learn or change in order to 
accommodate these epistemologies.  
 The participants’ stories support these claims. Across the board, grantees, grant makers, 
and consultants reported that Indigenous approaches were largely misunderstood by funding 
agencies. Three major themes emerged from their grant stories. First, there was a concern that 
proposing and advancing Indigenous approaches was viewed as risky, and funding agencies were 
averse to the change it would necessitate. Second, Indigenous frameworks were viewed as a poor 
match for what were considered rigorous research processes and sound evidence. Third, there 
was a widespread view that IRM grant applicants lacked expertise and capacity as these are 
traditionally defined by funding agencies. The expertise they did offer may have been considered 
risky and subject to a high level of scrutiny. Furthermore, the negative consequences of that 
misunderstanding fell on the Indigenous peoples. As I stated above, Western institutions were 
shown to be unwilling to change to understand IRMs, although participants reported that many 
individuals tried to learn and were successful. Moreover, the effects of these views may be 
reflected in funding level trends, as demonstrated in Chapter V.  
 One can take note of the conversations about risk, change, and learning, in particular, for 
a salient example of how the theoretical frameworks can be applied. This theme seemed to be 
both seated in, and illustrative of, TribalCrit’s Tenets 5 and 6. Tenet 5 claims that the “concepts 
of culture, knowledge, and power take on new meaning when examined through an Indigenous 
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lens”; and Tenet 6 states “Governmental policies and educational policies toward Indigenous 
peoples are intimately linked around the problematic goal of assimilation” (Brayboy, 2005, p. 
429). Federal agencies have enacted policies and programs designed to promote diverse thought 
and participation in STEM-H funding — or, show support for Tenet 5. These actions would seem 
align to with Kovach’s (2013) findings that Indigenous peoples’ knowledge (i.e., knowledge 
production) and their bodies are inseparable. But this study’s participants related that there are 
challenges to the full realization of Indigenous participation in the federal funding enterprise. In 
other words, the participants perceived that assimilationist goals were so deeply entrenched that 
they often overshadowed attempts to open up to Indigenous approaches (or, Tenet 6).  
 Despite policies advocating change the documented pattern of supporting majority 
researchers and approaches, program officers and grantees in this study expressed doubt that 
investigators who propose little-known designs will be successful. They supposed that the 
Indigenous methodologies’ lack of representation in federal funding portfolios — despite policies 
calling for diverse approaches — may be due perceived risk, a desire to maintain power within a 
colonial structure, and institutional racism.  
 Such negative perceptions were not pervasive, and the participants offered alternative 
ways of interpreting grant makers’ reactions to risk and change. The notion of learning recurred: 
participants believed that decision-makers could be taught to understand Native contexts, and the 
importance of Indigenous approaches to directly address needs within those contexts. They also 
suggested that not all grant makers view risk and change as negative; but rather Indigenous 
research, programming, and evaluation can be considered innovative. Again, this requires a 
willingness to learn about context. Grantees reiterated that we are constantly changing and 
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adapting, so that these approaches should be understood within the wider processes of the 
universe.  
 These ideas suggested that within a shared and mutually successful interstitial grant 
making space, two ideas are fundamental. Kia tupato, be considered in thought, action and word; 
be aware of ever-present tensions suggests that those in the extramural funding dynamic should 
be aware of the challenges and conflicts that exist in terms of how Indigenous approaches to 
inquiry and programming are supported. Further, those actors should make an effort to explicitly 
address those tensions rather than attempt to overpower each other or opt out. And titiro, 
whakarongo … kōrero, listen to learn offers a means by which those tensions can be addressed. 
It exhorts all players in the grant making enterprise to listen to each other in order to learn from 
each other. 
 This is not to say that there were not additional successes. Grantees and grant makers 
reported that important and successful relationships are built between tribal communities and 
funders. Funders recognized the importance of time, honoring elders, and being present in tribal 
places. Others were well versed in tribal knowledge and politics. From these relationships, 
advocates emerge who can speak on behalf of all players, and help grantees and grant makers 
work towards transformative actions.  
 The literature on grantsmanship can be advanced by this analysis of interstitial spaces. 
Cram and Phillips (2011) and others argue that spaces of productive engagement between like-
minded people from different epistemological traditions must be forged at all levels of education 
and research in order for Indigenous approaches to be accepted, successful and thrive (Dudgeon 
& Fielder, 2006; Hauser et al., 2009). This idea can be extended to the grantmaking environment. 
But I move beyond the argument that Indigenous peoples shall occupy a physical and conceptual 
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space by which they are able to navigate the modes of several cultures, often with competitive 
views and priorities. This masks actual diversity: by requiring that Indigenous peoples occupy 
this space, lauded Western standards, like generalizability through research, will continue to 
predominate to the detriment of diverse approaches (Cajete, 2000, 2005; Cajete & Pueblo, 2010; 
Deloria & Wildcat, 2001; Lipka & Adams, 2004; McKinley, 2005; Wilson, 2008). Instead, I 
maintain that both IRM proponents and grant makers ought to move into this interstitial space of 
engagement, called Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship. As described above, Fifth Paradigm 
Grantsmanship offers a model for conduct and action whereby Indigenous approaches can be 
honored, intact, within the federal funding environment.  
 I submit that academia has become a victim of its own obsession with reproducibility.  
This desire to control over and over takes precedence over ensuring the benefit and wellbeing of 
those who are being studied: the research first, the researched second. By being caught in an 
endless loop of repetition, Western scholars are never praised for venturing out into areas of true 
innovation for real, diverse individuals. That includes following the lengthy protocols of learning 
how to be humble, understand stories and relationships, gain trust, and know you have the right 
to know and repeat. It is in these context-bound spaces of listening and silence that knowledge is 
also produced…and that is neither replicable nor generalizable. These standards permeate all 
research paradigms, limiting the type of inquiries that can get published, and dictating the format 
in which the reports are rendered. Yet it is in those areas of listening and silence that Indigenous 
peoples can find healing – not in constant re-examinations of what has never worked for 




This study contributes to theory, research, practice, and policy concerning the U.S. 
federal grant-making enterprise that is also a reflection of a diverse society.  Namely, this 
research is significant for scholarship that investigates research methodologies, science, and 
society. For example, this research confirms that Native peoples’ worldviews rarely figure in the 
debate around the scope of inferences that can be drawn from inquiry and practice – even when 
that inquiry and practice has a direct impact on tribal communities. However, this research shows 
that when these considerations are made, Indigenous perspectives challenge, and therefore 
advance, traditional Western understandings of validity. Thus, most research methodologists are 
obliged to reassess whether their most important constructs are indeed foundational and 
normative across cultural contexts. It follows that such a rethinking will influence how research 
methodologies and methods are taught or should be taught, when culturally congruent and 
culturally sustainable frameworks are not thought of as “alternatives” to mainstream research and 
practice, but rather the logical, rigorous, ethical, and moral choice given the diverse contexts of a 
pluralistic society. And in doing so, this study strengthens a diverse public’s understanding of and 
confidence in the conclusions that federal programs make (Medin & Lee, 2012).  
Furthermore, this research challenges underlying assumptions about the politics of 
evidence. The grant stories featured in this study point to the need for congruence between the 
vision of extramurally funded programs and the many ways by which that vision can be 
achieved. Indeed, the participants and I show that in this era of accountability, increased 
demands for rigorous funded projects may, in practice, look more like the establishment of rigid 
funded projects. Participants in this study describe how mainstream expectations about evidence, 
which are assumed to be universal, traps applicants, program staff, reviewers, grantees, and 
consultants into a narrow band of understanding of what counts as good and worthwhile inquiry, 
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how research should be conducted, and what can be concluded and produced within these 
constraints. I contribute to the literature by questioning whether sponsoring agencies are 
cognizant of, and ready for, the innovation and cultural-relevance that they call for, and to what 
extent Indigenous researchers and practitioners can successfully maintain cultural perspectives in 
the federal funding enterprise.  
This research also informs grant writing and grant making practices. I suggest that, thus 
far, the federal funding enterprise has been limited in its ability to adapt to diverse 
epistemological perspectives. However, given trends and stated policies aimed at moving 
grantmaking toward more inclusivity, this research shows that we must develop frameworks for 
culturally responsive and culturally sustainable extramural funding. Therefore, in response, I lay 
the groundwork for an action agenda – called Fifth Paradigm Grantsmanship – to strengthen ties 
between federal funders, TCUs, tribal communities, and related consultants, so that their mutual 
interests can be better recognized and accommodated. These analyses thereby connect to the 
broader missions of federal grantmaking agencies like NSF and NIH, which have developed 
working groups and programs to be more responsive to the changing demographics of US 
society. Such realities necessitate a change in how these funders interact with a diverse applicant 
and grantee pool. 
However, a word of caution is in order: We must refrain from making broad assumptions 
as to the transferability of the findings made here. As noted in Chapters II and III, the legacy of 
colonization is unique to Indigenous populations in the United States and throughout the world. 
Therefore, the notion that institutions need to be “decolonized” in order to be fully inclusive of 
Indigenous perspectives, depends upon the unique relationship between specific Indigenous 
peoples and organizations such as grant makers. Thus, findings do not extend appropriately to all 
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populations. For example, it is beyond the scope of this research to suggest how Predominately 
White Institutions (PWIs) might change or improve their own research infrastructure based on 
these findings. Indeed, I make no claims intimating that tribal communities and TCUs seek 
assistance and models from PWIs on how to organize a successful sponsored programs 
organization. Rather, mainstream institutions enjoy the right to seek federal funding to address 
the questions and challenges of their communities – and to do so in a manner that best suits their 
context. Therefore, as this research argues, Tribal communities and TCUs also have the right to 
request federal funding in order to pose their own solutions to their own challenges, questions, 
and new ideas. Recall that the grant stories reaffirm that Indigenous peoples and institutions are 
not objects in need of fixing by others. These conceptions receive inadequate attention, and 
therefore, the current study fills an important gap in mainstream discourse and literature. On the 
other hand, it is worth considering that since MSIs are affected by federal agencies’ diversity 
policies, perhaps in similarly adverse ways as tribal communities and TCUs, the strategies shared 
in this study may also be helpful to investigators at minority serving institutions. Moreover, 
funding program staff might also adapt recommendations forwarded in this research as tools that 
help them be responsive to the needs of diverse organizations.  
Ultimately, this study contributes to discussions about research justice. As stated earlier, 
research justice is achieved when marginalized communities “reclaim and access all forms of 
knowledge to affect change.” (Assil, Kim & Wahid, 2013). Poor relationships between funders 
and grantees, that is rooted in a lack of understanding or appreciation for Indigenous approaches, 
pose a threat to research justice and to Indigenous peoples’ ability to secure the needed resources 
to affect change on their own terms. The policy discourse surrounding, for example, the White 
House Initiative on Tribal Colleges and Universities suggests that federal science agencies are 
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nimble enough to allow for cultural differences in programming and assessment. However, this 
research brings to the fore important questions as to how grant applicants, grant makers, and 
reviewers interpret and implement funding and evaluation policies. Thus, the Fifth Paradigm 
Grantsmanship framework contributes to the research and evaluation field by providing a model 
for building understanding and communication. Ultimately, this investigation provides a richer 
and more relevant policy debate about how and why STEM-H activity is supported by federal 
grant makers. By probing into the extent to which epistemological diversity in inquiry is valued 
to the extent that diversity in human capacity is, this research shows the real impact of implicit 






Prepare Your Space ↔ Epilogue 
 
In this work, I describe “The Point,” where two waterways meet, that is perfect for 
catfishing. This confluence of land and water is an apt metaphor for the relationship ecosystems 
that must exist in order to have successful extramural funding goals and outcomes. The Point is 
located at Belmead on the James, on Monacan lands, that was once a plantation and converted 
into St. Francis and St. Emma, two schools for students of color. Generations attended these 
institutions. Seven generations are buried on these lands. And seven generations still tend these 
lands by maintaining them as a natural preserve. This is a place for walking, birdwatching, 
stargazing, planting trees, horseback riding, catfishing. Being still. Listening. 
On the day that I defended this dissertation, I learned that the more than 2,000 acres of 
land and buildings of Belmead on the James was to be sold – likely to developers. 
The land has a memory that is much longer than ours.  
In this work, I highlight the destructive effects of an extractive research agenda. One that 
sees people, environments, and cultural contexts as objects to be reduced to parts, categorized, 
measured, commodified, and redistributed in a manner deemed efficient, expedient, and cost 
effective. A research agenda that sees violence and deficit first, and aims to correct it. This is to 
say nothing of integrity, humanity, and capacity of that which is studied. This is to say nothing of 
our relations who have come to understand the land to ensure our survival, and their knowledge 
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that we can pass on the future generations. This is to say nothing of what we can learn and gain 
by being still and listening to what the Earth has to offer. 
The Point is an apt metaphor for this research. The land has a memory that is much 
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notes, and other documents collected during the interview) will be stored in a locked research area in Jessica 
Venable’s locked office at Virginia Commonwealth University. A key that identifies individuals’ names and 
pseudonyms will be stored in a separate locked cabinet in Jessica Venable’s locked office at Virginia 
Commonwealth University. 
 
Only the research project team will have access to your data. However, information from the study and the consent 
form signed by you may be looked at by Virginia Commonwealth University. 
 
Confidentiality may not be assured in interviews with program officers and other Federal employees, as they will be 
asked to speak in their official capacities. 
 
Will I receive compensation? 
Participants from Tribal Colleges and Universities communities will each be given a gift as a token of appreciation 
for their stories. These gifts are valued at approximately $10.00 each. 
 
Neither gifts nor incentives will be given to Federal employees. 
 
Can I withdraw from the study? 
You do not have to participate in this study. If you choose to participate, you may stop at any time without any 
penalty. You may also choose not to answer particular questions that are asked in the study. If you withdraw from 
the study, all of your data will be withdrawn and destroyed. 
 
Who can I contact with questions? 
In the future, you may have questions about your participation in this study. 
 
If you have any questions, complaints, or concerns 
about the research, contact Jessica Venable: 
If you have any questions about your rights as a 
participant in this study, you may contact the VCU 
Office of Research: 
Virginia Commonwealth University  
800 East Leigh Street, Suite 3000 
P.O. Box 980568  
Richmond, VA 23298  
Cell: 804-601-0878 
Email: jcvenable@vcu.edu 
Virginia Commonwealth University  
800 East Leigh Street, Suite 3000 
P.O. Box 980568  
Richmond, VA 23298  
Telephone: 804-827-2157 
 
You may also contact the Office of Research for general questions, concerns or complaints about the research. 
Please call this number if you cannot reach the research team or wish to talk to someone else. Additional 






I have been given the chance to read this consent form. I understand the information about this study. Questions that 
I wanted to ask about the study have been answered. My signature indicates that I am willing to participate in this 




Participate:    
 
Name of participant (printed) 
 
 
Signature of participant       Date 
 
 
Consent to be 
Recorded:   
   
Name of participant (printed) 
 
 
Signature of participant       Date 
 
 
Witness:    
   
Name of person conducting informed consent discussion/witness (printed) 
 
 
Signature of person conducting informed consent discussion/witness  Date 
 
 
Researcher:    
   
Name of researcher, if different from above (printed) 
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PROJECT TITLE: Towards More Culturally Relevant Educational Evaluation and Research: An Interpretative Case 
Study of the National Science Foundation's Tribal Colleges and Universities Program (TCUP) 
 
Instructions: You are being invited to be involved in this research study. Before you decide whether you want to 
take part, it is important for you to understand why the research is being conducted and what your participation will 
involve.  Please take time to read the following information carefully and consult with others. Contact me if 
anything is unclear or if you would like more information. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take part. 
 
What is the purpose of the project? 
The purpose of this research project is to study the evaluation policies and practices associated with the National 
Science Foundation’s Tribal Colleges and Universities Program (TCUP), from the point of view of the grantees and 
the TCUP program staff. The research will take place between July 2014 and May 2015. 
 
Why have I been chosen to participate? 
We are inviting you to take part in this study because you are in a unique position to offer your stories, perspectives, 
and wisdom about TCUP evaluation policies and practices. 
 
What will participation involve? 
If you decide to be in this research study, you will be asked to sign this consent form after you have had all your 
questions answered and understand the procedures. 
 
In this study you will be asked to participate in a semi-structured interview that will take approximately 30-60 
minutes. These conversations are intended as an opportunity for you to express your views about TCUP’s history, its 
TCUP project implementation, and how its merit and worth are demonstrated to the community and the funder. The 
interviews will be audio-recorded with your permission. 
 
Interviews will take place either: (1) in person at a location of your choice, or (2) via telephone. 
 
Significant new findings developed during the course of the research, which may relate to your willingness to 
continue participation, will be provided to you. 
 
What are the risks of participating? 
Risks of being in the study are highly unlikely, and if so are minimal and expected to be no greater than everyday 
life. You do not have to discuss any subjects you do not want to talk about, and you may leave the interview at any 
time. 
 
What are the benefits to participating? 
You may not get any direct benefit from this study, but, the information I learn in this study may help us develop 
strategies to increase the funding competitiveness of Tribal Colleges and Universities, small, rural communities, and 
minority-serving organizations. 
 
What will it cost to participate? 
There are no costs for participating in this study other than the time you will spend in the interviews. 
 
Will my information remain confidential? 
Data is being collected only for research purposes. Potentially identifiable information about you may appear in 
interview notes, audiotapes and interview transcripts. The interviews will be audio-recorded, and later transcribed 
into text form. To protect your information: 
 
− You will identified by pseudonyms, not names, in the transcripts;  
J. Venable  
Informed Consent for IRB Protocol SKC #2014_21 
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− Recordings of interviews will be deleted upon transcription;  
− As part of the presentation of results, your own words may be used in text form, but you will never be 
identified by your real name. 
 
We will also take steps to physically secure all of the research data. All data (audio-recordings of interviews, written 
notes, and other documents collected during the interview) will be stored in a locked research area in Jessica 
Venable’s locked office at Virginia Commonwealth University. A key that identifies individuals’ names and 
pseudonyms will be stored in a separate locked cabinet in Jessica Venable’s locked office at Virginia 
Commonwealth University. 
 
Only the research project team will have access to your data. However, information from the study and the consent 
form signed by you may be looked at by Virginia Commonwealth University and Salish Kootenai College. 
 
Confidentiality may not be assured in interviews with program officers and other Federal employees, as they will be 
asked to speak in their official capacities. 
 
Will I receive compensation? 
Participants from Tribal Colleges and Universities communities will each be given a WalMart gift card valued at 
$15.00 each. 
 
Neither gifts nor incentives will be given to Federal employees. 
 
Can I withdraw from the study? 
You do not have to participate in this study. If you choose to participate, you may stop at any time without any 
penalty. You may also choose not to answer particular questions that are asked in the study. If you withdraw from 
the study, all of your data will be withdrawn and destroyed. 
 
Who can I contact with questions? 
In the future, you may have questions about your participation in this study. 
 
If you have any questions, complaints, or concerns about 
the research, contact Jessica Venable: 
If you have any questions about your rights as a 
participant in this study, you may contact the VCU Office 
of Research: 
Virginia Commonwealth University 800 East Leigh 
Street, Suite 3000 
P.O. Box 980568 Richmond, VA 23298 Cell: 804-601-
0878 
Email: jcvenable@vcu.edu 
Virginia Commonwealth University 800 East Leigh 
Street, Suite 3000 
P.O. Box 980568 Richmond, VA 23298 Telephone: 804-
827-2157 
 
You may also contact the Office of Research for general questions, concerns or complaints about the research. 
Please call this number if you cannot reach the research team or wish to talk to someone else. Additional 





I have been given the chance to read this consent form. I understand the information about this study. Questions that 
I wanted to ask about the study have been answered. My signature indicates that I am willing to participate in this 
study. I will receive a copy of the consent form once I have agreed to participate. 
 








Signature of participant        Date 
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Description of Coding and Theme Development 
An iterative process of both content and thematic coding of the documents and interview 
transcripts was used to analyze these data. Elders and mentors provided me with initial themes to 
be aware of. Independently, I conducted a substantive review of the documents and transcripts, 
and attached codes to these items. Next, I extended these codes to emergent themes by noting 
reflections, memos, and comparisons across evidentiary artifacts (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). 
Preliminary codes and themes were discussed with key informants throughout the process and 
during each interview. Between each interview, I used the constant comparative method 
described by Glaser and Strauss (1967) to further refined categories and themes by comparing 
them against additional documents and transcripts. I reviewed codes and themes during 
subsequent interviews and in collaboration with Elders and mentors, effectively making each 
individual a co-analyst. The next phase of analysis, also conducted in collaboration with 
participants and Indigenous mentors, involved testing themes through the lens of the theoretical 
frameworks and the Indigenous research paradigm to assure that the knowledge generated would 
produce useful, actionable, and context-relevant knowledge. The explications offered here are 
not intended to generalize a phenomenon beyond the words and perspectives of the study 
participants. Instead, the analysis is designed to provide an understanding of the complex issues 
and views that shape the funding environment for Indigenous approaches in STEM-H research, 
programming, and evaluation.  
Table 9 provides further explanation of this strategy of meaning-making. 
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Table 9  
Coding and Theme Development 
Theme ID via data 
reduction Excerpt(s) from data collection activities  Researcher Initial impressions 




lens  Evidence & 
Standards for 
Evidence 
Pastos interview:  
When we were using the example of TEK and traditional 
knowledge, some of the solutions to these things are in the writing 
and the conceptualization of how these intellectual properties—
how we approach cultural—the artifacts or the property of cultures 
and how they run things. Well, I think I want to get more specific 
with your questions. The thing is when we look at the 
environmental examples, those are so important. Okay, the whole 
debate—so I remember studying TEK and the concept of 
Traditional Ecological Knowledge, which to the elders that I really 
respect, it means when non-Indigenous or Western researchers or 
quasi-scientific researchers come into their communities or 
somewhere in the realm of their interests and they misappropriate 
or overgeneralize their intellectual property or their actual 
knowledge of how the natural world actually works. And then they 
repackage it and sell it for their own use. And then that gets 
incorporated as fundamental baseline data for scientific decision-
making, which is often – at the federal level – controlled by a 
corporation that needs to tailor a scientific approach. 
 
Baldwin interview 
But, we are kind of neither fish nor fowl, and that’s the problem 
with [Western] research. That is totally the problem with research. 
So we are in this situation where we’re not humanities, we’re not 
education, we’re not hard sciences. We’re not any of them. We’re 
not social work. So we really don’t qualify for grants. And yet we 
are really imbedded in all these other disciplines… And that’s a 
paradigm shift, that grantors, that granting agencies need to be able 
to look at this broad spectrum and say well it is not just science, 
math, engineering and technology, it’s, you know, this other stuff. 
And that has kind of been few and far between… So that is kind of 
the—that world of granters out there just bypasses us basically on 
all sides. And it would be nice if they didn’t do that 
 
LaFrance interview:  
We know that the evaluation questions they’re asking– whereas I 
can understand from their perspective are not fair questions. 
To what extent does this relate to 
POWER and ASSIMILATION codes?  
See Sievert:  And when you have the 
money, you don’t have to jump over that 
hurdle because the government said you 
did.  Now you’re calling the shots. 
This code reminds me of debate over 
silos and siloed thinking in academia. 
Holistic approach is hard for mainstream 
funders to accept because they have no 
model for soliciting, reviewing, and 
funding it. But how does this coincide 
with their calls for multidisciplinary, 
transformative approaches? 
Relates to IRM FUNDING and 
POLITICS OF EVIDENCE. Many 
funding agencies encourage 
multidisciplinary approaches but do not 
have the means or capacity to adapt to 
multidisciplinary proposals. In what 
discipline do you find the literature. 
Idea: Even when diversity policies are in 
place, you must practice diversity in a 
Eurocentric way… 
One manifestation of Western 
institutions’ (funding agencies’) 
power is to insist upon a limited and 
narrow interpretation of evidence. 
But this narrow interpretation most 
often applies when “new” approaches 
are proposed. It is interesting here 
that Western researchers have co-
opted and warped a quasi-Indigenous 
concept, and then set it up as the 
standard for Indigenous research to 
which all proposed STEM-H projects 
using IRM must meet. Therefore, 
when real traditional approaches are 
proposed, funders argue that they are 
not justified by the Western literature 
base (i.e. TEK). This power over 
evidence places IRM practitioners in 
the difficult position of first trying to 
battle circular logic. 
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Because they wanted the tribal schools be compared to the local 
public schools. They were apples and oranges.  So that led me to 
understand that my research question would bounce off of that and 
say how do tribal schools want to be evaluated? 
 
Baldwin interview:  
So you have to step back and separate them out. And you have to, 
then, in order to legitimize Indigenous, you have to back off from 
the universalizing – which is very difficult for westerners to do, I 
think, very difficult. So I think that’s a lot of the problem…You 
know the academy is very – the western academy is very grounded 
in that idea that we’re finding truth with a capital T, you know. 
 
Sievert interview:  
Jeez.  I haven’t ever seen [IRM projects funded].  I don’t know, 
because [my program officer], last year here at the conference, I 
was here running the poster session like I always do, she took me 
and she said, “Look at this poster, how can this be research? I don’t 
think this is research.” She said, “Where is the research question?”  
She was just picking it apart from the Western perspective.  And of 
all program officers, you would think she would be the one that is 
the most open minded.  I don’t think she was saying that she would 
never accept that.  She just couldn’t understand it at the time.  She 
was looking for an answer.  It wasn’t within her thought patterns at 
that point.  But I think she’s educable. 
 
Patino interview: 
Well, it wasn’t for me – but I’ve been educated! But even the 
reviewers, the proposal received, it was a top ranked proposal in the 
panel. I agree with you. I think because we have that research 
component, it had kind of what you would expect in that research. 
But what was a little bit uncomfortable was that they didn’t know 
specifically what the question was. It's because you need to build 
that with the community but they have a very good framework and 
all the key stakeholders in place to develop those projects for the 
students. 
 
Means interview, regarding a survey about a proposed intervention 
she was recently asked to complete. 
So I’m thinking, yeah, okay, I guess that’ll be beneficial. Once we 
find out what it is. Once we find out how they’re going about it. So 
there was no prior education, no prior, you know, this is what this 
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meaning-making 
is. And I think they just automatically assumed that we just all 
know what it is. 
 
Abelson interview: 
Yeah. And there is an implicit model of if we build it, and it’s 
effective and we can get people to copy what is effective in 
multiple places, good things will happen for everybody. And you 
could also call that colonialism, right? And so these good intentions 
have not been going very far. If the innovation, the technology or 
the thing that you are doing is pretty easy to enact, it’s even harder 
to get people to pick up new things. 
 
Administration for Native Americans, Native Youth I-LEAD 
Program solicitation 
While Native Youth I-LEAD projects are community driven and 
expected to be designed to address local needs and priorities, 
possible project ideas for this FOA include, but are not limited to, 
the following:… Projects that create models of resiliency; foster the 
development of a strong sense of identity; develop skills to cope 
with challenges; support Native youth to access internal and 
external resources to make positive choices; foster protective 
factors such as connections with Native languages, Elders, and 
positive peer groups; develop culturally responsive parenting 
resources; establish models of safe sanctuary; and re-connection 
with traditional healing. 
 
National Institutes of Health: 
Scientific rigor is the strict application of the scientific method to 
ensure robust and unbiased experimental design, methodology, 
analysis, interpretation and reporting of results. This includes full 
transparency in reporting experimental details so that others may 
reproduce and extend the findings. NIH expects applicants to 
describe how they will achieve robust and unbiased results when 
describing the experimental design and proposed methods.  Robust 
results are obtained using methods designed to avoid bias and can 
be reproduced under well-controlled and reported experimental 
conditions (NIH 2015, NOT-OD-15-103). 
 
National Research Council, “Introduction, Scientific Research in 
Education”: 
We argue that education research, like research in the social, 
biological, and physical realms, faces—as a final “court of 
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appeal”— the test of conceptual and empirical adequacy over time. 
An educational hypothesis or conjecture must be judged in the light 
of the best array of relevant qualitative or quantitative data that can 
be garnered. If a hypothesis is insulated from such testing, then it 
cannot be considered as falling within the ambit of science (NRC, 




[TEK] was a trend in Western education. But with a lot of the, you 
know, experts that we have in Indian country, a lot of them are 
called Elders and children, depending on what they’re interested in 
and what they do and where they are…So Colleen Swan, this 
amazing woman, … she said, “No, I won’t talk to you about TEK 
ever.” She says, “I’ll talk to you about Elders’ wisdom or 
traditional knowledge for the rest of your life.” But she basically is 
saying, you know, we’re talking about climate change research in 
the Arctic.  
 
Karsten interview:  
There are so many options when it comes to evaluation strategies 
that most people hardly get past the concept of a logic model, let 
alone some kind of nuanced thing like multicultural, Indigenous 
perspectives and things like that. It’s like, oh, my God, you know, 
it’s like my head’s going to explode, right? Because, you know, 
they can’t even distinguish an output from an outcome. And, so, 
but it’s a shame, because it’s, it makes things more complicated, of 
course. And, I think it kind of goes against most people’s natural 
instinct as a scientist. You want to minimize the variables to be able 
to get the signal. And, so I think that when you start bringing in all 
these parameters that relate to culture and identity and, you know, 
etc., it’s sort of like how could I ever get, determine any concrete 
determination out of anything if you start doing that? Going with a 
more homogenous frame of reference is, in some ways, simpler. 
But, I think the reality is that most program officers don’t even 
think about it. So, even if it were a tool, they wouldn’t even know 
about it. 
Combines with POWER, RESEARCH 
STANDARDS  collapse to 
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That would be the other part of it, when you talk to [NSF] program 
officers, they’re talking to you with respect.  They know that you’re 
a professional and you know what you’re doing, they’re not there 
to stand over you and make sure that you’re staying in line, I just 
really feel respected when I talk to them.  When you go to their 
workshops and whatnot, they have time for you.  They make time 
for you.  And you can sit down and have meetings with them.  It’s 
not like they make you feel bad because you’re taking up their 
time.  So I like that familiarity.  That accessibility to them.  
Because that really removes that hierarchy.  You’re making me 
think of all these things, I hadn’t really thought of that. 
 
Karsten interview: 
But, you know, if, I think that if you—the worst thing is when they 
think they can come in and be patronizing, you know. And they 
don’t know they’re being patronizing, right? And, that’s not just 
working with minority institutions. It’s the same thing with 
working with teachers. It’s sort of like I know, I’m a PhD, I know 
everything and I can help you, you know, kind of thing. It’s like, 
you know, be respectful of the fact that these people have different 
sets of skills than you do, and it’s more, it should be more 
collaborative. And, you should be getting something out it, too, not 
just giving it, right? 
 
Pastos interview: 
Nikos: And a lot of people go, “Well, you know, poor people or 
people of color don’t get good medical care.” Well, that’s 
somebody’s grandmother or grandfather. I mean, these are very 
important people in any society. So that’s the net effect of the bad – 
in general of the bad policies… We don’t have good cultural 
interactions with indigenous people. But then, you know, you can 
find examples. 
Connects to 
• COLLABORATION  
• TRUST 
• EXPERTISE  
 
Consider also how this ties to 
PRACTICAL. From Pastos, understand 
that federal funding has a real impact on 
real people. This is very different from 
the abstract research and controlled 
settings of mainstream academic 
institutions. From this you have to have 
respect and relationships. 
Part of respect means that you’re 
willing to be in a “learning 
dynamic.” Each player understands 
and appreciates that they have 
something to learn from the other 
(they owe learning to the other – 
reciprocity), and that learning will be 
part of their growth: moral, 
intellectual, and spiritual 
development. 
 
Consider how this may cause a 
rethinking of how we define Belmont 
Principles, particularly Beneficence 
and Justice. E.g. according to Justice, 
benefits and burdens should be fairly 
distributed, and research should not 
simply target vulnerable groups. But 
why are the mainstream institutions, 
non-Indigenous researchers, program 
officers themselves not included as 
among those populations under 
consideration of just distribution? 
Why do they not also take on 
burden? Who is the object of 
research – and why must there 
always be an object? 
Expertise Pastos interview: 
And also you can’t expect somebody who’s a manager for rocket 
engineering, you can’t expect them to have had a lot of cultural 
fluency lessons like, either in general or in the area that they work. 
So that’s a problem of what you would call a traditional minority. 
 
Pastos interview: 
Relates to POLITICS of EVIDENCE 
and POWER. Expertise is not 
recognized because it is not acquired 
and applied in the appropriate manner. 
E.g. peer review – who has the authority 
to decide who our peers are? 
 
This impacts what is considered a 
valid conclusion. From an 
Indigenous perspective, expertise is 
not a product (like credentials, PhD), 
it is a process. For example, you 
know and practice traditional songs, 
you know Native language, you 
attend ceremony. Therefore, the 
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…and so they have to learn how to manage—the tribes—well, a lot 
of the folks in our natural resources and environmental departments 
are very attuned to this because they’re smart. They just grow up 
smart. But their operating instructions are to—so they’re confused. 
Like, for example, whatever the federal guidelines or whatever, 
they’re not—they can only describe changes. It’s only descriptive. 
But we’re way far advanced in natural resource management here. 
We create a lot of the standards. 
 
Baldwin interview: 
Like what the women from the Maori last year, said, “My peer 
review committee is my elders. You know, I don’t want somebody 
from twenty thousand miles away. Why would they have any 
knowledge of my research?” But that’s what the western tradition 
says. Oh you send it out to the peers, and they don’t have any bias 
and so they can look at it. I don’t think anybody has no bias 
anyway, but that’s my opinion. 
 
Schildt interview: 
Yes. I may be seen as a therapist but the traditional practitioner 
with no credentials is considered the expert, not me. I have to go to 
him and ask him how do I approach this. In that way, this is a very 
traditional person. 
NB: Baldwin says “I don’t think 
anybody has no bias anyway…” ≠ 
“Scientific rigor is the strict application 
of the scientific method to ensure robust 
and unbiased experimental design, 
methodology, analysis, interpretation 
and reporting of results” (NOT-OD-15-
103). Therefore, IRMs could be 
interpreted by some funders to be not 
rigorous because they acknowledge and 
accept bias. 
evidence you provide and the review 
you make for the purposes of inquiry 
is legitimate no matter what form it 
takes. See LaFrance & Nichols 
conversations on validity. But by 
externalizing and objectifying 
expertise, Western institutions exert 
their power to more readily define 
who is expert and who is not, who 
has authority to judge and who does 
not, what is evidence and what is not. 
Falls in line with tendency of 
Western research and science to 
objectify. 
Trust Sievert interview: 
It was a very well written proposal.  And actually we changed our 
eventual product from what we originally proposed.  There again 
she was very flexible and willing to let us do what we knew was 
the better thing to do.  So that’s very trusting. 
 
Schildt interview: 
Very critical – we already know that we've been through genocide. 
I mean we're not stupid. So why should we trust anybody? Why 
should we trust the government? What do they really want with us 
this time? So that's where Indigenous research has to be different. 
What is the intent? And be honest about it. 
To what extent does relationship-
building overcome mistrust? 
 
Do grantmakers “mistrust” Indigenous 
applicants? Is that an accurate 
characterization? See POLITICS of 
EVIDENCE. 
Even though there are a lot of good 
people, competent and 
knowledgeable people at federal 
funding agencies, there is real reason 
for Indigenous applicants not to trust 
them – and this is not due to 
historical injustices but also current 
acts of betrayal and dishonor. 
Government is legally mandated to 
provide extramural funding to TCU 
and tribal community applicants, as 
are they legally obligated to consult 
with these groups on a number of 
issues pertaining to tribal lands. 
Further, a legacy of broken treaties 
and contracts have placed these 
organizations at such a financial 
disadvantage that they must rely 
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heavily on federal extramural funds. 
The problem comes in when, despite 
federal obligations, tribal groups are 
subjected to a different and higher 
standard of judgement due to having 
been shut out of all previous 
evidence building processes. 
Convincing others Schildt interview:   
As part of institutional racism though, it really is. It's part of how 
the institution says this is our culture and this is what we want you 
think. You either fit in it or you don't. And if you don't, you're 
wrong anyway. I think that's been the perspective throughout. So I 
say that's, excuse me quote- unquote crazy-making… And then we 
have to prove that we exist… which takes you back to Indigenous 
research. Are we trying to prove that we exist by doing our own 
research? What are we aiming at? I mean that's underlying maybe. 
Maybe some people don't view it that way. But that's an underlying 
reason for doing a lot of what I think Indigenous research is 
looking at…. Not just researching people, finding out what that 
perspective is but are we proving that we do exist? We're constantly 
trying to prove that we exist and that we were here. And science is 
trying to prove that no, we were not the first people here. At this 
point it doesn't matter because we know we were here. 
 
Schildt interview: 
I mean we document all the evidence-based things they need to 
know and we do that but sometimes there's an added traditional or 
native thing that's going on in the therapeutic session. But how do 
we document that – that is working? So that's where I think 
research would come in. Because people are already doing that. 
What if the belief in that community is Margaret Schildt, you're my 
therapist, therefore when I have my ceremony you have to be 
there? Traditionally you have to be there. How would I explain that 
to a funding source? I probably wouldn't. 
 
LaFrance interview: 
The evaluation design that was put into the proposal had a very 
quantitative– even to the extent of a randomly assigned teachers to 
test these units. Totally unfeasible and inappropriate for trying to 
do it in Micronesia. But they felt that they needed to have that kind 
of thing that was approximating quasi-experiments – quasi 
As LaFrance suggests, why are there 
such frequent and profound misreading 
of the funders’ intent?  
 
See EXPERTISE. Tribal groups are 
subjected to a different and higher 
standard of judgement due to having 
been shut out of all previous evidence 
building processes. See Gone. Who are 
the experts/peer reviewers? Why should 
the peer reviewers of tribal community 
proposals not necessarily be their peers? 
 
See connections to POLITICS of 
EVIDENCE. 
All call for research and evaluation 
designs that match the proposal 
questions/objectives. But there is also 
a running narrative here of a gap – 
that when traditional Indigenous 
designs are proposed as congruent 
with the RQs, it is difficult to meet 
the standards required to justify these 
approaches (for lack of publications, 
etc…). On the other hand, Western 
approaches, which have been shown 
to have been harmful or 
inappropriate in some cultural 
settings, are taken as the norm and do 
not need as rigorous a justification. 
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Theme ID via data 
reduction Excerpt(s) from data collection activities  Researcher Initial impressions 
Description of co-constructed 
meaning-making 
experimental and approximating the gold standard, et cetera. 
Because that’s the only way they could get funded. Which I think 
was a misreading of NSF. 
Time Patino interview:  
So an REU is a three-year project, right. And in three years you’re 
barely learning what doesn’t work, right. So they were successful 
because by the time they came up with the first REU proposal they 
had already been working with these communities. Yes, they have 
some things to work out but they were fixable. In three years if it 
doesn’t work out you move on and you go into something else, 
right, because due to administration it may be demanding that 
you’re successful in the grants, right. And from my perspective I 
give you three years and you need to demonstrate good evolution. 
If you’re failing your implementation plan for the recruitment tell 
me why. And if there is a reasonable explanation then I can be 
more understanding. And if you build your next proposal on what 
you learned and you are determined to fix it then I give you another 
try, right. It doesn’t guarantee that during this three or six years, we 
will be increasing the diversity in this REU side. I can only kind of 
start asking questions and start putting your feet to the fire. By the 
six years, you don’t have anything to show. Okay. We have to 
figure out something else. 
 
Woods/Morgan interview: 
I mean it could be something that is endemic to bureaucracies, 
period. So that if you lose an advocate, or there is no advocate, or 
as the contract runs out, you know, people lose their interest and 
their focus and their investment in it. 
 
Abelson interview: 
And this kind of approach, if you take this sort of approach with all 
kinds of stuff, people are much more interested in what you are 
doing. And it takes much more time and relationship building. And 
so we are realizing – our management is having to think about… 
We keep getting more and more projects. We have the same 
number of people and those projects are taking more time. 
See TRUST.  Does TRUST of the 
applicant and community context affect 
how long the PO is willing to allow the 
timeline to go? 
 
Indigenous epistemologies say that 
following natural cycles, time is not 
compressed as it is from a Western 
viewpoint. This may conflict with 
period of performance allowed in 
funding solicitations as well as 
anticipated and expected demonstrations 
of success. 
TIME has to be related to 
RELATIONSHIPS. If the applicant 
and funder are in a strong 
relationship (which takes time to 
build), then there can be a common 
understanding – interstitial space – of 
how time “works” within each 
respective community. This will 
impact: 
1. What counts as evidence and 
how it can be collected/analyzed 
2. What counts as success and how 
it can be measured 
 
Implications:  
• See IRM FUNDING. More 
money needs to be allocated to 
capacity building, training, 
scholarships, which, in effect, is 
funding time. 
• Pay more attention to the 
importance of RELATIONSHIP 
within the community and 
between community and funder. 
These take time to build and 
steward. 
• Expect that by allowing time, 





Sievert interview:  
It’s interesting because some people don’t see NSF as open to this 
Indigenous research. I think they will be. It’s new to a lot of them. I 
feel like they are educable – that’s the word I used this morning.  
This seems like the counterargument or 
solution to POLITICS of EVIDENCE: 
that grantmakers need to be education in 
the range and spectrum of possibilities 
Go back to RELATIONSHIPS and 
RESPECT. There cannot be a 
common agreement on what counts 
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Theme ID via data 
reduction Excerpt(s) from data collection activities  Researcher Initial impressions 
Description of co-constructed 
meaning-making 
They are going to take a while to figure it out but they will, and 
they’re willing to listen.  It’s not the way you see in other agencies 
where they’re just, “No, no that doesn’t fit the mold” kind of thing. 
Venable: So you don’t consider other agencies to be educable? 
Sievert: Not from my own experience.  Department of Education, 
they have a very clear agenda, you either fit it or you don’t… And 
like I said, NASA, it just doesn’t ever feel like they care that much. 
Schildt interview:    
Maybe that's where indigenous research comes in. I mean small 
research, nothing big. Start doing that and start small and start in 
different areas and build on that. It's not going to happen overnight, 
of course not. You're dealing, again, with an institution that 
believes this is research, this is what it looks like. This is how we 
do it. This is how we've always done it. And again, it's a European-
based idea and methodology and culture. And if they really talk 
about diversity, you want to get that money out there to these 
communities, well, then listen. And let's do some small research at 
a time. I know people need the money but we've got to start 
somewhere…We can't just keep talking about it. I mean how 
willing is this person to do that? 
for inquiry, that still meet their 
foundational definitions of good 
research but may not look like anything 
they have seen before. 
as evidence without a co-equal 
relationship between players. 
Collaboration, 
Partnership 
Karsten interview:  




And then seeing how much those kids come alive when they’re 
doing it. I mean, that is all coming out qualitatively. And these are 
only week-long units. We are not going to see any –
…[a]chievement changes, the standardized tests. You know they’re 
buying that. I think we will…. And they’re saying just with enough 
data and understanding that there was data that you needed. NSF is 
seeing and interested in seeing how we can develop it further. 
 
Abelson interview: 
I guess the thing that strikes me about all of this is the willingness 
to be in a dialectic. And to have different views, Western views, 
Indigenous views and to be willing to engage and push it to a 
higher place. And I think about my interactions with Joan or with 
people over time is that Joan is really sincere about wanting to get 
Interesting that the call for collaboration 
is manifested in a number of ways: 
• Collaboration of people, 
institutions 
• Collaboration of ideas 
• Collaboration of [research] 
approaches 
• Collaboration between 




Look to Interstitial Spaces (Cram & 
Phillips, 2012) as a framework for 
tying ideas together. This may be a 




Theme ID via data 
reduction Excerpt(s) from data collection activities  Researcher Initial impressions 
Description of co-constructed 
meaning-making 
to the truth rather than worshiping a certain world view. And I 
think that that is – to me, that is kind of the fundamental nature of 
being in a research office in a human services or a public service 
setting is that you have got to manage all these competing agendas 
that are all important. So dialectic assumes two. But I think that – I 
was just reflecting on over time conversations with Joan and her. 
And the dance I guess with people around these topics as opposed 
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